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OBITUARY.
James Emery, one of the leading residents
of Bueksport, died at 1.30 p. in., Oct. 5th at
his home on Main street in that town. He
had beeu ill and confined to the house for a
long time. Mr. Emery was born in Belfast
in December. 1810. His father, Capt. Robert
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stallion,—chestnut stallion,
Harbinger,
Reynolds, Unity, first,
year old stallion,—Siroc Wilkes, by
Wilkes, dam by Wedgewood, Will.
-?i. South Brooks, first.
Trotting bred
mares and foal-— Ba\ filly by Burdett.
Highlawn, by Alcantara, C. H
Ider, Troy, first. Bay riily, by Purist,
y Gideon, E. Shibles. Knox Station,
: Roan filly, by Lyre Bird. A. L. Ward.
dike, third. Draft mare and foal—
it by Frank Hampton, Paul Ames,
Burnliaiu. first
Three year old filly,
ng bred—Black
filly, by Tarratine.
Bin- k P let. E. X, Hall, Knox, first,
iiy, by Pierce horse, F. H. Brown.
ii. second
Draft bred three year old
Pray filly, by Montrose, L. L. Rogers,
fir.-u.
Matched pairs—Claud WellmgAibiuii. first, Charles Sampson, Fre
.'I'rniid; I S. Elliott, third. Gentl
driving horses—St. Joseph, H. E.
Brocks, first Santo, Dick Farwell.
•eke. seccinl: .lack. C. Wellington,
E. T

fi-Tse*
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Secret

regular meeting

of

Phoenix Lo dge, F.

M., will be held next Monday evening.
question of observing the thirty-first
versary of the A. O. U. W. (Oct. 27th)
"me before Enterprise
Lodge at the
••

meeting this. Thursday, evening.
IfasLCo. No. 2, Uniform Rank, Knights
.ar

’■

1'ythias, left on steamer Penobscot
ny morning for Bangor, where they
train

for

Calais to

attend

the

yestook

annual

lay of the 2nd Regimeut. Twenty-eight
Knights were present. They were acpanied by the Belfast Band, of twentypieces, that organization being the reguy elected Second Regiment Band.
They
•!

*••

t

to return

by

a

special

steamer

•iiiigur early Friday morning.

from

to

man

-an.

been

received <8 the death in

a

sister of the late Win. II. Conner

he

as

was

known

to

his

on

Main

Street.

In

1858 he

went

to

mariied

to

Miss Fannie

Fredericksou,

who, with four daughters, survives him. in
1874, he removed to Colorado Springs, Col.,
where lie lived until 1881, when he removed
to Newton, Kansas, which was thereafter
He was a Mason in good standliis home.
ing, ami Newton Lodge took part in the
brief but impressive funeral service. The
funeral took place at 8 a. m. in compliance
with the oft expressed request of Mr. Converse, who also wished to be buried in a
quiet unostentatious way, The Weekly

Republican of Sept 8th says in the
course of a lengthy obituary:
He was a very intelligent man, gifted with
humor that made him entertaining
a quiet
Kansas

in
he

conversation, and
was

as he was a great reader
well informed upon all general sul

jects.

a

Hail!

Broad laud of God’s creation.
freedom blessed we love thee best,
Long live, our dear Columbia,
A song for sweet Columbia!
All nations greet Columbia!
You’ll hold your own till time hath flown
Nor know defeat, Columbia.
*.)boras.
A song for wise Columbia!
Thy fame ne’er dies, Columbia!
The bravest band, the fairest land
beneath the skies Columbia!
Chorus.
A song for great Columbia!
On thee we wait. Columbia!
lu all thy worth to rule the earth.
That, is thy fate, Columbia.
The morning session in Masonic hall was
called to order by President Jones and was
devoted to business. The records of the last
meeting in Freedom were read and approved. The committee on time and place of the

and three brothers. Mr. Johnson was an
enterprising young man. and carried on extensive lumber operations.
He was honest
and reliable in business, frithful and kind
hearted. His age was about :!5 years.

next meeting reported as follows: Time,
Nov. 2nd; place, with George G. .Davis Post,
Brooks. The election of officers resulted as
follows: President, John O. Johnson, Liberty; Secretary, A. Stinson, North Searsport;

Jonathau Knowles, a well-known farmer
cf west Belfast died at his home Sunday, at
the age of

«><>

years and 8 months.

He

was

on

!

Treasurer, F. L. Palmer, Monroe; Chaplain,
Lorenzo Jones. Brooks.
Here the dinner call sounded and the company rep^red to the Grand Army hall,where
the laden tables and kindly service testified
to the generous hospitality of the people of
Liberty. Dinner was followed by the usual
smoke and chat and then the afternoon session was opened in Masonic Hall.
Past
President Jones called the meeting to order
and introduced the newly elected president,
John O. Johnson, a naval veteran of the
Civil War, who thanked the association for
the honor conferred and pledged himself to
future work in its interest.
A choir composed of Mrs. W. H. Moody,
Mrs. J. W. Clough, Mrs. G. H. Cargill. Mrs.
George Cram, Hazen Bickford and John Q.
Johnson sang some beautiful selections

hunter is

Abroad.

throughout

The beginning of the open season for deer in
County .after a close time of six years,
started a lively interest in deer hunting, and
a number have bee-u kiiled, as noted below.
So many are in the woods with rides that
there is danger of some one being accidentally shot, and many farmers have posted
Wald"

welcome

forbidding all persons from gunning
their premises. Among these is William
J Brown of Southwest Belfast, who has had j
a valuable heifer killed by hunters, while i
notices

on

1

j

belonging to a neighbor has disappeared and is supposed to have been “hagged” as well as killed. Mr. Brown’s heifer j
was severely wounded and died after it was
j
taken to the barn.
If the notices he lias i
posted are not heeded, Mr. Brown threatens
to do some shooting himself.
An incident uear Duck Trap shows what
Samuel Stevens
might have happened.
while hunting with a rifle saw two deer in
range and was leveling his piece on them
when, from directly opposite him, came a
another

report and both animals fell before the gun
of Roy Dean, with a Urge charge of buckHad.Ma. Stevens tired his rifle Dean
just the right position to receive the
ball had it missed its mark.
Local sportsmen are killing the deer in
Waldo county quite rapidly now that the
law’ is oif.
The following are reported to
date: R. F. Dunton, one in Searsmont,
George Daggett one in Morrill. Mr. Alley
one at Mt. Waldo, Leon Armstrong one in
South Belfast. Joseph Flag one in Lincolnville, Washington Tower one in Beliuont,
Albert Dean two in Lincolnville, Maurice

shot.
was

\

in

Clark, Prospect, one doe; Reuben Sibley,
Freedom, twro deer ; two shot in Liberty ; Mr.
Linscott of Appleton, one in Searsmont; Mr.
Plummer, one in Monroe.
A number of deer hunters from this section are in the woods in Northern and Eastern Maine, including Lewis F. Gannon and
Charles Thomas, Belfast, and Messrs. White
and Ingalls, Northport. Henry Hills and
J H. Pendleton of Northport, John A. and
Roberts of

Reading Mass., were in
their way to 31anchard,

W.

S.

this

city Tuesday
deer and other game, with H

to

As we welcome everything that will
benefit our young people, we welcome you
for their sake.
We welcome you for what
you have done, not only for us but for the
world, in the carrying out of God’s law of
love. What more can I say ? You are wellcome.
You have come, and it is well.”
Comrade A. J. Billings of Freedom responded in his usual felicitous maimer, returning thanks for the reception extended

j

the

W.

guide.

as

Andrew \Y

Johnson died at his home

on

city Oct. 5th, after a short
illness of pneumonia.
Deceased was a colored man, born a slave in Jacksonville, Fla
Marc'd 2'2, 1S4U
He entered the United
States service when 14 years old on board
At the close of
the gun-boat Fort Henry.
the war he came north with Lieut. Albert
C. Fowler of Searsport, an officer in the
Fort Henry, and worked in the shipyard for
('apt. D. A. Goodell. In 18(*8 he come to
Belfast and worked for Capt. Henry Me.
Gil very in the shipyard. He was employed
a fewr years by Hon. Seth L. Milliken, and
lately had worked at whatever offered. He
lectured occasionally on slave life in the
South, and in some of his entertainments he
was assisted by his younger children, whom
he had taught to sing the old plantation
He married Miss Lizzie Durant of
songs.
Bucksvilie, S. C., who survives him with
nine children, A. William, Fred D.. Lillie E,
Carrie A., Mary A.. Martha K Bessie E.,
Lewis C. and Robert. The funeral was held
at his late home Sunday afternoon, and was
largely attended. Rev. G. E. Edgett offiH-ut street in this

Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R.,
deceased was a member, attended
in a body, with A. E. Clark Camp, Sous of
Veterans,as escort, and followed the remains
ciated.

f which

The Belfast Schools.
training class for teachers has four
pupils who are taking the regular course and
teaching live half days per week in the public schools.The class consists of Misses Hills,
Barr, Monroe and Sheldon. The course this
term includes methods of teaching, psychology and history of education.
The

j

j

The teachers’ meetings have been r -organized into four grades and meetings are to
It is expec.ed to
t>e arranged accordingly.
have

a

series of

lectures

on

educational sub-

jects here the coming winter from some of
the leadiug workers in the State, including
Miss Snow, Messrs. Stetson, Richardson and
others.

Concerning

Local

Industries.

Harrison, Wood & Co. are busy setting
the work recently finished iu their stone
The recent orders include handsome
monuments for the late P. M. Jones of Belfast and William Carlon of Searsport.

sheds.

The two creameries of Belfast are keeping
up their number of patrons. There was a
considerable falling off in the amount of
cream in the early
autumn, caused by the
drought, but the supply is again increasing,
and in a short time both creameries will be

receiving

more

than

ever

before.

Rev. J. E. C. Sawyer, I). I)., of Syracuse,
of The Northern Christian Advocate,
and formerly of the Beacon Street church of
this city, is to be one of the speakers at the
Methodist Episcopal Church Congress, which
meets at St. Louis the last week in November. The theme assigned him is “Men in
the Church.” fBath Times.
editor

the

Waldo County Veteran’s
Association, and the task seemed such a
delightful one that I responded, for, the
daughter of a soldier who was in the service
1 am naturallly in sympathy
four years,
with this association.
Welcome is such an old word and addresses of welcome so common that one
would think people would tire, both of
word and custom, but they do not.
They
feel the sincerity of the word anew each
time it is littered and are made glad.
1
hope you all may feel this sincerity, and
that our little town is yours for the day, to
enjoy as much as you may.
1 count it eminently fitting that the
young generation should welcome you amt
should be present m such numbers, for they
are the ones
who are reaping the peace,
prosperity and happiness which are the
fruits of your war privations and sufferings.
It is fitting, Isay, that we should show our
appreciation of these things by our presence,
our words and our acts.
May our words
and actions ever he respectful and loving
toward those who helped to make our
country what we now believe it to be, the
best country ami nation iu the world.
In regard to the war that is engaging our
attention at the present time there are many
opinions—almost as many as there are thinking persons—but iu regard to that of V*1 and
’65 there can be but one. It was of God,and
accomplished his purpose. 1 will venture
to say that even you who engaged in it did
not then look forward to such results as
have followed. Because of our recent difficulty with Spain, and our interest in it, the
Civil War has partially fallen into the background. but we must not forget that bad the
principles for which you fo ght iu ’<>1 not
prevailed we. should not have been enabled
to succor Cuba in her distress and her inhabitants might still be starving and powerto

less.

on

hunt

the session.

Comrade Amos L. Brown offered prayer,
after winch Miss Blanche L.Moody of Liberty,a daughter of Hon Wm. H. Moody, delivered the address of welcome. She spoke, in
part, as follows:
I have been asked to say a few words of

was a

_

c

The Deer

Mystic Grange

veterans, and contrasting the present
time with the days when the veterans came
home at the close of the war for *he Union.
Singing by the choir, remarks by Past President Jones and a recitation by Gladys
Skidmore followed. L. C Morse of Liberty
said that be was one of four brothers who
formed a file in the 2(>tli Maine Volunteers,
through all its long marches and hardships,
and the four were all present and could form
that same file to-day.
It is doubtful if this
circumstance can be matched in the State or
Nation, and it will be a sad day for the remaining comrades when that file is broken.
Then followed a song by Mrs. Emma Cargill; remarks by Henry Fv Dawson of Monroe and Daniel C. Bowen of Morrill; song
by Mrs. Blanche Cram; recitation by Miss
Dorothy Gunby, “Dewey’s Return;” remarks by O. J. Dickey, surgeon of the
Maine Division, Sons of Veterans; remarks
by Capt. E. E. Hatch, U. S. A., of which
mention is made above; closing with a
rousing song from the choir. A rising vote
of thanks was given the good people of Liberty, the choir, and Capt. Hatch, for courtesies extended.
Atkinson

a

Ten=center.

Before the war Edward Atkinson devoted
his time to pushing the merits of a cook
stove made of an empty candle box and a 10
cent kerosene lamp.
With each stove went
a
hand bill explaining how a person can
live on 10c a day. Atkinson’s idea of national destiny is put up on the same scale,
[Portsmouth Herald.
Mr. O. S. Haskell and Dr. aud Mrs. T. N
Drake are probably the only people in this
vicinity that were present at the launching
of Dewey’s flagship, the Olympia. It was
launched in San Francisco in 1892. [Pittsfield Advertiser.

Fair.

PERSONAL.

PERSONAL.

Osborne Lord spent Sunday with friends
in

Bangor.

W. W. Cates went to Pittsfield on business
began to come, and by 1 o’clock there
standing room in the hall, and not last Friday.
much more than that on the grounds. The
M. G. Black went to Boston last Thursday
stock exhibited was tirst class, while the on business.
show of vegetables and fruit was, as one
Mrs. Hannah Whitten visited friends in
man remarked, “Better than at Monroe;”
Union last wreek.
and we can truly say that it was the best we
Miss Lottie Leach of Penobscot is visiting
had seen for a good while. The following
Mrs. E. L. Talbot.
premiums were awarded:
Mrs. R. S. Smart went to Bangor Tuesday
NEAT STOCK.
to spend the winter.
Thoroughbred Jersey bull, 1 vear,5 mouths,
L F Allenwood, 1st.
Henry Davidson went to Brewer last FriHolstein hull calf, 8 mouths, Willis Mcfor a short visit.
day
1st.
Kinney,
3-year-old steers, Hollis M Lamb, 1st.
A. P. Benner went to Boston last ThursCalves, Hollis M Lamb, 1st.
day to spend the winter.
Holstein cow, Caleb Lamb, 1st.
Miss Lizzie Page left Monday morning to
2-year-old Jersey, G W Marriner.
Jersey cow, 20 years old, Fred Batchelder, visit friends in New York.
not

was

1st.
4 year-old
1st.

1st.

Waldo Chapin left Saturday for Hartford,
Ct., where he has employment.

Jersey heifer, Fred Batchelder,

year-ojd Jersey heifer, Fred Batchelder,

1-year old Jersey heifer, Fred Batchelder,

from

1st.

Geo W Knight, 1st; James Fuller, 2d.
G

W

Mass., last Monday

Lermon,

W. H. McLellan, Esq. anti F. T. Chase at
tended the Music Festival in Bangor.

Hock of sheep, Oscar Wilkins, 1st; G
W Lermon, 2d.

Miss Rosa Pendleton is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Ruth Barclay of Winthrop, Mass.

SWINE.

G L Hemmenway & Son showed two
Hue brood sows, with 10 Hue pigs. As they
were the only exhibitors of swine they were
awarded 1st. They had 1 sow with 8 more

pigs

Warren A. Pitcher and wife left for Worcester, Mass., Saturday for a short visit.

at home.

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman returned
from Boston yesterday from a short visit.

POULTRY.

Best exhibit of poultry, Bert Lamb, 1st.

Miss Estelle Bacon of Unity was a guest
of Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Harmon last week.

VEGETABLES, FRUIT, ETC.
Best collection of farm produce, G E Donnell, 1st; Miles Pease, 2d ; Wales Elms, 3d.
Squash—U A Kenney, 1st; G L Herainenway & Son, 2nd ; A H Mahoney, 3rd ;
A I Pitcher, 4th.
Corn—Beat trace of corn, G E Donnell,
1st; E M Pease, 2nd.
Potatoes—G L Hemmenway & Son, 1st;
Best bushel of poMillbury F Hunt, 2nd.
tatoes, H M Lamb, 1st.
Sweet Corn—Best trace sweet corn, E R
Howard, 1st.
Cabbage—E R Howard, 1st.
Bell Peppers—A I Pitcher, 1st.
Citron—A H Mahoney, 1st.
fi Onions—Carrie Murch, 1st; S R Hook,
2nd ; L H Jackson,3rd.
Cranberries—Mrs. H P Farrow, 1st; C F
Welimau. 2nd.
Beets and Turnips—E R Howard, 1st; G
L Hemmenway & Sou, 2nd.
Pumnkins—C A Kenuey,lst;B L Lamb,
2nd; Elisha Achorn, 3rd.
Pop Corn—Best trace pop corn, Mrs. O
W Gould, 1st: G L Hemmenway & Son, 2nd.
Apples—L E Pitcher 1st; N B Allenwood
2nd : A 1 Pitcher 3rd.
FANCY

Mrs. Hannah Wilson returned home Oct.
a visit of three weeks in Rockland.

4th from

Joseph E. Thorubs left Saturday for South
to visit his sister, Mrs. C. L.
Mi 11 house.
Mrs. Charles B. Hazeltine and Miss Louise
Hazeltine attended the Music Festival in
Bangor last w cck.
Dr.

Southwortb returned last Frivisits in Lebanon, N. H
and Charlestown, Mass.

Mrs. Mary Madden of Greenfield returned
home Tuesday from a two weeks visit to her
sod, George W. Madden

Thompson went to I^awrent >,
Mass,, Monday to spend the winter with her
returned to Boston
spending a short vacation
with her parents in this city.
Miss

Mr. and Mrs. John A. L. Spaulding returned Saturday to Whitman, Mass., after a
short visit in Belfast and

Albert M.Carter returned last Thursday evening from Portland, where she attended the Maine Music Festival.
Mrs.

Mrs

Edwin W. Davis and wife arrived home
from Camden,where they have been
at work during the summer on the Sagamore

with white ground,

Tuesday

Hooked flowered rug with blue ground,
Heal, 2nd.

Mrs Harriet

Farm.

Dogsear rug with initials and date, Mrs
Laura Batchelder. 1st.
Button ru_\ Mary A Murch, 1st.
Raveled yarn rug, Mrs Julia Sanborn, 1st.
Braided rug, Mrs Lenora Wadi in, 1st.
Striped Hooked rug shaded iu handsome
colors, Mrs Julia Sanborn, 1st.
Knit rug, Miss Nellie Hills, 1st.

have taken

rooms

at

J.

C.

Thompson's

for

the winter.
Colonel Fred Atwood of Winterport was
in Augusta for a time, Monday, w hile upon
his way to make an official visit- to the Reform school.

mounds, Mrs Alfaretta Ingraham, 1st.
Japanese Lantern plant, Mrs Alfaretta

Tw'o

Ingraham, 1st.
Lilies, Mrs Anuie Simmons, 1st.

Mrs. Charles Ludwick and daughter left
Saturday for Boston, where they will reside.
They were accompanied by Mrs. L.’s mother,

bouquet, Mrs Annie Simmons,2nd.
DabBas, Mrs A J Donnell, 1st.
Asters, Mrs Helen Foss, 1st.
Mixed

Mrs. E. R. Thomas.

Bowen
on

of Morrill
business.

went

to

Mrs. Caro E. Carter and Mrs. Walter P.
Carter have arrived from Malden, Mass., for
a

visit.

S. G. Bicknell went to Boston Monvisit her daughter, Mrs. John Macdonald.
Mrs.

day

to

G. W.

Mrs.

night from

a

Cottrell returned Monday
visit in Boston and Newbury-

port, Mass.
Mrs. Josie II. Stew ard and daughter Clara
Lome Tuesday evening from a visit
in Massachusetts.
returned

Mrs. Isaac H. Sherman and daughter
Flora went to Lawrence, Mass., Monday for
a two weeks' visit.
Mrs. E. A. D. Barrington attended the
meeting of the Maine Federation i>f Women’s
Clubs in Augusta yesterday.

Miss Esther Mills returned home to Limeryesterday from a visit of two weeks t>
her brother, Itev. Geo. S. Mills.

ick

Freeman of Rockland and W
West of Belfast attended the meeting ol
the Maine Veterinary Medical association in
Drs. F. E.

L.

Augusta yesterday.
S. S. Adams of New Haven, Ct., will
week to visit her father. J. R.
Mears of Morrill, and superintend the ere
tiou of her cottage at Northport CampMrs.

arrive

this

•-

Mrs.

James

Chappell

and

Mrs. Charl<

>

of Cumberland

county, N. S visited Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Harrison the
past week, and are now with friends iu
Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Freeman of Lincolnville attended the Maine Music Festival in
Baugor last week. Mr. Freeman is the weil
known driver of the Belfast and Camden

stage, and seldom takes

a

vacation.

Mr. and Mrs George P Field have closed
their house at Manchester-'y-the-Sea and
are now at Virginia Hut Springs, where they
will

remain

until December

their apartments

at

the

before

‘‘Somerset,”

opening
Bost.m.

TV. A. Smart of West Northfield, Mass., arrived last Week to visit friends
in Belfast and vicinity. Mrs. S. is t" make
her home with Capt. B. A Hart at the Head
Mr. S. left yesterday for Porti-f the Tide.
land, where he is in the mploy of the
Mr. ami Mrs.

Grand Trunk Railway.
Rev.

I liomas

U

Gregory

;tit Independent ( liurcli in t'liiragi*.
rvenfiy made mention of the resignation of Rev. T. B. Gregory, formerly pastor
of the L'niverbalist church in tins city, of his

Lauii'lie-

pastorate in Chicago, and which made something of a sensation at the time. 1L•*
u
move is thus recorded in a -dipping fr

Chicago

newspaper.
?
Rev. rhomas B. Gregory. fonm-r.y
-1
the
R--uChurch
I'niversadst
church
a
launcheil ail independent
Grand Opera 1 l- -us-- y, sterday m ri
I
ill his sern. u to
congregation
200 people made some radical and -tart
statements.
Among ti-eiu were tb-

ng
-w

iug:
N lUety-uine clergymen

■

I

t-f-•*-!

don’t believe what they preach : they i.are
too much iutelligeru-c to belie-.
;
a
preach according to tic dictates
gregat ion that pay s tin sa
mm
i.
;s
si.
svsteTneolugy—not reiign
mized moonsliin.
Tli--tiitauog.au s s;tni y
ws
a book-worm, and knows m.thing of r
of

nature.

L i
In sectarianism there s me freed a
m rough u
i. tl
parson is but the wins?
wind
blows
tin
congregation
i. ’s
There are two superlative
.1
world—the man who says tm-re
and tlie mail who says ?here is m :
We do not know
Ucv. Mr. Gregory was enthu-,..<
.y
win re
appiauded at the points of his sern
Aim rig
these statements were made.
tli11 gs he said during the discourse
Trusting ill the God with wet powder m a
On a May day a
most hazardous business.
year ago, out m Manila Bay, a wonder!
battle was fought. On the one side were the
Spaniards, praying; -m the other were tie
A mermans pouring into the foe those terriAnd the shells won the
ble 12-meh sheds.
day Not all the prayers and all t.lre or-ers could have made the result other tnau :to

ANGORA CATS.

Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Brackett left

Hemmenway,

Tuesday

attend the 4-2 nd semi-annual session
Grand Lodge of Maine in Pittsfield, Get lltli ami 12th.

noon to

of the G. T.

Mrs Frank Moody got 1st and 2nd on picture throws. 2nd on glass box, 1st on lamp
and shade 1CJ yrs. old and 1st oil sugar bowl

jar.

I
1900.

C. Dilworth Adjutant of Thomas H.
Marshall Post, G. A. G,. has received the
M.

following letter from Harry Weissinger of
Louisville, Kv., who was invited to deliver
the Memorial Day address in this jity:

Louisville, Ky Sept. 29, 1899.
Dear SirReplying to your communication of the 25th iust, just received: I am
both pleased and honored by your invitaI accept it with mingled feelings of
tion.
gratitude and pride. If nothing unforeseen
prevents, I shall be with you on the 3bth of
May, 1900. I will bring with me fi< wers
fresh from Kentucky’s genial soil to bedeck
the graves of our dead.
Isay "our dead,”
because the Union has been restored in law
and heart, and the brave deeds done on one
side or the other are the common heritage
of a re-united people.
Your dead are ours ;
My

yours.
Yours truly,
Harry Weissinger.

News of the Granges.

Adrian C. Tuttle attended the New England Convention of Photographers in Boston
last week. He made no exhibit, but went
for study and new ideas in his work
Miss Carrie E. Gilmore entered the office
of Critchett Sibley & Co. as bookkeeper
last

Thursday afternoon and evening, Oct. 19th.
There will he exhibits of farm produce,
fancy goods, an.I all the articles usually
found at fairs, with the added attraction of
a cat show.
A general invitation is extended for contributions and participation in
the fair. The ladies of the sewing circle
will supply tea and coffee during the day to
those who bring lunch baskets.
Supper
will be served from (5 to 8 p. in., followed by
a sale of fancy articles and a dance.
The
fair is in the hands of competent committees
its success is assured. If
stormy the
fair will be held the next fair day.

and

The Waterville Business College is
having
remarkably good patronage. The reason for

that the best methods and systems
the world has devised for giving instruction in commercial branches and shorthand are here used.
The “Student Home,”
recently established
and providing board and room at $2 25
per
week, is an important factor in the reduction
of expenses to those in attendance. See new
ad. in this issue.

Friday,

and

Saturday

Miss

Flora E.

Blake took the position vacated by
Gilmore with Swan & Sibley Co.

Miss

Loren Fletcher left Saturday mornKingston, N. II., to joiu her husband. Her son Willis B. Fletcher, accompanied her. and after a short visit in East
Kingston will go to Lowell, Mass.
Mrs.

ing for

East

Mrs. Geo. H. Smith and daughter Lizzie
May, who have been rusticating with the
family of Mr. Philip Blethen in Thorndike
past three months, returned to their
home in Haverhill, Mass., last Saturday.

the

Hill ami E. H. Haney of Belfast,
proprietors of the store on the North port
M. C.

Campground,

in the city Friday on
Hill was Belfast’s capable
to
the legislature at the lust
representative
session and was for some years sup >.riutendent of the Northport Campground.
[Banbusiness.

gor

Seaside Grange ami Sewing Circle will
hold its annual fair at seaside Hall next

this is
which

O.

e

and Mrs. G. P. Lombard will close
their North Shore cottage this week and
Dr.

FLOWERS.

are

vicinity.

and Mrs. John W. Due of Bar Harbor
made a short visit in Belfast last Friday on
their way home from Buck land.
Mr.

rugs.

dead

Sliute

after

Juliu II. Healey returned home last week
from Somes’ Sound, Mt. Desert, where he
has been at work in a stone shed.

G W

our

Annie

Saturday

QUILTS,

Day,

on

We

aunt, Mrs. Maria Brainerd.

Mat and dusting bag, Mrs Laura Pease,
1st.
Saw horse. Ax and Saw, in bottle, Mrs
Luara Pease, 1 st.
Stand ornamented with Manila rope, Mrs
Laura Pease, 1st.
Glass box, Mrs Laura Pease, 1st.

Memorial

Augusta

Miss Geneva

Cushion, Mrs G E Donnell, 1st.
Thermometer, Mrs Laura Pease. 1st.

as a rose

a

Miss A. F.

Plaques, hand painted, Mrs Lizzie Gould,

used

Cambridgeport, Mass., after

day evening from

1st.

Millie

lvnowlton

to

Roy Webber, formerly with Geo. W. Burkett, is employed in the store of L. H. Soper
& Co. in Waterville.

—

Mae Thomas, 1st:
2nd ; Ella Davis, dd.

and wife returned

E.

short visit in Belfast.

—

Hooked flowered rug
Mrs Harriet Heal. 1st.

H.

Thursday

and 2nd.
(’rochet Lace—Miss Nellie Hills 1st.
Tidy—Mrs. Helen C Foss 1st.
Lace—Mrs. Ida Howard 1st.
Lamp mat—Mrs. Lizzie Gould 1st.
Corn husk hat and bonnet—Mrs. Emma
Hills 1st
Mrs Geo Davis 1st.
Plates, baud painted
Mrs Geo
Crazy worked sofa pillow
Davis ist.
Sofa pillovrs, biscuit work,
Mrs
Geo
1 >avis, 2nd.

Daniel

Augusta yesterday

Chappell

Bend, Ind.,

in

Mrs. E. P. Alexander has returned home
from a visit in Massachusetts.

street.

Fred Timm and daughter Lizzie arhome Saturday from a visit in Massachusetts.

was

Sheriff S. G. Norton went to Waterville
official business yesterday.

ground.

Mrs.

WORK.

W. P. Thompson, Esq.,
yesterday on business.

Mr. and Mrs. George. A. Gilchrest are to
occupy part of the Bailey bouse on Church

rived

Bureau Scarf—Mrs. Warren Pitcher 1st.
Tray Cloth—Mrs. Lizzie Gould 1st; Mrs.
Warren Pitcher, 2nd.
Large Doiley—Mrs Warren Pitcher 1st.
Small Doiley, Mrs. Lizzie Gould, 1st.
Heudkerchief Case—Mrs. Lizzie Gould 1st.
Hand-knit Lace—Miss Ellen D Hunt 1st

Worsted, Mrs Carrie Murch, 1st;
Marriner, 2nd.
Print, Julia Sanborn, 1st.

a

Mrs. Fred H. Mathews went to Newton,
for a short visit.

SHEEP.

buck, W S Foss, 1st;

Sheldon returned Saturday
visit in Massachusetts.

Miss Tena Jackson arrived home Saturday
from a visit of two weeks in Boston.

DRAFT HORSES.

Best
2d.
Best

J. F.

Mrs.

Roland Carter arrived from Malden, Mass.,

Tuesday.

crowd

With

Jackson, hut now of Belfast. She survives
him, with four children. He also leaves to
mourn their loss, his aged parents, oue sister

born

glorious Nation,

NUMBER 41.

The fair at Mystic Grange Hall, Belmont,
Tuesday, Oct. 3d, was a success in every
At 11 o’clock the
way. The day was tine.

CHORUS.

know all the particulars say it was
purely an accident, and one that would not
happen once in a thousand times. He died
the next morning.
A dispatch was at once
sent to Mr. Wallace, who drove
through to
Brownville with his team, arriving there the
Mr. Johnson was born
evening of Oct. 2d.
in Atkinson, a son of Asa and Hannah Johnson.
He married Bertha M., daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Wallace, then of

Brown

mechanic of much skill, and for
many years carried on a second-hand store
and general repair shop on West Fifth street.
A year ago last July he purchased the post
nice block store and has been its proprietor
since that time.
He w as very domestic in his tastes and
was devoted to his family.
He was a good,
true friend, and an honest man.

in

Societies.

!ns efforts testifies

who died in May, 1884. November 17, 188'.*,
he was married to Sylvia Cole Spaulding,

So

Ccdumbia is handled. Tuesday
adits did not start, as a thick fog pre1'hey are to sail To-dav, weather
tting. ami every day except Sunday
the matter is decided.
We hope that
uditions may be such that there will
iuir test of the merits of the competin moderate and
heavy weather; ami
the best boat win.

the

Tabor. Low a, where hr need until 1884, when
he removed to Galesburg, 111. In 1883 he

He

easy, but
gone up. and

and

associates >f those 'lays, was a clerk for
Marshall & Swan, then in the grocery busi-

ami

are

man.

A younger brother, Frank H.
Converse, now deceased, was a well known
writer of stories for boys. In the early

The

the

.•

good

fifty’s. “Will,”

within the time limit.

smile

business

at

of Belfast.

The
there.
above-named
at home since Oct. 10th.

seeui

a

lias

the latter

The Cup Contest.

ourse

crown-.-,

a

ly

t

Bucksport.

News

Columbia and Shamrock started for
;id time, Saturday, but again the
failed ami they were unable to come-the

lie bad

As

Soei

school;

Newton, Kansas, at the age of *»*J years, 5
months and -8 days. of William Hubbard
Converse, lit; was born m Dainariseotta,
the oldest sou of Judge and Mrs. Converse,

many friends
will reside at the

couple

I

native

is a

have

uly

as

& Co

sheep.

Boothbay.
of Northport,

old

Emery leaves to mourn their loss a
sou, .7. Hubert, and a daughter, Elizabeth
brntheis. Robert of
f I.
lie also bnives t\v
Belfast, and Rufus H. of ti «* c m f Emery

Patterson. A family party gatli
it No 3 Gils«m Terrace, East
Boston,
-”-th, to witness tiie marriage of FredJ. Towle ami Miss Allie L., eldest
-iiter of Capt. Frederick 1 ami Carried.
of

i taste.

Mr.

•'i.E

formerly

contract to cut

who

As

bis ability. As a husband, father brother,
and neighbor be ailed those responsibili-

<

•Tson.

\vh nii

e.-ss

an

of the

the street

or “ii

kindly word for

Get
F. Deg.-n .»rti rating.
The wedt"ok place at tiie residence of the
s
unoe. John I*. Wyman, ok Bridge
Augusta, only a few friends being
,t.
The bridegroom is a Methodist
■■*ter anti a young man of considerable
After the ceremony an elegant
was served to the invited
guests, ami
ippy ouiple left soon after on the Bosut for a brief honeymoon.
Miss Case
known in this city, where she has livnumber of years, and carries into the
sphere of life the best wishes of many
is. [Kennebec Journal.

s

gentleman

a

was

home

uer-Casf.
Miss Estelle Eloise Case
uarr.ed. Tuesday im-riiing, Oct. ">d, to
Car! H. B. S.-iiger
f Morrill, the

>v.

large quantity of
pulp wood near Brownville, and Oct. 1st
went out from the camp to look over a
place
where he was to build a logging road, taking
his gun with him. He was
standing on a
log with the butt of his gun resting on the
log. In some way the gun slipped and hit
the log in such a way as to break the safety
catch of the lock, which was on, and discharged the piece. The muzzle came up
under his arm and the charge went into his
side and up through the shoulder. Those
a

was

his irehiit ctural skill

tv)

Bells.

Wedding

has been well said.

it

public spirited and a recognized leader in all village improvements,
several buildings now standing in evidence

iiupshire I>o\vn buck, tirst on Hamp■l>own buck lamb first on Hampshire
c we
sheep. L 1 Bickford ri rst on
dr.re buck lamb, tirst on three ewe
ewe

hail

son

_i

the deceased

Of

citizen he

a

v

three

A letter has been received from James W,
Wallace giving the particulars of the death,
by accidental shooting, of his son-in-law,
Frank C. Johnson of Atkinson.
Mr. John-

resurrection.

■’

on

an

Mrs.

the farm which has since been his
home, a sou of the late Jonathan and Mary
Clark Knowles. He spent nine years in the
west—two in California and seven in Nevada
—returning to Belfast about twenty years
He was an industrious, honest man
ago.
and a good citizen. He leaves two brothers
and six sisters: Mrs. Elvira Armstrong, who
profitable business, which lie controlled for lived with him on the old place; Raymond
several years, was the result.
Knowles of Somerville, Mass.: Orlando
In 1874. largely through Ins personal exer- Knowles and Kezia Fletcher of Jamaica
tions, Silver Lake cemetery in Bucksport vil- Plain, Mass.; Frances I>yer of Vinalhaven ;
lage was improved, beautified and adorned ; Augeiia Clark of Rockland ; Amanda Gould
anil is now cue of the most^beautiful spots of Boston, ami Mary B. Miller of Norwood,
Pa.
The funeral was held at his late home
for the "repose of the dead,” in this section
His neighbor, Phineas
In a beautiful lot in this en- Tuesday afternoon.
of the State.
closure. near the entrance, the body of Mr. j (1. Hunt, made touching and appropriate
Emery has been laid at rest in that faith remarks. The interment w s in the family
lot on the home farm.
“.Iue*’ delivered to the saints,” of a glorious

<■

first

as

into Bucksport in a novel but
characteristic manner. No <me iu town had
then used, and many had not heard of. the
new light.
The people were skeptical about
Mr. Emery, with his usual
its superiority.
energy and tact, tiiied and trimmed a large
number <>f the new lamps and as the people
came into lus store would hand them one requesting them to take it home, and if after
trying it they did not like it to bring the
lamp hack. The consequence was that few
if any were returned, while a large and

■

s.

a

Thursday, Oct. 5th, was a red letter day
for the people of Liberty village ou account
of the large number of persons present.
The occasion was the meeting of the Waldo
County Veteran Association. About four
hundred were present, representing the soldiers and sailors and their families and
friends from nearly every town in the county, with many from Kennebec and Knox
counties. The meeting was a very interesting oue. What made it of special interest was the half hour talk of Capt. E. E.
Hatch of the U. S. army, a native of Liberty,
who has just returned from the Philippine
Islands, and who gave a vivid description of
what he saw there. St. Georges Hall was
packed to its utmost capacity. Good music
was furnished for the occasion by the Patrons of Husbandry choir of Liberty village.
The opening Nat onal Hymn seemed so fitting for the occ... ion and the time we think
t proper to give it in full:
A song for you, Columbia!
A song for l. i;e Columbia!
To prove t. ; right m honest might
In all you o, Columbia!

Merrithew, Mrs. George Cox, Mr. and Mrs.
Nelson Richards, Mr. and Mrs. P. S. Staples,
and handsome floral tributes from the Post.
Relief Corps, Sons of Veterans, Ladies' Aid
Society, Belfast Base Ball Club aud
Sprague’s Sunday school class.

OCTOBER 12, 1809.

Waldo County Veterans in Liberty.

iliuuiiuant

i«i.

Muivh. first and second on ows three
A
11
Clark third.
Ei; M< niton.
1 third on two \ea.
oid heifer,
G.
ear oid heifer.
miry second .it twi
to
second n !«■ Year ». steers.
ms
1.
A
II M ;“eh !i-st on -uie-yearI. E Parkimrst sc, f..i and third
ler.
veai- Id heifer.
1> F Lane first and
i .ei tli'Todg! hreil Jersey cows. S B
rst and third
u dairy cow s.
Paui
n i
m
htir.N cows. 1> E Vickery
IE s t •: nl.
cal;
E A Ware first
a i\ es
E A Vickery second on
d'es
A II Mmvh tirst
u heifer call.
sc. ,.:««!
Vn.s
,,n
i.eder cdf.
A!
f> rst on I *ti i 1
ail
El: Moulton see
all
J M Tli 'nips,
third
n
L (» iI .gers i! rst
I hirham tm
V “Ms rirs*
h hull
t
(dbhs : red *u
Ihni,.
W A Gerrish second on
-ar-o’d bull.
Premiums awarded m sheep demo
LI Bickford first ami second on
\vn bucks, tirst and second mi
wii vick a mbs: ri st on three South.tubs, second on Southdown
F W J
nson n
t on three South“bicep. M p Paimer first on dock of
Gow ns.
F W Johnson first and
u
Cor,sw old sheep.
Ed Sliibles first
o-ih.
diet.
L G Rogers first and secSri' pshire.
E \V Johnson first and
'it three grade ewes.
F A Myrick
n
lie bm k lamb
1 G Reynold first
—

went to

that town

ings produced by him will testify.
Iu 1858 lie introduced kerosene

Far well, first oil two. three
Ell Moulton, secoud on
car old steers. A. II. Mnrch. first on
car
: cow
If.-reford ; L. (.. Rog« rs,
'll St.
k
-o\v.
Eli Moilitoii, sc..nd.

—

and

IMS.

or

store in Bueksport. was in
half building uearly opposite the present Emery Block, and here
when not busy at the bench Mr. Emery devoted his time to oil painting. He was an
artist of decided ability, as many fine paintand

story

a

ali

«

He

incorrect.

jewelry

years his

J

»>

years

is
1847

the end. although until
his health failed he was a frequent and welFor many
come visitor to his native place.

iwarded m cattle department
H. ( lark, first; O J Farweil,

inis

tie, A

the

as

iiis heme until

was

work—J. W. Luce,
Myrick, second ; W. Gerrish,

third.

v

for many
the

i,-graph Block, ami later was in business
for himself at the same location. The obituaries m the Bangor
papers say that Mr.
Emery became a resident of Bueksport in

North

following premiums were awarded in
•rse
department: Trotting bred staiLyre Bird, by Eagle Bird, G. E. Piilsl nity first.
Purist, by Red Wilkes,
.'•hies. Knox Station,second.
Keno L
Riinilainoer, H. Reynolds, Units, third.
year

now

T.

Agricultural Society in Unity last
Pur Thorndike correspondent gives 1840, but this
Bueksport in
< wards:

••

and is

in what is known

C'uimby

1’

with P

report of the

a

occupied

was

DinsJames Emery learned the
watchmaker and jeweler’s trade, with F. C.
Raymond, who came to Belfast about 1825,
had charge as foreman of the distillery here
wh.io it was m operation, and who began
bus.ness as a watchmaker and jeweler in
[V
in 18-10 Mr. Kiynond moved to Bos*
iand Mr Emery accompanied him, but
s >ou returned to B»*nast. where he worked

■

Awarded at

It

building

This

Maine hotel.

or

shoe store

more

tes.

Premiums

tavern

years

page 7.
Cost of Beef and Milk..Life of a
M"ie About Geiisim
Vn Ldit u s
Advances in ( liege R juiremeuts..
f Capt. S. 1 Shepherd Maine 1 terns A
inded Fditor Cruise of the Nancy P
PAGE 8.
:-;m rt Locals..County Correspondence .Shi!1
Markets.. Births Marriages Death'

N

useful

5.

3.

PAGE

ami

citizen, was
drowned in Portland harbor Feb. 21, 1820
Capt. Emery was a native of Booth bay auil
came here to reside about 1808.
He was a
half brother of Mr. Eben Peirce and Capt.
David Peirce, troth of Belfast, and his w.ife
was a daughter of
George Hopkins, who
came here in the early part of this century
and built the house at the intersection of
Main ami High streets, well known as the

Kespect.

m

worthy

a

the cemetery. The hearer* were his comrades of the Post, P. S. Staples, Samuel
Morse, Samuel Stevens and E. R. Thomas.
The following floral offerings were sent in
by friends and neighbors: bouquets from
Mrs. Spencer W. Mathews, Mrs. A. A. CarleMrs.
F. <_>. Roberts, Mrs. Alden
ton,
to

1.

PAGE

Awarded

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY,

were

Mr.

Commercial.

ami

publishing

has man been the dro ping
It is time ltovv lie had
-me the
am
oak, tough, brave and defiant. Let .s
then it is tlie lion tliat gets the first st-ak of
the antelope, and that the cowardly hyena
must content himse.f with that wntcu the
king of be: sts does not wan".
Divorcing -urselves from tlie luamt es of
the theologians we must buckle corse A
down to the solid truths of science, auu upon those truths rear a structure whose foundations shall be secure.
Teach the young that by no sort <•: pious
hoeuspoeus can prayer or repentance be
made to shield them from the hell of \ millWe do not go. to hell.
Hell comes
ed laws.
msu t the sum ? ties of
to us as often as w«
nature and the son
Christ l revere, but for •• hristiamty 1
nstodians of
have no use. The self-eic te<
the good man's gospe- put everything into
their mixture except the mister’s spirit.
That they strangely overlooked.
During this service prayer was .-mitted
and in its place the audience was oked to
sit m Silent reflection for a n. >men' while
the pianist play -1
•Home, Sweet Home.’
Mr. Gregory said, introductory :
the mn-

Long enough

willow.

vatiou:

Tn a moment now the pianist will softly
a dear ok. song—
song b >m of tl,.l
human be,art and that will li\< and be
as long as human hearts beat. I beg -t1 y >u to
allow that song to he our im-uung prayer.
vV hole its sound rests upon y.-ur
'.oink
your best, your purest thoughts, imi r.aus offer your truest invocation.
Miss Nettie Suett-s presided it ti
piano
and Miss Jeanette. Linn 1
sang
soprau
s
contwo solos.
Gabriel K it/-nberger
templating the orgam/ition of a n no for
the new church.

play

>»

-•

Francis B. Reed, of the Courier-Citizen
Co., of Lowell, Mass., one of the largest

printing

was.

concerns

north «.f

Boston, has been spending a few days with
Wellington Has lain and family. M r. Reed

making short stops of
Stockton Springs, Bangor and
has been
and

will

return to Low ell
American.

in

a

few

days at
Harbor,

Bar
a few

days!

Transfers
The

following

in

Real

transfers

Estate.
in

real

esta

•>

recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Oct. 11, 1899:
Miss Hattie Clements, who has been em- Ansel Bickmore, Detroit, to Willie 1\ Besployed for seventeen years as dry goods i ford, do.; land in Burnham, lslesboro Land
clerk at No. 5 Main street—first with T. W. and Improvement Co. to Samuel G. Dixon
Pitcher then with Starrett—will soon enter
Philadelphia; land in lslesboro (:» lots).
the cloak department of Fuller & Cobh, Henry E. Haley, Winterport, to Mamie J.
Rockland. Miss Clements not only thorough- Haley, do.; land and buildings in Winterly understands her business but is a favorite port. Sarah B. Blanchard, Unity, to Mabel
clerk and everybody has confidence in what Blanchard, do.; land in Unity. lslesboro
Our Rockland friends are fortu- Land & Improvement Co. to Elizabeth G
she says.
nate in securing her services, but Belfast
Amory, Boston; land in lslesboro. (2 lots.>
people would like to see her locate here. Wm. S. Cox, Camden, to Melissa J. Poor,
Miss Clements, will accompany her mother,
Searsmont; land ami buildings in SearsMrs. Cynthia Clements to Lynn, Mass to
mont.
Amy B. Vickery, Providence, to
visit her daughter. Mrs. Roberts.
Later Vilinda Hatch, Morrill; land and buildings
Mrs. Roberts will keep house in Rockland in Morrill; Fred Atwood, Winterport, to
with Hattie.
Chas. E. Bowden, do.; laud in Winterport.

[ Ells worth

were

County Correspondence.

Some Features of the Present School
Movement.

[Deferred

following is an abstract of the
dress given by Miss Finch, principal
the Lewiston Training .School, before
The

ad-

China.

of
the

County Teachers' Association,
Searsport, Friday evening, Sept. 15th: !

In this wonderful Ta li century of ours,
when smile iev\ colleges and universities
b» ginning to leali/e the need of a department of p' dag uv id connection with
then institutions ui learning, and have
the nimal courage to acknowledge this
fact by creating Mich a department for the
training of seeondaiy teachers, when
“higliei education tor women” is at last
ackuowltdgeil to be feasible and best;
w hen phxsical cult me, drawing and music
have been, and, by many, are still called
“fads:” when it is tiist beginning to be
realized by the public that our best trained and strongest teachers are needed most
in the primary grades; and when colleges
are at sword's points with each other as
to the relative value of and the time that
shall be given to Latin, Greek and English
in both secondary schools and colleges, it
is exceedingly interesting to go back to
the bill century and read in a little book
called “Educational Contentions,” what
Kichard Mulcaster, a celebrated teacher
of that time says:
“Higher education for girls who have good
are

abi

t.-

Weak Men Suffering From Nervous Debility,
Seminal Weakness, Weak Nerves, Despondency and Physical Exhaustion,

Win. Robbins and
Moxtville.
have been visiting his sister, Mrs. W.
B. Morse....J. Q. Adams and wife went to
Rockland last Sunday to see his brother,
James Adams, who is very sick-Nearly
South

forty

of our peopie attended a husking at
Gilman’s, last Friday evpuiug. They
husked nearly 150 bushels of corn, after
which they repaired to the dining room,
where they partook of a bountiful supply of
brown bread, beans, old fashioned apple
dowdy, and other good things too numerous
C. E

to mention.

Belmont.

Willie L Bassick of Camden
was
in town last week visiting at J. E.
Elms’-Miss Annie Morrill of Portland is
in town visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.'
I W. A. Morrill-John S. Clark and two
children, Melvin and Etta, of Duxbury.
Mass., are visiting at Mrs. Amelia Clark’s.
..Mr. A. W. Clark and family of Glencove

uries.

i
Th

i<

pup.Is

and
best

masters
iii.i

luusii'

to

take

To he

taught

in

every
essentials.”

developed,

for thinking is neither more
less than seeing relations.
Miss Finelr then spoke at length in re-

not

Scintillations

From Seattle.

nor

the lowest

Ji"i as

also

II

s a

\ >:

Mr. and Mrs. O. C.

Cammett, has returned
his home in Chicago. Ill-Mrs. Emma
Elms was in Camden last week_John
Morrill is building an addition to the L of
his house.
N. W Wellman is also making
very extensive repairs on his house.
to

Branch Mills
Mr. ami Mrs. ,T. R. B.
Dinsiuore returned from their bridal tour
l-st week. The evening after their return
they gave a reception at the home of the
bride’s parents. Although it was stormy,

|

1

!

|

•-

1

1

—

j

j

there

■

-'

j

taken to Gorham for interment..
Hadi Podge and daughters have returned from
Augusta to their farm in
Palermo.
Mrs. Podge’s health is very
were

Mrs.

poor.

North Seaksi
and
Card

Im40.

CASTOHIA.
Kind Y°U Ha,B A1"a,S Bou*M

Bmt» the

Do you buy inferior soaps from peddlers when you can buy Big Master, the
biggest 5c. bar of best soap made, at
your

grocer’s?

[Thomas Fleming Day.

Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
This never
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion.
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists
Iyl7
Belfast, Me.

Mrs. W. L. Mathews
Miss Isabelle

ort.

daughter Poroth\ and
are visiting
relatives

in

Brooks_

Mrs. H. T. Scribner is in Swanviiie taking,
care of Mrs. Frank Nickerson, wh.
recently
gave birth to a daughter... Mr. and Mrs. A.
.1 Card of Brooks were m town last week
visiting Mr. and Mrs W. L. Mathews....
H
T. Scribner has as title a field of cabbage as can be fo iud iu Waldo county. He
has between four and live thousand head
and has sold several hundred head.
He
finds quick sale for them in Searsport, Belfast and Mt. ..What has become of
Hartshorn Clark and his fish cart?
His
customers

Miss
getting fish hungry..
Roxbury, Mass., was in
week visiting friends.Miss
Meritkew left last Saturday for

are

..

Sarah Harris of
town

last,

Louise A.

In Montville.

THE RESTAURANT AT THE CAPITOL

There you
Is an interesting place.
may see the best men in the land and
there you can get the best food.
You should also be able to get
the best tea.
A capital tea is the only kind
that is suitable for the Capitol, and a
1
capital tea is Chase & Sanborn’s packfit
for
the
fastidious.
most
age tea.
These pa '.a
teas of Chase it
Sanborn’s c iin pound and halfpound air-tight l a: ’, -1 forms.
By this method the excellent
flavor of the teas is nc’ lost Ba contact
with the a.ir.
Another advantage < f par!; ; ; then in this way is that it makes it
impossible for the'r teas t > 1 ah lie: at, d.
Among the most p <p;:!.ir k.n U of their fr:re package teas are the
the K ihinoor, at English Break1'ast Tea. the Orloff, a
following :
Formosa Oolong, ami the t M ange Pekoe, an I:itk t and Ceylon tea.
Anv one of these that you buy, that may best suit your taste, will
prove itself to be a capital Ua.

Pottle are. highly respected citizens,
and all join in wishing them many years of

and Mrs.

happiness.

Following

is

a

list of the pres-

received and their donors:
Mr. and Mrs. Win. Martin, Mr. aud Mrs.
J. Esancey, Palmer Martin, Angie Esaucey,
six dining chairs; Mr. and Mrs. F. Nutt,
glass pitcher and goblets; Mr. and Mrs. A. j
Morrison, butter dish; Mrs. N. Twitched,
cake plate and fruit plate; E. A. Dinslow
G. F. Randall and wife, H. L. Jackson and
ents

wife, C. T. Randall, Mary A. Randall, C. F.
Conner and wife, Harriet N. Conner, C. M.
Howes and wife, Mary A. Martin, D. C. Gilman and wife, Mrs. N. C. Colby, S. D. Cram
and wife, W. B. Morse aud wife, E. S. Admas aud wife, Ann M. Pea vey, J. C. Peavey, J. O. Simmons aud wife.C. S. Adams and
wife, Mrs.T. A. Gilman, Mr. aud Mrs. E 1L.

ONE POUND WILL MAKE OVER 200 CUPS,

CHASE & SANBORN'S TEAS.

Cram, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gilman, Mr. aud

Thompson, Mr. aud Mrs. B. F.
Knowles, Mr. and Mrs. F. Linnikiu. Mr. and
Mrs. J Q Adams, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. PresMrs. C. E.

• • •
• • •

cott, Bertha Adams, Nettie Nash, 1 set of
dishes, 1 berry dish and spoon, 1 silver cake
basket ami '2 rocking chairs; J. G. Pottle,
in

gold;E. B.

'opped

cracker

McAlister, opal glass silverdish; Mrs. A. T. Deering,

S5; Mr. and Mrs. E. R. and C. T. B irbour,
S2; Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Skinner. s,">; Jennie
E. Miller, >1 ; Mrs.
Lucy Miller, 1 pair
mittens.

Now is the Time
FIRST

Resolutions of Respect.

to

Buy

Your Winter's Coni

QUALITY, THOROUGHLY PREPARED COAL,

Mr. and Mrs. Pius-

the recipients of many beautiful
j and costly presents. With social greetings,
!
music and a repast of ice cream, cake and
colTee, a delightful evening was enjoyed, and
tin- guests departed wishing a long and
j happy life to the newly wedded pair_
Wilder Worthing is confined to the house
by illness.Sumner Bolton of Palermo
j died
Sept, ll'tli, aged
years. His remains

Camden, where she has a situation_The
young child of Mr. and Mrs. George Partridge, who has been dangerously sick, is
improving-Mrs. Henry Whitten of
fast is iu town visiting relatives.

The following resolutions were adopted
Sept. 'J'.'t-h. I»3' South Rraneh Grange. I’h

ll’e offer to the citizens of Ifrlfast mol ririiiiti/
folloirint/well Itnoirn coals'r:

•<-

the

l>eet

Whereas, the angel of death lets visited m
and severed another link in our fraternal
chain that hinds us together V>v rein ving
from our midst our beloved sister, i/idel:
B. Harding. therefore be it.
Resolved, Ibiit by her death this Gi mg-lias lost a faithful and esteemed
member,
one who was ever ready and willing when
duty called. Our hearts go out in loving
s3*mpath.v to the de.r ones she has left behind. wishing we might von fort them in
their loneliness. But although our bear’s are
sad with thoughts of losing her we hmv msubmission to the will of Him who doetl ali
things well.
Resolved, That a copy of th se reso.uti
be placed on the records f our Grange; also
a copy !)•* sent to the
family of our sister, and
to The Republican Journal for
pul-!; item.
Etta Gkav.
Comieittiee
J
J KNMK 1 tOCKHAM
oil
Jennie Ward,
Resomtious.
Our Clubbing Offer.

Weekly Tribune
with

general

is

a

news

The

New

George’s Creek Cumberland Coal
Stove

—

EsK

...

Furnace

tiehii-h coal

The Tribune by which we
to all who pay for
The Republican Journal one year in advance
The Journal gives a-! the local news and is
an earnest advocate of local interests, and
The Tribune is one of the best, if not the
best-, city weekly published. Hundreds have
taken advantage of this iheral offer, and it
has given satisfaction in every case. Send

publishers

can

t

per

s.~

-to

.“> (>T>

."

to

m

$<J *
«,<
h1
f,

M

higher

h F ocaraxtee eromi-t i>ei 11 rit i.
CORRECT lEEICIfT anrt (

of

IRI I II

Dill EE R )

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.

furnish that paper free

in your

cents

r» (>()
o

t

aa

York

paper of lie pages, tilled
and matter of interest

and value in every home. The suits -ri ption
price is Si a year. We have a contract with
the.

Wharf.
huiii|> Can
.-So-So

Chest i.ut Coal.

33. 35 and 37 Front Street. Belfast,

D.P.PALHER

names.

is

Bel-

offering

a

splendid

of

assoitment

HEN’S

Afflkton.

In an account of the recepgiven Admiral Dewey in New York we
find the following item : “Saturday, Sept. dO,
Admiral Dewey and his officers with officers
from the other ships will land and go to
Hotel Claremont at the head of Riverside
drive where an elaborate breakfast, will be
served, the Mayor of New York and his official satellites acting as hosts." The landlord
of Hotel Claremont is Ralph Gushee, sou of
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen J. Gushee of Appletoll.... Thursday night the Liudlev Gushee
tion

Is

We

you do not
Butit comes
to many thousands every year.
It comes to those who have had
coughs and colds until the
throat is raw. and the lining
membranes of the lungs are
inflamed.
Stop your cough
when it first tppears. and you
remove the great danger of
future trouble.

Ayer’s
Cherry

a

for water

drying

est

up

Edith

Geo. Jenkins and

Miss

Gushee attended the W. C. T. U.
Portland last week.

con-

LAMSON & HUBBARD HAT,
for which we arc assent> is a nrst-class
hat in every w.iv- none better. Try otic.

preventive

to

(
<

NECKWEAR

The 35th scholastic year at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, opened
Sept. 27th. The total registration this year
will he somewhat greater than that of last
year, 1171. The freshman class is unusually

large, numbering nearly 400.
To Cure

a

Cou^h

in

One

Day

Cold in One Day
To Cure Sore Throat in One Day
To Cure Hoarseness in One Day

To Cure

cist.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

i

',uSUiyk...

Odd Fellows'

H. H. LAMSON,

consumption.

Block,

Belfast.

MASOXIC TEMPLE.

one

of

NEW RUBBER

.

|
{*

.hist received from the faetory

Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O.

Rubber Hot Water Bottles,

ADDRESS.

Rubber

FREEDOM, MAINE.

Syringes,AM

Rubber Bed

FLOUR! FLOUR!!

v.

Pans, Nipples,

valid Rings,

Tubing

Bui*

Atomizers,

We have the exclusive services of
some ot the most eminent physicians
in the United Slates. Unusual | purtuuities ami long experience eminently fit thorn lor giving you mod.c.il l
advice.
Wr'tc freelv all the partie- I
You will receive a a
ulars in your ea>e.
■
prompt Top 1 v. without cost.
%
Address, DR. J. < AYKR,
Low ill, Mass.

the
have just received two cars, 300 bids.,
Rest Patent Michigan Flour. 1 have In st..n\
Albion.
Mills,
I.ill}
Snow White, Hurrah's City
White and Pillslmry's Rest, which 1 >ffer at low
or bale. Straw
car
tin*
Also
cargo,
prices.
hay by
( VUT1K
M
A I P,I'll I
retailed.
1

And

a

lull line of rubber

>ds

For sale at YEKY LOW I KK I

^

Wm. 0, Poor & So

Belfast, duly 13, lS‘d‘d.—28

BUY YOUR WINTERS COAL
.OF

THE.

Belfast Fuel &
(Successors

to the F. G. White

Hay Co.,
Company)

HADDOCKS, PLYMOOTH VEIN, SCRANTON,
and LATTIMER LEHICH.

a

Take Cleveland’s Lung Healer, 25 cents.
If it fails to cure, your
Trial size free.
A. A. Howes
money will be refunded.
& Co.

registered pharm

a

.“><*. each.

Dwight P. Palmer,

Medical Advice Free.

College fall

campus.
The fall term at the University of Maine
opened Sept. 20, with an entering class of
115, the largest which has entered since a tuition charge was ordered by the State legislature, and outnumbered by hut one class
before that time. A number have been registered for the new classical course, opened
this year.

• *

Don’t fort et where you can buy underwear at this price.
Hetter »:<» ds at betA ti..e line of
ter prices if you wish.

A whole Medical
Library Froe.
For f"t:r rents in stamps to pay postage. we will semi you sixteen tneii.ca!

weeks began Sept. 20th.

700 students registered
year ; 240 are new students.
Plans have been drawn for a chapterhouse for the Phi Kappa Sigma at. the University of Maine, ami it is unofficially reported that work upon it is to be begun this
fall.
It is to be located upon the campus,
and the exact site is not yet determined.
This will make live fraternity houses at the
university, four of which are located on the

city for

Men’s Wool Fleece Lined

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
Plasters over your lungs

Schools and Colleges.
term of 11
There are about
at the college this

tin*

fully compounded

Underwear, Mkc-ks. >"r$L25

books.

Wellesley

m

cat

is better than old.

Put

vention in

The

PRESCRIPTIONS

Fleece Lined Underwear

It
stops coughs of all kinds.
does so because it is a soothof
ing and healing remedy great
power. This makes it the great-

drouth. The houses of O. W.
Currier and J. A. Sherman were supplied
with water from this spring.Mr. and
Mrs.G. H. Page left Monday for Bath, where
they will visit their daughter. Mrs. Georgia
Ripley.. Albert Newbert and wife of Rockland called on friends here Friday.Mrs.

Mary Hanley, Mrs.

-XMK

pectoral |

house-Fred Davidson thinks he has
now an unfailing supply of water for his
house and stable. He has just finished a
well 12 feet deep, and six feet in the solid
ledge. O. W. Currier has also been sinking
a well, the spring which hail been used for
his

as a source

sure
,t.

for HOYS

Mag to every one of
the pupils in our schools, to enable them to
celebrate Admiral Dewey’s return.
Mr.
Oakes, who had been here a few days, accompanied his wife on her return_Thursday night a haystack belonging to Leonard
Worthing was set on fire and burned. The
hay was stacked on Worthing’s laud near

years
during the

are

Nobody wants

drawer, which was not locked, but was
broken open with a pick which the fellow
found in an adjoining room. A team passing
at the time probably prevented a more extensive burglary-Mrs. F. ,J. Oakes left
last week for her home in New York. Before

many

with everythin-: in

Patent Medicines.
Toilet Articles, Etc

'fin* line ot Iurnisliinps is <*<nnj• Ic tin
Fine up-to-dan»«mIs.
‘■xery particnlai

cash

leaving she presented

supplied

that line, incluilinu

store was entered by thieves, who gained
admittance by taking out a square of glass
in one of the doors, reaching in and unlocking the door, the key having been left in the
lock.
A box of ten-eent cigars, a pocket
knife and a few coppers were all that was
taker.. The coppers were taken from the

«

|

52 present.

were

more were

••

■

Bowdoin’s_Mrs. Ada
has been visiting her parents

at A. F.

Morton, who

While both the Great Northern and North-

‘extras,- blit as
ern Pacific
Railways are arranging for
-i love Home, but Lonshould reinforce each other. Iu all grades further steamship lines and many magnibeiU'i
i t
oi
Italy, but England
1 houoi
he Latin, but 1 worship language should be con elated with hisficent steamers for the growing Oriental
I ht nor foreign tongues, but
nli-h
An trade through Puget bound and beattle
tory, geography and nature work.
v.
.v.
t.. bv partaker of that honor.
experiment in physics should he repro- connections, it may be of interest to East«'
; lh t .ill of us write in
j
E: gild.
1 do mg think that any duced as the written language lesson of ern readers to know something of the exbe ir whatsoever, is better able the day.
Drawing should emphasize and : port and import trades of lecent years.
;
ate
all aiguments, either with more
deepen the impiessions in history, geogThe British Vice Oonsul located ou
>- than our
:
e a *: ■:
Maim,i
pi:
English
raph) and the sciences. Geography and 1 Puget bound has compiled official figures
t
not any whit behind either
* ■:>. ek lor
tin
for his government for the years 1897 and
crouching close or history should be closely related.
:’ ’]i t• .j
Another thought that is now agitating ’98, from which the more important items
fj.rending fair.”
N. o
>a
since Mulcastei, the educational
world, and which shows and sums total are taken. The exports
aii
-Mil- ait partially learned by* the
progress of this decade, is that of
man!
Would it not be well for ail “freedom in promotions.”
it is a well for the two years totaled in value 815,599,j
-a s: u. e:,rs of the
history of edu-I known fact that many pupils in our schools 012. 810,029,-440 more than the imports,
cat:Would we not learn that the many * can advance more
rapidly than the work which amounted to 84,909,500.
Wheat
vita: i.ten-st to day are in leality
t«
j ot the grade requires, but at the same time led the exports, at 84,550,242; Hour, 82,••
v
It i> tg mnance of the theory
are imt quite able to do the work of a year
-a
ji (■, ,.i the successes aud the
in advance.
This is obviated in many I 9.70,'.*27; raw cotton, 82,070,090; iron, 81,.-uadi in th. past, which hauls the schools In following the “semester” or
•J*GO; timber, 81,118,890; tobacco,
lU.i'hii'ui) to repeat >ear after!
“half-yearly promotion plan,” by which >802,190.
v
...
stakes, and to profit so com- t w<->ec<i.of pupils, live
months'apart,
Raw silk led the imports--8:'>, 101,942;
'■
>y t iie successes, ■: those are placed in one room, the sections being
*
a-.. _•
heiore.
heMguated A and 11 iespecli\ely. For in- lead and ore. 8500.850: copper ore, 8480,\ :
i•- it appreciated that the edastance, in tile tiftli grade there would be j 049.
! ■;. Huust be familiar with
in the io>uii or. A lifth and a 11 fifth class,
Exports to Great Britain. £7,870,274; to
i
jiinciplo and be able to ; the A fifth class being half-a- year in ad’
j'-;.
a*
i 'i upon the laws of ; \anee of the ]i fifth in most
British Columbia ami Canada, >2,709,770
»-ubjects^
:: A i.eu.-t have an “allround”
:«.
i.
j aitli.'ugh b ull classes recite t-_« ilier in | imports £1,281,900: Japau—» xports, £4,W
*•<
.-areful “lifting," bow- j orawing.
asic, and
-general lessons.” i 228,404,
imports, £7,087,747; Hawaiian
|
pai *:i«*ti «>i the artist teacher : These clause- or sections are promoted I
i- i i'
a
in order to constantly imand it is frequently tlie case! Islands, exports, £714.*'• 47: Hong Koug,
half-yearly,
ket
in
to;j,■ b with,
lie best j that a
]-.
blight chad makes up a half-year’s exports £1,471,180; imports, £90,222.
;ght ot the times, the work without de lament to himself, while Other
exports, Australia, >77 * -79; China,
of
:.<•
a close, careful and dis
tc
j it would be impossible for him to “skip”
British Africa, £770,248; Peru,
£794.827:
r:
i••ad.fi of profess) *nal lit era- 1 a grade.
if
s*. attend educational gatheiti...
Then, too, sometimes a blight class with £109.991; Asiatic Russia, £170,024; Portu>' e best anti most
i: •_
tie I >:.•'•
progres- but little exua effort completes a year’s guese Africa, £244,247; Brazil, £87,000;
sell*.
de must, by Lis irreproacb ; work in half a
The pupils should
year.
Equa
adial:c';constantly set before liis j then be promoted to the L> class of the Argentine Republic, £72.720;
ii.- a ai1 i- ea! of good living; lit. must ! next
and
so
on.
Wherever this dor. £28,118: Mexico, £90.000; Korea,
grade,
I
Axe
Vi r
him liis ideal, toward
Chile, £77,777; Fiji Islands,
plan is followed an immense saving of £20,072;
strives, and wliiel
time is the result, and many bright pupils £10,911; Guatamala,
£14.820; British and
of
a
iih
inspiration to renewed j are enabled to complete the course in from
Dutch India, Philippiue Islands, French
in .st be
tactful, enthusiastic, ; one to three years less time than
they
'•stcd in nis work, and have an tin- I would under the
plan of yearly promo- Oceana and Samoa, lesser amounts.
oum
f common sense. He must ; tions.
Total, £17,799,012.
v.
-a :i
an amount of common sense
j Another successful plan in operation in j During the past, nine years the total
.<
wid
aide to distinguish the;
'i -t
in
N.
and
several
J.,
Elizabeth,
other!
from all Oriental and foreign
v 1
•••'in t i
b:\tV at this close of the i
places, is explained brielly by superin- imports
1, wcvei, many of the so- 1 tendent
countries to Sound ports amounted to £9,as follows: “Instead of
Shearer,
•a'
"a- a
Angled notions" are not j having pupils roughly sorted into huge, 729,029. and the exports, £21,799,771.
r
ns ,-t .i... but arc sound ideas, based |
loosely graded classes, in which the classiDuring 1898 thirty-eight steamers enteri. j.-yi
u tiutlis that have been
j fication must grow mure and more unsat- ed
ii ,•] it. o
a:
meat pedagogues and edu- ;
Puget Sound ports from the Orient,
isfactory as time passes, those of very
cadoirii lcfoimcis from the time of the
nearly equal ability are placed together, and 120 vessels cleared, aggregating 177,c.uly ri.tui ies till now. Teachers, and in groups, in a loom. While the usual 481 tous. The total number of
sailing
the j nidi--, should be enlightened by the
plan provides f*u but S or 9 divisions besi idy
: t
c
history of education, in so low the high school, this method lias from vessels clearing from Sound ports during
iai. : o in.- am.-, that they will appreciate 30 to 00.
Pupils can thus easily pass from 1898 was 702; steamers, 1,719. aggregating
w
Mu
i>ter of the loth centuiy that! one
division to another at any time when 1,170,722 tons.
Entered, 272 sailing vesif- ii -icis should take tin- lowest j
IA
they are found to be ahead or behind their sels, and 1,280
steamers,
i hat many educators. at least,
aggregating 1,of
The
need
| companions.
reclassification,
i,r
Tin.- fact, allow me to quote j as well as its
ai
.c
feasibilities, uuder this plan, 094,282 tous.
Mi-s A 11o.d relative to the matter.
Thus may be seen something of the
is shown by the fact that, during the past
.V :.-- Arnold vices the sentiments of our
j year almost TO per cent, of the pupils foreign commerce of Seattle and other
tiiinkers
when she says: were moved to other divisions between
\ "gie.-s.ve
Sound ports, even before the question of
•din L. u.u.unj oi piimary work requires ; the
regular times of promotion. The j
si.
of
children and a j brighter
knowledge
pupils are allowed to move as ! expansion had brought that subject so
wl.-.i
the principles ot teaching, j last as
they can do the work thoroughly. prominently to the fore.
t_im
Agree than is required by the The slower ones
go no faster than they
October will be a lively month for Seuof rbe succeeding grades.
co:.If j have the mental
ability to do the work
a- ] iai e above another where the
\. -I
well.
The teachers’ records in Elizabeth, attle and the State of Washington. Durf Tlx- un.-killful tcaeliei is to be
jue-en.-.
show that the gain each year is from one ! ing the month the National W. C. T. U.
n. this lowest primary grade,
to seven months’ time."
will convene in the city, coining from “all
;- "i misn anagement, of
'id-.ignorMiss Finch then spoke of the classifica- ;
over.” The city has subscribed liberally
be Hu follow the children through tion and
a.;
e
promotion as practiced on the
bool course, fettering and Pacific coast, in
ti t-ii ■•ntire
►Seattle, Oakland, etc. for their entertainment. The Washington
impeding b< n m a’d theii elforts to ad- it is the almost universal practice to class- Soldier boys are due to arrive home from
ii thr lirst year is warped or misvaie e.
ify pupils according to their abilities. The the Philippines near the middle of the
managed. '■ ho eh’id! goes halting all the ►Superintendent of the Seattle schools illusand the Seattle Exposition will
hiThe
u iyof
needs of the little trated their
plan at the recent National month,
children demand the highest order of Educational
as follows: “Supoccupy the first half, where the products
Association,
i:a
ta.Aut ar
ug. After habits of study pose there are sO pupils in the fourth grade, and resources of the State will be well
are
formed; and early foundations are 1 would
organize four divisions of 20 pupils represented.
laid, a Ass --Xpert baud may guide the each,
classifying them strictly according
One of Seattle’s celebrities is the Rev.
children, but disaster at the beginning is to abilities. I then say to the teachers and
seldom repaired.■"
in those two rooms which contain
Father John F.Damon, called the “Marrypupils
Dr. C M. -Iordan ol the Minneapolis 40
pupils each: ‘It ordinarily takes one ing Parson.” IIis record for the present
schools sa\s in this year's school report:
year to complete the course of study, but
A glance at the enrollment by grades if
year, up to date, is 149 couples married
you can do the work thoroughly and
shows that considerable more than oneFather Damon is
in less time, why do so, and then at for better or for worse.
easily
half of all the pupils in the public schools once
begin the work of the fifth year, nearly or quite SO years of age, and as
are found in Hie first three grades.
This overtaking the lowest division of that class
as a man in his piime.
emphasizes the fact that every effort should if possible.’ This means daily promotion. sprightly to-day
lie is a pioneer with a history.
be made to do all that is possible for the Progress is constant.
The ‘first division’
children in these grades,fand especially of one class will overtake, for a time work
Reports from the Klondike state that
for those whose school-life does not reach with, but finally pass, the lowest ‘division’ Peter
Gordt, an octogenarian, has discoverThe
them.
impression prevails of the next higher class, w’hile the lower
beyond
ed a nugget on claim No. 34, Eldorado
too generally that anybody will do to teach
‘division’ will go steadily forward, many
little children, when the fact is that in the of the pupils ‘working’ to higher divisions. creek, which weighs over six pounds,
primary grades, where so much depends For eight years this plan has been follow- troy, and is valued at $1,158. It is nearly
upon the influence and personality of the ed in the Seattle schools. Careful records six inches
long and 3 1-4 inches thick.
teacher, only tne very best teachers should show that 43 percent, gained eight months
O. M. Mooke.
When children have reach- or more in
he employed.
time, 23 per cent, gained 16
ed years of maturity, and are supplied months, T per cent,
24 months, and
gained
with text-books, they can get along much 2 per cent, gained 32 months.”
WASHIN G FLANN ELS.
better with a poor teacher than they can
The following method lias been used with
Miss Finch then discussed many advanin these lower grades. Primary education
Use water
unvarying success for years,
tages of our present system over that of a that is hot as you can bear your hands n;
is mure important to-day in this country
than anything else, and will continue to few' years ago. She also spoke in regard dissolve a little Gold Dust Washing Powder
in the water, and add enough soap to make
be so until a very much larger proportion to the advancement in salaries of the
grade a strong suds. Wash the flannels through
than at present pass through the intermeteachers
in
two suds prepared in this way, plunging
our most progressive cities.
and
high
school
diate. grammar,
grades.’’
and down, and rubbing gently bethem
When teachers and ail connected with The maximum salaries of the prade teach- tweenup
the hands to get dean. Soap should
tin- public schools think the thoughts of ers in the following cities to-day are as never be applied directly to the flannel,
lY.stalozzi, 'i r--el.t-1. Herhait and Horace follows:
llinse through a clear water of the same
Mann, couiscsof study will he framed by
temperature as used for the washing; place
San Francisco.T 996 (j0
them smoothly on the line in the sunshine
emit at'iis. appreciated and upheld by the
New York City. 1.000 00
and
air.
pci.pb-. w irl: will no more he tilled with
1 .(XX) 00
Chicago.
the ur\ Pones and dust of learning, but.
Many other features of the present
e
with
\r\ life blood of education.
The Spell of the Sea.
school movement were discussed. In cona -sc v. ho now understand what educaMiss Finch said: ‘‘Let the good
ti ii mean.-, who appreciate that it is clusion,
sea I sit and dream
the
By
work go on! \Ve are building not only for
not tjM- 1,.1-re acquisition of
Of things that have passed, and now
knowledge,
but
to
come.
j
for
centuries
May
to-day,
Are fading as fades the gleam
n
memory cramming, hut growth of those who follow after
say of us of the
Of sail on the ocean’s brow.
seif-activity, development of all the pow- 19th
better than
builded
And I hear that song again
century,
‘They
ers o.i the mind, do not sneer at the soShe sang to the world before
knew.’
called fads, and the elimination of much they
Men had crossed her glit’ring plain
of the useless arithmetic and geography
To
die on the further shore.
Mr.
winter
of
181*7
James
During the
of the text-book.
’Tis a song that, like the wind
Keeil.one of the leading citizens and merThe progressive man no longer considers
In a stormy counterpart,
chants of Clay, Clay Co., W. Va., struck his
the “three K.’s” adequate to the developRouses and rolls the restless mind,
But there is leg against a cake of ice in such a manner as
ment of our boys and girls.
Till it breaks against the heart—
a hue and cry that our curriculum is overto biuise it severely. It became very much
Till it hurls its foam amain
crowded.
It is overcrowded if new subswollen and pained him so badly that he
On the reefs that gird that lee—
And the heart is swept again
jects are introduced without the elimina- could not walk without the aid of crutches.
H e was treated by physicians, also used sevBy that yearning for the sea.
tion of the non-essentials of the old, and
two and a half
when teachers do not understand how to er al kinds of liniment and
the sea it sings that song
Ah,
hut
in
of
nothing
bathing
it,
whisky
gallons
Whenever the moon is full—
unify their work. In the best school sys- gave any relief until he began using Chamthe wind is strong,
tem of to-day this unification or relation of
Whenever
almost
This
berlain’s Pain Balm,
brought
And the tides are bountiful—
woik is borne in mind.
Isolated and una complete cure in A week’s time and he beit
a spell o’er one
And
throws
related facts in any subject have comparali eves that had he not used this remedy liis
That my heart cannot withstand,
to be amputated. Pain
tively little value, for not only is it diffi- leg would have had for
So clearly do I foresee
Balm is nneijualed
sprains, brusies and
cult to recall such facts, but where no
That I shall not die on land.
A. A. Howes & Co.
relation exists, the thought powers are rhematism. For sale by
>*.!••

visiting

are

Seattle, Washington, Oct. 2. 1899.

! gard to unification, or related
work, emphasizing the thought that certain lessons

ou

wife

the result of over-work, indiscretions, excesses and abuses, have
brought themselves to a condition where they must have the
best help science can give to save them from prostration, despair
and death. But kind Nature forgives ; there is ouo sure remedy
to cure you, to save you from nervous prostration, insanity, paralysis, despair and death, and that is that wonderful discovery,
that vitalizing invigorator, Dr. Greene's Nervura. This wonderful restorative of brain, nerve and body, will give back to
the weakened and exhausted system the strength that it
has lost. It will impart strength and vigor to the brain
and nerves, vitalize and invigorate all the physical powers, and restore you again te that grand degree of lusty
strength, of bounding pulse and strong physical and
nerve power, which by over work, ignorance or folly, you have
exhausted. Dr. Greene, 84 Temple PI., Boston, Mass., the great
specialist in nervous diseases o' men Invites sufferers from
nervous debility and seminal weakness to consult him free of
charge, either personally or by letter. All communications are
confidential, and sufferers can be assured of the sympathy as
well as th® best advice and counsel from this skilled and experienced physician to whom thousands of men owe their present
health and. happiness.

Training o Leges for teachers.
Physical training for all leys and girls,

week]

the Phillips Judson excursion from Boston to the Pacific
coast which collided with another train at a
Colorado sliding was Prof. D. A. Jones of
San Jose, Cal., a brother of Deputy Sheriff
C. W. Jones of China. Mr. Jones has been
in China visiting his parents since the first
of July, and was on his way home in California.
A telegram to his father. Rev. A. H.
Jones, states that he was uninjured.

Waldo
in

from last

Among those

Wedding

Golden

Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Pottle of South Montviile celebrated the 50th anniversary of their
1
marriage Sept. 27th. Invited guests to the
number of 50 were present. The program
j
included music, repledging of the marriage i
vows, conducted by the pastor, remarks by
different ones, presentation of gifts, and reIce cream, cake, basponse by Mr. Pottle.
Not
nanas and grapes were then served.
one of those present had ever attended a !
similar occasion.
Mr. and Mrs J. F. Esau- j
cey deserve much credit for their successful
management of the very pleasant affair. Mr.

Delivered and put in ijn barrels)..
in Dump Carts..
Prices at Wharf.
Lehigh 25c. per ton extra.

CUMBERLAND COAL.

I

Stove and
Chestnut.
.>#6.00
5.85
5.00
■

Egg ami
Grate.
fay.80
•*■*»•>
<».40

WOOD OF ALL KINDS. ;

15 OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE-

;

We Guarantee it

All coal guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality and delivery.
Utydpecial attention given to delivery outside city limits.

| Telephone

f Connection 18-4
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Janies, of Cuba.”

“Saint

Harbor of Guantanamo. Siboney, El
11:t■ v ami San
Juan Hill, as They Look
“Hidden Harbor,” I’oint Maisi
l>ay.

<

...

other Historic Places in the
iiood of Santiago.
mi

Correspondence

uf

Neigh-

The Journal.J

Eastehn End of Cuba, Sept.
Nowhere can you lind a more picruk

Mpie place, as seen from the deck of a
iacr, than the four-hundred-and -eigh-

year-old

which

town

j

Diego Velaz-

Jago,

the

>

same

San

Diego, Santiago,

name, rendered James in
wherever Spaniards

language; and
been there

are

dozens

of

them,

particular city of the Patrou Saint,
rii of as Santiago de Cuba by way of
ideation, is the oldest standing town
no
Western Hemisphere, next to
Domingo, which Culumbus himself

only eighteen

iished
such

an

still

it

and

■ay
no
1

women

ancient ami Spanish savor
in spite of General

retain,

American

sanitation, that if
were

to

come
1

ghostly cruise, they would
difficulty in recognizing tlie scene
"ii

a

ancient triumph.

Merely

to go

ch the long, sinuous channel which
from the open sea to .Santiago bar
woith making a trip to Cuba. Ha\uuded the pink and gray walls of
■loro--the rock-ribbed fortress of the ;
ages, which antedates Habana’s

j

oy at least a hundred years,—you
break in the hills, barely wide
toi the steamer to squeeze
through,

•i

by

eo

an

■etorth

experienced pilot.

you
instead *f

seem

to

be

And

sailing

on

a
ribbon-like strip of
ater, so close are the shores
their medieval fortifications, man-

blue

w

beginning

of

American company

swamps whose lower branches are
i wit ii ludicrously gaping bivalves,

of

railroad

the

was

nas

.pa of royal palms waving their green
:es in welcome, laurel
groves, tliick-

time

reached

York Fashions.

Boys’ Clothing:. Sailor Suits. The Russian
Blouse. Military Capes. Ladies’ Skirts an <1
Overskirts.

Gray Wilkes, Boody. 7
Prince, W. Revnolds...5
Time, 2.40 1 4, 2.44, 2 37, 2.37.

Trimmings.

2.35 Class.

somebody blundered than were legitimately taken by the enemy’s bullets; and

|Correspondence of The Journal.]
Sailor suits for children from five to ten
years old come in military gray, the col-

somewhere there two thousand mothers’
boys were buried.

lars trimmed with many rows of white
braid, aud a contrasting shield embroidered

6
7

11
4 4
2 3
3 2
5 5
0 0
7 7

Purse $100.

(Unfinished)
Sally W., Richards..4 2 12 1
Belle Wyman, W. Reynolds... 2 12 13
Volley, McKusick. 1 3 3 3 2
Ecksteine, West.54444
Harry, Wellington. 3 0 5 5 dr
Frank B

Blazo. 0

5

dis

Lady Greenfield, Boodv.dis
interesting iu blue and white with a similar design on
Time, 2 37, 2 33 1 4, 2 37. 2 45, 2 40 1 4.
town,although it has not figured much iu the sleeves. These are handsome, practical
There was an increased attendance the
history. It is situated immediately in front suits, beginning at 84.85. Very similar second day.
In the gentleman’s driving
of the sea so close that the houses are styles are of all wool blue cheviot, with class the horses were driven about the
track
the
first half they were
twice,
sometimes touched by the waves when red cloth facing on collar, and trimmed
walked and the last trotted or paced, acwith soutache braid: or in others the colthe tide is high.
There is but one street,
cording to their gait. The awards were:
extending nearly two miles, east and j lar is piped in contrast, or with dark blue Sir Joseph, b. g., by David Babcock, 10-1,
weight 1100, six years old, and owned by
west, the population being about two suits a light blue piping affords variety.
E. G. Staples, first; Sauco, by Eolus, 15-3,
RUSSIAN' BLOUSE SUITS
thousand and the ground behind the
j with black
weight 1000 pounds, 5 years old and
houses swampy and impassable.
patent leather belt for boys owned by Richard Earwell,
One
second; Jack,
would think it a hue breeding-place for from live to ten years old are made of red, br. g., by Erling, 15-3, weight 1000, and
owned
Clare
dark
or
blue
aud
by
no
less deYVellington, third.
malarial fevers; but strange to say, there I light
serges,
In matched pairs Dr. Claude Wellingwas very little
sickness in the locality sirable are Norfolk suits in fancy checks,
j
ton, Bangor, was given first prize for liis
until late iu the war, when the Spaniards ; ranging from 85 upwards.
Older boys pair of
0-year-old chestnuts. C. B. Sampwear
suits
double-breasted
son
of Unity got second with liis pair of
or golf suits,
established a camp here.
Then yellow !i
fever came for the first time and develop- having loose trousers with buckle and jet blacks, and S. 1. Eliott of Freedom
j
third with liis blood bays.
fn the way of ove coats for chiled widely, owing to the utter lack of I strap,
;
Following is a summary of the races:
hospital and medical assistance. Soon as !j dren, from two aud a half years to seveu,
farmers’ race—purse $25.
the troops were removed the disease !; the Kussian biouse overcoat of light blue
Mattie K. sp. m.. Elector, Richardson... .1 1
or
red
cloth
is
most
desirable; the belt Darcey, ro. g., Also, Boody.2 2
disappeared, but during the few mouths ji
Jack, b. g., Erling, Wellington.3 3
of their stay the death rate was
appalling. I causing it to fit closely, aud the garment is Susie
Lee, b. m., Fish.ds
to
be
a
and
wax
long
Cedar, mahogany, honey
are
enough
geuuine protection.
Time—2.48, 2.55.
DOUBLE BREASTED MILITARY CLOAKS
2.28 class—purse $100.
shipped from Santa Cruz to the United
Mates, to the annual value of £400,000.
having capes lined with red silk, and trim- Harry L br. g., Generei Withers, Jr.,
Gerrish.2 1 1 1
In this neighborhood is
Escondina, med dowu the front and on the sleeves Bud W’ilkes, b. s,, Col. Osgood Palm“Hidden Harbor,” which for a hundred ! with brass, buttons give a military air to
er.13 2 4
an

>

an

built to its mines

me

3-minute class. Purse $100.
Happy Jack, H. Reynolds. 14
Mattie R., Richardson. 4 1
Laura B., Burrill. 2 2
Maggie S., McKusick. 0 3
Electric, Hunter. 3 5

PERRY DAVIS’

held

Santa Cruz del Sur is

ore

mines at

you
sharp angle of the hills and find
•self in a broad, sheltered basin—one
he most beautiful harbors in the

ies:

IMITATIONS.
BUY ONLY THE GENUINE,

little fellows from three and

an

years was the most notorious piratical
The village rendezvous in the West
output of fifty tons a day.
Indies, being easy
of Christo, (“Christ”) is equally interest- of access to tlie swift
sailing craft of tlie
j
iug: also Bfmita, Los Bocas and other up- j old sea-robbers, but almost unknown to

Presently

Chest in Itself.

25 and 50 cent Bottles.

New

a

Belle Wyman, b. m. Reynolds.5 2 3 2
Miss Day Dawn, b. in., Dav Dawn,

half to ten

old, and frieze or covert overcoats
Grant....4 4 4 3
Dictator Chief, McCusare shown, ranging from 88.75 to 815 for Artist, b. s
ds
ji’k.3
boys from four to sixteen years of age.
linn—2 31, 2 32 1-2, 2.33 3-4, 2 :*5 3 4.
land hamlets.
The load thereto traverses j the honest mariners of those
This
is
an age of
Aud
2.45
and
a
class—purse
$100.
days.
specialties,
It is not quite so big as the
large
bay a series of vales and “pockets,’’ every- then Point IVlaisi is
Maggie S ch. in., Eolus, McCnsick 3 4 1 ] 1
sighted—the eastern house devoting its entire attention to the Clam
io de .ianerio, but like the Brazilian
Digger, br. in., Pilot Victor,
where filled with sugar-cane, splendid j
tip of the island, which Columbus first manufacture of children’s clothing can
■.
lies among hills with mountains
Richardson...1 2 2 3 3
and blooming gardens.
On j saw when he sailed from Santa
royal
palms
better
Laura
B
at
blk. m., Eolus, Burrillmore
certainly
produce
styles
Domingo
’cd louud about it.
Santiago bay is
Reynolds.2 3 3 2
every side the foot hills rise steeply, their | and thought it the extreme eastern end of moderate prices than department stores,
e.etely land-locked, ranges of hills
b. g., Jedwood, H.
Jack,
Happy
This j
slopes cultivated to the summit.
Asia, the borderland of the "f riand Hhan” and persons interested iu this subject will
Reynolds.4 i 4 4 4
•>ing it on every side, with numerous was once a famous
Little
Claude, ch. g Harohlson, W.
coffee-producing re- which Marco Polo had so graphically de- do well to send for the fall and winter
'>
amt
promontories jutting down
Reynolds.
5 5 dr
gion, and may be again when prosperity is scribed.
catalogues of Best A C<>. of the Liliputian
Time—2 39, 2 37 1-4. 2 40, 2 42, 2 39.
he tianquil waters,
leaving deep restored. From the upper heights entrancFannie Err.ham Ward. Bazar in West 23d street which will be
coves behind them, all with
silvery j ing views are unfolded, worth crossing the
forwarded on receipt of four cents posties and holders of cocoa
To
palms.
glob-- to see.
Working Night And Day
age.
are
low
hills,
covered with j
light
The busiest ami mightiest little thing that LADIES’
Another delightful little trip is to ban1
KI RTS ARE A VEXATIOUS SUli
st,
ever was made is Dr. King’s N'.
verdure; to the left stretches , Luis, the terminus of the
Life Pills.
that j Every
.1ECT
railway
pill is a sugar-coat^.i gbbuK of health
with its fishermen's huts
a

A SMALL SPOT
MAY BECANCER.

Agricultural society opened at Unity,
Tuesday, Oct. 3d. There were two races
the card and they were
closely contested.
The 2.35 class, after two heats had
been trotted, had to be carried over until
10 o’clock Wednesday
morning. The officials were: John H.
Stewait, starter; E.
G. Crosby,
Waterville, and George L.
Eaton, Shawmut, judges; E. G. Crosby,
E. S. Worthing, Clinton, and
George L.
Eaton, Shawmut, timers. The summar-

Cramps, Diarrhoea, Colds,
Coughs, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism.
BEWARE OF

lips.

mining town of Oobre is the heart of the
intensely green bananas, and here
copper region so far developed, where
there a pleasant villa, surrounded by
seme of the
anil cane-fields.

j

Unity.
the North Waldo

on

SIMPLE, SAFE AND QUICK CURE FOR

there are the trenches where our
hungry
soldiers lay in the rain, and where more
precious lives were yielded up because

r

sens

A Medicine

cheap iu those stirring times,
when the young and
strong and ambitious
died with a cheer on their
Over

The
up in the hills.
mountains hereabouts are very rich in
The old
copper, iron and manganese.

magnetic

at

The .annual fair of

Pain-Killer.

to the United States.
Not far away
is the place where our
troops were first
landed on Cuban soil, and the
dreary hills
up which the Hough Hiders stormed in
the face of Spanish
Human life
guns.

strong

which

cure.au your pairs with

ests

and sick women
well, no matter what their station in lhe.
It gives the poor working woman an
equal chance with her richer sister and
at exactly the same price.
The servant wh*- uses “Favorite Prescription at a m.'derate price per bottle
is much more hk- !y to get well than her
mistress who calls in an expensive, local
It she will write plainly to
physician.
Dr R. V. Pierce at Buffalo, N. Y., her
case will have the attention of a physician
who has cured re* re women than anyone
hundred other doctors and who has a record of over tliirt v v. orA successful practice. Her lettei will 1>«-considered strictri* *iaptly answered
ly confidential, u i'!
in a plain envelope, so that prying eyes
of others may not
ven a hint, and
she will have the !k iu mi of the very best
medical skill without
cent of charge
for it.
Thousands
women
have
And by this
written and been cure !
method they have avoided the "examinations" md "h-cal treatment’’
so
invariable insist--1 upon by local
practitioners and so abhorrent to every
modest woman.

years earlier,

of the discoverers

lews

hospitable aborigines whom the
Spaniards long ago exterminated.
The
town of
Guantanamo, with a population
of seven or eight
thousand, is situated
fifteen miles from the
bay and connected
by railway. Sugar and coffee are grown iu
the vicinity, and consider able lumber lias
been exported from the
neighboring for-

makes her wish
that
each step
might be her hist.
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite
Prescription is made for
'/ maid as well as
It
mistress.
makes weak

are

The Fair

mild and

ing-down feeling

hlistened in honor of Spain’s patron
San

few reminders left in the island of the

Women are women after all. Mistress,
and maid are alike in physical make-up.
Both are women. Both are subject to the
ills and ailments
peculiar to their
sex. Buttheservant seldom gets
consideray any
tion. She is expected to do her
work even if her
head does throb
and a dreary,
dragging, bear-

years

MOST VIOLENT CASES HAVE

“‘JSX&S

shows no disposition to heal under ordiaAQ ary treatment. No one can tell how soon the**
HI I UHIIUU HI I 1110 I no will
develop into Cancer of the worst typ*.
So many people die from Cancer simply because they do not know
just what the disease is|
im.HU
I Hill UUdi
they naturally turn themselves over to the doctor*,
anli
art“. forced to submit to a cruel and dangerou*
operation the only treatment which the doctors know for Cancer. The disease
and
returns,
however,
is even more violent and destructive than
promptly
before. Cancer is a deadly poison in the blood, and an
operation, plaster, or
other external treatment can have no effect whatever
upon it. The cure mu*t
come from within
the last vestige of poison must be eradicated.
W m Walpole, of "Walshtown. S D.,
“/
says:
little blotch about the size of a
pea came under my lei
eve
gradually growing larger, from which shooting paina
at intervals ran in all directions 1 became
greatly alarmed
con*ll“ed a good doctor, who
an<j
pronounced it Cancer,
and advised that it be cut
this
I
but
could not conout,
sent to. I read in my local
japer of a cure effected by
8.
8..
8
and decided to try it. It acted like a charm the
Cancer becoming at first irritated, and then
discharging
This gradually grew Jess and then disconvery freely.
tinued altogether, leaving a small scab
whjch soon dropped off. and now only a healthy little scar remains where
what threatened to destroy mv life once held full
sway.”
Positively the only cure' for' Cancer ig Swift’s Specific—

APPFARFFI AT FIR^T

MFRF

P|MP| F\

^r-

S. S. S. FOR THE

S’

t,,S

Georgia.

m

;I

Mm I

II

Dlt. MOTT'S
NERVERINE PILLS
The great remedy for nervous prostration and all diseases of the g*
rat ire
organs of either sex, such as Nervous Prostration. Failing or Lost Mania d,
Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors. Mental Worry, exiv^.vt
of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and Insanity. With tv
ry
order we guarantee to cure or refund the money.
Sold at s 1.00 per t>. x
4F1 FR IIVINR
Hlltnuomo, G boxes for $5.00. UK. MOTT’S CHli.TIK AL
(«., C'levtluud, Ollio.
■■

■

For

Sale

R.

by

Moody,

H.

!

starts

j and
i

a

from the centre of

runs

forty

Santiago city

miles inland.

typical interior

San

I.uis is

southern Cuba,
of perhaps fifteen hun-

town of

j with a
population
dred, its stoin niuh'-tiails, by courtesy
j called streets, its palm-shaded plaza and

j

changes weakness into strength, listlessness into energy, brain-fag into mental
power.
They’re wonderful hi building up the
health. Only 2.V. per box. Sold hy It. H.
M ’ody, Druggist.

;

The Pardon or

burred!

skiit, called the “stretch back,” and an
extreme, has a bias seam at the ba^k and
another at the left side where the opening

Dreyfus.

tumble-down casus, as quaint as quaint
France has pardoned Dreyfus; now who
the colors of tin* rainbow,
can be.
Besides these railway journeys, shall pardon France? This is the
queslows and lint roofs covered with red
there are little jaunts tube made on horse- ! tion that people all over the civilized
-• look
oriental as Dagbad or Con- !
hack or eu volante, ami excursions by ; world are asking to-day.
The amount
is amien- a>
Damascus or
be-p
boat around tlie bay.
one of the adja- I and variety ot the iniquity revealed in the
cm.
Taiigitrs, iu Africa, occupies ! cent
hills,greener than the lest with grue- | trial are something astonishing. As Gov.
'■bar sloping hillside, and this old I
some suggestion «•! exuberant
vegetation Roosevelt well said : ‘Nominally a man was
sun .) iu>> shows the same M*
rish
*
and faced on its water-side with high on trial, but really a republic.’’
The man
transmitted through
N»utheru |
adobe walls, is the over crowded C’ampo I was convicted by the court at Rennes, but
\\ bat a chc-keied carter bad this
6 an to.
It. needs no crosses or funcial it is the French Republic that stands con;.u e enjoyed before ever
Plymouth urns t" indicate the character of that en- victed before the bar of nations!
was heard of 1
In Ibis, a few yens
closure, foi the vultures that continually
Amid the blackness of the whole story,
i> christening, Juan de
Grijalva re- hover above it tell
unmistakably of burst- there are some gleams of light which
aii army here for the
i
subjugation ing vaults and shallow, rented graves sh"w tin- brighter for the
surrounding
< <utez sailed
‘••atari.
to the con- i
from winch tenants of a few month- are darkness.
Chief uf these is the character
•i Mexico from the then
flourishing evicted to make room for others. Few of of Madame Dreyfus. Her rare faithful■l
Santiago. Iu logs. Don Narvaez our soldiers are buried then-, for most of ness and heroism
might serve as a lesson
uis port to subdue the Indians of!
those w ho died in hospitals were put into to a country which
by .Salic law has ala.
11. u*. iu the same year, came ! a
new cemetery,
laid out about a year ways rigidly excluded women from the
soto's expedition; and here the banj ago near the city limits. You may hire a throne, on the ground that ‘‘the laud of
Spain were uplifted for the con- boatman at the wharves of
Santiago to France is too noble to be ruled by a woof the two Americas.
Pohre low
you to Siboney for a dollar, that man;’1 a country which, even as a repubana.
None are now so poor as to
place of doleful memory w here the great lic. imposes all mann -r of antiquated
'•i her
homage. And what history yellow fever camp is situated: or you may legal disabilities on women.
at lusty infant, the United States,
traverse the sixteen miles by railway.
It is only within the past year or two
be locality been making iu the last
Many of our brave boys died there, but a that French wives have been allowed the
-what
of
and
a
years
place
stirring
far greater number survived the fever and j control of their own
earnings; the only
•wful memories it now is to all Amerlived to tell the tale. Braver than all others scrap of
suffrage granted to them is the
j
bearts.
were the devoted band of nurses, who withj right to vote for judges of the tribunals of
the stranger, the streets of Santiago
out glory or hope of earthly reward, deli- ! commerce; and in certain classes of imof unflagging interest, they are so
ed death in its most dreadful form to save ! portant
cases, (as for instance question of
p and narrow and winding, their old,
the lives of others. A numbei of these mar- identity), the
testimony of a woman is
buildings, masquerading under bright
tyrs lie in the adjacent burial-ground, in not received in court. She is legally inlike bewigged and berouged octounmarked graves, forgotten of man; but capable of testifying to the
identity of a
mans, set flush with the foot-wide
be sure that Heaven remembers.
person whom she may have known all her
walks; their musty churches, dilapiRowing straight across Santiago bay and life—as incapable as if she were an insane
public buildings, plazas, and marketup a winding creek, you may penetrate person or an idiot.
as
the
e, quaint
bazaars of Cairo. All
the mangrove bushes and hear the curious
Who would not to-day consider the teshave been so often photographed
sound of oysters shutting their shells, timony of Madame Dreyfus worth more
written about of late by our visiting
alarmed at your approach. On the way,
than that of half the witnesses before tbe
Hymen that stay-at-homes can al- !
are shown
the rotting timbers of an court at Rennes?
Who would not say
you
'f
see them in their mind’s
eye—ail old
bulk, lying far below the surface of that such a woman is better worthy to
lie heavenly blue of sea and sky, the
the clear water,
all that
is left of vote than that whole clique of conspirj. green of the verdure and the
puroue of the Armada’s galleons,
come to ators, perjurers and forgers, the Generals
.erandeur of the mountains, the soft,
three centuries ago.
Farther up of the French army?
ii
air and intangible charms of the grief
Ethel C. Avery.
the creek you land on a sand y beach and
as, which neither artist’s brush nor
follow a path bordered with the sharp,
or" s pen can accurately portray.
'lormons in Maine.
pinkish-green bayonets of the wild pine: ere are several outside
points of into a famous cocoanut plantation.
'•
which the traveler should not fail apple,
West Pakis, Oct. 3.
Four Mormon
If the owner of the grove is at home—a
>it.
Besides the now easily accessipriests are now, and have been for the past
bare-footed gentleman,attired
two weeks, holding meetings at what is
'loro Castle, with all its dismal dun- saddle hued,
in shirt and drawers of native
cotton, top- known as Greenwood City, some live miles
•, above and below, exposed to the
an
enormous hat of coarse straw
with
there is another spot of infamous ped
£rom this place.
They are getting up
fringed around the edges- he will give you ifuite an excitement and, what is a sury- the long, low slaughter-house at
a cordial welcome,
seconded by his wife
dge of a nearby mangrove swamp,
prise to our people here, have found
and baker’s dozen of children, the latter many converts to the Mormon
faith.
c.
just twenty-six years ago this
mostly naked and shy as the birds of the Three have been baptized and others are
ag November, Captain Fry, of the
The greater surprise is
forest. Toss a real to one of the half to follow soon.
ginius” with db of his crew, were
that there are so many women converts,
nude negroes lounging about, and he will The
'■led like sheep.
But one must not
place has already been named Utah
shin up a cocoa tree with the agility of a Corner.
Spain altogether for that tragedy.
his machete in his
United States virtually sanctioned lizard, carrying
teeth,
“The recent advance in building mateand toss you down some cocoanuts.
The
act of barbarism by admitting that
rial has given our business a black eye,”
with his machete, will whack
proprietor,
men
were
and
■‘Virginias”
pirates
says a prominent Auburn contractor and
the tops off the nuts, leaving a hole about builder.
“As you probably know everyu-i right to fly the llag of their counan inch across in the shell of each. Inside
thing in tire building line has advanced.
11
waters.
As
foreign
everybody
Lumber that could be bought for $13 in
that great ivory cup there is a full pint of
'•vs, further slaughter was prevented,
the spring costs $17 now.
Hardware and
delicious
water, distilled by all other material is way up and plumbing
!»y the American consul in Santiago, cool, sweet,
in
nature
the sun and breeze—and of is out of sight, an advance of more than
1
by a British gun boat which happened
The man who decides to fit up a
course you are thirsty after a jaunt in the double.
in the harbor.
If the Dons thought
bath room is apt to get scared out of it
fSo tiit back your head, elevate
when he gets the figures.”
duplicate that old transaction in the tropics.
the nut to the proper angle and let the
-<>(ly of the “Maine,” they found
mselves for once mistaken, although refreshing stream flow gently down your
ie Samuel has not proved himself an throat.
A few miles east of Santiago is the noble
'ding defender of his wandering sons.
harbor of Guantanamo, recently
Mien there are two or three
brought
railway into
prominence by our gallant marines.
vs worth
taking.
Coming into the
one of the most extensive
“bur you see at the right hand the Though
bays on
the coast of Cuba, it is
>

and must be cut. in accordance with the
avoirdupois of the wearer. A two-piece

that

cau

be

a

difficult skii t to cut aud

Another is in three

j front breadth

pieces,

small

a

back and

1

a

seam

at

eacli side.

piece skirt is the refuge of

The five

OVERSKIR

It's

straight j
side, or j

may be cut iu points over a sham skirt,
oftentimes with a deep accordion
some

edge.
opportunity for

This

style

economy,
handsome

colored

plain

and

one

of the

to take

as

as

overgarment of estamene

an

in cheviot finish.
rial is inestimable for golf or

cravenette

This mate-

rubber.
one

With

an outfit of this fabric
the elements and still ap-

defy
stylish.

may

pear

It

comes

in

black, blue,

brown, green and gray.
foremost in

trimmings;

OENUIJVE

p

25 Cents

next are

and jet trimmings continue stylish,
and steel or jet woven in points, are
among

novelties.

Lace and colored silk

ques such

as

bined, are
silk fringe

roses or

an

elegant trimming,

com-

lilack

in points or scollops is in
Verona Clarke.
strong demand.

Big Master soap, the biggest 5c. bar of
For sale by all principal
soap made.
grocers.
Vessels Lost at Sea.
to statistics of Lloyd’s Regof British and Foreign Shipping,
compiled from reports made up to July
15th of this year, the number of vessels,
excluding all vessels less than 100 tons,
totally lost, condemned, etc., during 1898,
was 1,1-11, with a tonnage ot 820,725.
Of
these 322 were steam craft, with a tonnage of 1(53,241, and 819 sail, with a ton
nage of 357,484.
Regarding steamers,
the number lost, exceeds the average for
the previous seven years by fifty-six vessels aud 135,257 tons, while the number
of sail craft destroyed is below the average for the same period by thirty-one
vessels and 28,551 tons.
The materials
of construction of the lost vessels were:
In steam, steel, 78; iron, 218, and of wood
and composite, 2(5; and in sail, steel, 23;
iron, 39; wood and composite, 757. The
United States loss during the year was
fourteen steam vessels of 10,859 tons, and
172 sail craft of 81,854 tons.
Lloyd’s
record for the year 1897-8 shows that the
United States merchants had afloat 780
steamers of 1,175,7(52 tons, and 2,370 sail
craft of 1,272,915 ions.
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HEADACHE.
DIZZINESS.
BILIOUSNESS.
TORPID LIVER.
CONSTIPATION.
SALLOW SKIN.
THE COMPLEXION
MUST HAVE

MATURE.

_CURI^S'ICK

HEADACHE.

experiences of

on

half

centun

a

its merits, and

ncl-.m-wlc< god tin*

«

aiitiy

into

on

as
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leading National Family Newspaper.
Recognizing its value to tlio.se who desire all the new s of tl State and
the publishers of The Republican Journal (y air own favorite imum gaper) have

the
the

Nation,
n’.ered

alliance with

“The York Weekly Tribune win h enables them to furnish
hotli papers at the trifling cost of >g.0() per year.
Every farmer and every villager owes to himself to his familv. and *•> the e iman

cordial support of his local uewspapor, a- it works
his home iil the

a

stantly and untiringly for his interests in every way, brings t
and happenings of his neighborhood, the doings of Ids friends.

fhe

pects for different crops, the juices iu home maikets, and, in

lav. i»

subscriptions

Republican

J he

to

connews

cd'iou

*

1

ov prosw«-**kP. visitor

Journal Publishing Co., Belfast, Me

FRED ATWOOD

Wlnterport,

n

Me.

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,
Representing Over Twenty

Million Assets

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE (iLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.

has arrived and
the best in that

we are prepared to supply
line, including our own make,

ALSO THE

Sausage...

CELEBRATED

TIME-TABLE.
On and after Oct. 1, 1899, trams connecting
at Burn! am ami Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor. Waterville Portland aud
Boston will run as follows

Oeerfoot Farm Sausages
And Frankfurters.
GAME

OE

ALL,

KINDS

IX ITS SEASON.

Poultry,

Corned

Beef, Pork

aud

Vege-

tables.

FROM

..

For Women.

Dr. Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought;
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known
to medical science, that will so
quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest ami mostobstinatecases
are relieved in 3 days without fail.
No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence,and the most complete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance 1 relievehundreds of ladies wlmm 1 never see. Write for
further
particulars. All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a privateor delicate nature.
Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill ellects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed,
on.
I)r. E. M. TOLMAN CO., 1T<> Tremont ,St.. Boston, Mass.

AM

Belfast, depart—. 7 15
Citypomt..t7 20

Waldo.+7 30
Brooks.. 7 41
Knox .>7 53
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0 00
0 10
Thorndike.11 15
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0 41
Brooks.11 57
Waldo,..112 15
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112 35 |10 04
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52
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f'HAS. K JOHNSON. Agent. Belfast.
to 14 1
CALVIN AUSTIN. lleM'lVupt.. lav
6 20!
WILLIAM II. HILL, Cren'l Manager, Boston

1

Y’ou

WA TER VIL L E, MA INK.

Book-keeping taught by

Court reporters and other shorthand writers,after
years of experience in the old style Pitman systems,are adopting our system (Dement’sPitmanic)
with great enthusiasm. Mr. Dement is the fastest
shorthand writer in the world.
Board and room are provided at the “Student
Home” for $2.25 per week.
Call or write for particulars.
3m34

F. B.

ELLIOTT, Frincipal.

get

a

...

rive o.iiioo,

screw

cap jar

for Ten Cents
...AT

1

POOR’S

...

Drug Store.

DR. W. L.

FIDELITY INJECTION METHOD. ^Veterinary

typewriting

the “Actual Business

can

NOTICE.

College RUPTURES

Method.”

WKKK

From Boston, Monday*, 'lues-lay*,
us.lays
and Fridays at 5.on r m
From Rookland. via Camden. Tuesdays Wednesdays. Fridays and Saturday* at from VO to
<>.<•()A. M.
From Bangor, touching a: uay-landmv. '-Iondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays ind Saturdays at
11.00 a.m.

tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00 1
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to ail points West ami North
west, via all routes, for sale by I W.Gkokok,
!
GKO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
!
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. Boothbv, Gen’l Pass, ami Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 23. 185*0.

-BY THE

A

RETURN I Mr

M

0 20
7 15

Bangor

TRIPS

Coinmeneing Monday, Sept. 2f>. 1 sp ». steamers
will leave Belfast
For Boston via Camden and Rockiami, Mondays,
"Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturday- at ii- at;
2.30 in >i., or upon arrival of -reamer from Bangor.
For Searsport, Buekspor;. W rm-rp.-rt. Hampden and Bangor, Tuesdays. Wedner-uay* Fridays
and Saturdays at (about* s.no a. •: .or
m|ariivrti "i »leu me
tioin d.'Stoii.

TO BELFAST.

....SPECIAL ATTENTION OIVEN TO 'I H K Cl’KE OK....

Complete modern equipment and up-to-date in
every particular.

Rancor and Penobscot

of

in Commission.

—

R m

Portland. 2 15
400
* El D.
Boston
Boston, jw D.. 4io

WATERVILLE

City

BELFAST.

Waterville.

.JOHN A. FOGG,
MARION K. BROWN.
Howes’ block, High St., 1...
,,
Corner Main.
J BeleA9t- Ma»e>

Steamers

%

WEST,
Surgeon.-^

(Iraduate and .Medalist

courses.

IfUWn
A Cake of Fine Toilet Soap in Every Package,.

over

It has lived

TH.? SAUSAGE SEASON! Maine Central R. R.

Full commercial and shorthand and

powder

con-

JgjP’STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION..Jm Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators and Trustees. | Correspondence solicited. | Reai estate bought and sold.

appli-

other flowers

and

bwihoti op,,*

many cases steel beads are dotted in
among the braiding with line effect. Span-

gled

teachings,

its old age all the vitality and vigor of its
youth, strengthened and ripened by the

I Purely Vetfetal>lev/6%s>*<«^W<'.

ap-

plique designs of any and all kinds or
chenille braiding in shaded colors.
In

with faith in its

fidence in the information which it brings
to their homes and firesides.
As a natural consequence it enjoys in

easy

...The Oxford

DELICATE HAND EMBKOIDEKY

is

1

bicycling, be-

ing finished by a process which renders it
water proof without the least mixture of

day,

which should be found iu eveiy wide-awake. pi< gits^w tamily.
< <» a
-lust think of itl Both of these papers f«»r only
year.

Wrapper LJelow.

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

!
>

and often

but devotion to the true

suqar.

-ilk makes a
plaiting [
plain cloth overskirt, or vice vesa.
“Houghing it” being now the fashion, j
every well-provided woman has a dress
j
with

Washing
IVADIMF
E

Indian,

of

long life,

a

years rolled by and the original members
of its family passed to their reward, and
these admirers are loyal and steadfast to-

Send all
Very small and

affords j
as

1

is

See FaoSimile

plaiting

the lower

at

■

tahn-ah-mo

Signature

Old!!!

interests and prosperity <>f the American
People has won for it new friends as the

munity in which he lives
Must Bear

TS

very long, and may be either
around and opening at the left
are

j

useless for commercial purposes, because
choked with alluvium from the
entering
streams.
The name, pronounced Wan-

Little Liver Pills.

stout

several seasons.

1

CASTOHIA.
6e»« the
y^The Kind You Have Always Bought

\

people. !
It is easily cut aud made at home, and is \
devoid of novelty, as it has been used for I

j

comparatively

Carter’s

and two side pieces, which
also form the back with a bias seam at
the centre.
\ et another is iu four pieces,
wiih a bias seam down the front aud

Maine.

Years

Fifty-eiqht

cordial support of progressive A mermans.
It is “The New Yoik Weekly Tribune

Genuine

only by slender, shapely per-

worn

sons.

|

1

It is

comes.

Belfast,

early

in

ABSOLUTE
SECURITY.

vv

and
Smith,
pretentious dwellings; in the rear,
‘>tle cuts off the sea; and in flout,
•1
'-oveiing a sloping hillside, lies
>:i‘ cj it*
eity, between blue water and
e mountains,
its low, massive wails,
-giiug around ceutrai < units aud tint-

AN0 VITALITY

HEALTH

•'

u

SLOOD

—because it is the
only remedy which can go deep enough to reach the root of
the disease and force it out of the system
permanently. A surgical operation
does not reach the blood—the real seat of the
disease—because the Wood can
not be cut away. Insist upon S. 8. S.;
nothing can tak»» its place.
cu,'es also any case of
Eczema.
Scrofula,
?'
Rheumatism. Contagiou*
lilood Dotson, Ulcers, Sores, or
any other form of blood disease
Valuable
boo'.cs on Cancer and Blood Diseases will be mailed free to anv
address hy
J
Swift Specific Company, Atlanta,

E.

L.

STEVENS,

M.

JE^Ottiee hours from 1

to

4, and 7

to

8

p.

Ontario

D.,

Offce, National Bank Building, Belfast, Me.
m.c_^£3

Veterinary College.

Office and

Pharmacy at Belfast Livery to.
Kesldneee and Hospital 17 Congress street.
Office

Telephone 8-2

A TEN CENT CIGAR
For Sale
F^?F1VE CENTS.
poor «e sox.

Brick house on
Thurlow house.

Residence

or

Telephone 21

Rent.

Congress street, known

as the
WM.C. MARSHALL.

Belfast, July 5,1899.—27tf

1 he Churches.

County Correspondence.

Rev,R. T. Capen will preach at Saturday
Cove next Sunday at 3 p. in.

Belmont. Rev. Randall T. Capen will
hold a meeting at Hall’s Corner next Monday evening as usual. All will be welcome

m REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
BELFAST.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1899.

Geo. S. Mills preaches each Sunday
2 30 o’clock, in the church at
the Head of the Tide.
Rev.

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

afternoon at

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican

Rev. R. T. Capen of the Baptist church exchanged pulpits last week with Rev. W. E.

J BusiuelaManager.

CHARLES A. FILS1URY.

Lombard of Camden.
Rev. G. E. Edgett will preach in the Shore
Road school-house. East Belfast, next Sunday afternoon at 2 30o'clock.

“The Journal is THE PAPER for Maine Seafar-

People.”

ing

Parish Church, U nitarian. next
Sunday the pastor,Rev. J. M. Leightou, will
preach at 10 45: Sund ly school at 12 o’clock.
At the 1st

Largest Circulation lu City and County
Subscr'*jtk>n 'I rms. In advance,$2.00a year,
.< 0 for six months; 5<» cents for three months.
A ov ertising Terms.
For one square, one inch
lc gth in column.75 cents for one week, and 25
cents for each subs jtieut insertion.

There will be a coutirmation at St. Francis' Catholic church to morrow.Friday,even
ing at 7 o'clock. Priests from away will be

£•

in attendance.

Edward Atchinson has been
but that is not

Two of Boston's

trying

are

The article
.steel

a

big dry goods

The
miral

stores

It is

Bridge”

ideas

a

bridge:

Epworth League meeting at 0:30 p. m. |
Sunday wrill be “Lost OpportunitiesI

inext

good

leader, Charles Davis.
Services at the Universalist church next
Sunday will be as follows: 10:45 a. in., regular service, preaching by the pastor; 12 m.,
Sunday school; 6:15 p. in., Young Peoples’
A cordial invitation is extended
meeting.
to all

that is

thing.

Vavy Department has given AdDewey perfect liberty to do as he

leases, and he has certainly earned that
But he is in danger of being

1

Services at the Methodist church for the
lining week will be as usual. The subject

of the

the “Life

concerning such

steal

a

on

at rest

sets

big

a

c

the 7th page

on

many erroneous
structures.
But
another

Meetings will be held at the People’s Mission, 58 High street, every Tuesday. Thursday, Saturday and Sunday evening at 7
o’clock. Sunday at 2 30 p. mM<a Bible study.
All are welcome.

demonstrate in the newspa-

to

pers which is the bigger.
thing for the newspapers.

of

buncoed,

surprising.

Following are the Baptist notices: Thursday. the mid-week prayer meeting; F-iday,
Teachers' meeting; Saturday, at 1 p. in., the
t i uns
Junior Endeavor. The Sunday services are :
We fail to see how the recommendations usual. lu the evening preaching ser\ice,
the pastor will give the second in the series,
Mi.en four centuries ago by Richard MulGlimpses of Jesus, the Christ: “Baptized.”
-to: a celebrated teacher of that time,
Sunday School Rally.
The Sunday
will; regard to education, could be im

liberty.
hilled by

kin dress—or rather
in bis honor.

by the

ova-

School of the North church held a rally last
noon which proved a very interesting occasion. The service opened with singing oy the school, followed by responsive
reading of the 121st and 122ml Psalms. The
roll was called and a large percentage of the
enrolled members answered to their names.
An offering was taken up for the Sunday
school library amounting to >12 50. Miss
Mary Pond sang a solo, after which letters
were read from Rev. R. T. Hack and Rev.
Geo. W. Field, I *. D. The pastor, Rev. Geo.
S. Mills, gave a shoii. talk on “How to read
tlm Old Testameut stories," and the review
lesson of the Sunday school w;
given. The
exercises closed with a hymn and benediction. The letters read will be published in
The Journal next week.

3-roved pon. Educators of the present
Sunday
day. -oine of them at least, might well go
.uol to this old-time teacher.

•-

i

v

to

serve

This

direct attention to the excel-

paper by Miss Finch, read before the
Waldo County Teachers* Conven-

t

cent

'd. >u, and

reprinted

day

'.'lie other
"'VD
;

our

bull

a

Ud

page.

moose

was

run

and killed by the regular passenger
between Norway and Bridgton. and

s!«;*i\
;

on

week passes that deer are not
this way.
It would seem to be
ut toenquiie whether railroads are
a

i in

t

c::

the game laws.

to

Can they he

Chlkch Rally. The Baptist church held
game out of season, or a raliy, roll-call and supper at the vestiy
’.
c.\c* cuing t'he number of deer it is
Tuesday evening. There was a large „at; eiuiis>;ble fvi individual sportsmen to1 t.-mlau<m "f members and tueir families and
an eiij'oalde and
interesting evening was
k id.’
A picnic supper was served at 6
spent
oVi -ck, after which an informal meeting w <
Tim roll-call was answered to by
I' Mi. Win. Freeman of Clierryfield, in a belli.
nearly all the members of the church, either
<■
to the Ellsworth American, exposes m
person u by letter.
Solos were sung by
Mrs. E. S Pitcher, Mr. Emery White and
mess misrepresentations in the LewMr. E. S. Pitcher, and a duett by Mrs.
d .1 a1 concerning the blueberry
Pitcher and Mr. White, with Mrs. Willis B.
'.an-;> and business in the western portion Fletcher as accompanist.
The various deof Washington county, and as to the pro- partments of liurch work were reported,
all in good w. rking condition, as follows:
]'"sed stock ranch in that section. It is Sunday school, Supt. Frank L. Robertson:
not to be supposed that a Maine paper teachers’ meetings, N. E. Iveeu; home department, Miss Paulene Rhoades; sewing
w-Vili; knowingly misrepresent the re- mrcle, Mrs. W. B.
Fletcher; Christian Endeavor, Miss Maude E. Mathews; Junior
><uirccs cr enteijiiises of any part of the
C. E.. Miss Flora Webber; young men’s
Mate, and it is probably a case ofcuipable
meetings. Rev. R. T. Capen: ladies home
-i;v.i t- on the part of the writer of the
missionary society, Mrs C. H. Twombly;
foreign missionary society, Mrs. Anuie L.
.•.'trending article.
Burgess ; church treasury. Chas.H.Twombly.
Mi>' Maude E. Mathews also gave a report
of the State Convention held last week in
J iie
latest electric rumors concern a
Cherry field. The meeting closed with a
ii el
line from Hanger to Boston, in hymn and benedietiou.
foi

i.cc

killing

•<

«

vl'ich Belfast
i!ie

figures.
Bangor. Hampden

One
and

plan is for
Winterport

a:] any to build to .Stockton Springs,
and then to utilize the charter from that
] I.ice to Camden, which would give

The News

trol-1 clothing.

ley service from

Bangor to Rockland,
Another scheme, reported from Augusta,
has Belfast as the tapping point for the
a.'- fmm the west,
by laying a track from

;
1

V-ate: ville to Belfast.

»

We are willing to
large discount on tliesfe extensive
hemes and accept a road from Belfast to

make
s.

N

a

That will come

rtiioort.

day,

some

no

doubt.
The

move

Maine

for

seems

In

i vacates.

an

to
a

“Old Home Week” for

be gaining ground and
letter to the Commercial

Abel Hunt of Bangor,

a

native of

Camden,

says:
The great success of this festival, recentobserved by the cities and towns of
New Ham* shire, leads me to call public
a*, .ention to the same, with the hope that
v.
who had »ur birth in old Maine, so rich
in natural scenery, so full of invigorating
and he 1th-restoring air, may give at least
week t<' sentiment. We who have
out
Been wanderers from our father’s home
mi y return each to our own Mecca, and
o.'c.e more m-isp the hand of boyhood’s
Si iends, and join around some common alter by the grove, mountain or seashore
and unite in singing Auld Lang Syne.
The Chronicle wishes to echo the remark of the editor of the Bath Times
thus: “A rich man who means to bestow
a tilting gift upon his town or citj, should,
we believe, make the gift while alive, and
imt leave it to develop after death.”
(Fai mingtou Chronicle.
Tn

slightly

amend what the Chronicle

says further: Now if any of

our

wealthy

propose to give Belfast a
.-substantial school building, to take the
men or women

place of the antiquated and inadequate
buildings on the common, how glad we
v.uuld all be could the donor be alive and
among us, to enjoy with us the possession

gift and experience the gratitude
of the people.
of such

a

Yachts
Mr.

Gro*-sch‘

lips heeii i aui*

and

Boats.

yacht Idalet.te
it in Carter’s yard for the

winter.

T!m
up

l'.'ier Bros

ti.e

at

lsleshoro have hauled

following yachts

for

the

winter:

M“*t, Keha. Nirvana and E-la.
The tw

o

the Point Look
Day Dream and

steamers owned hv

Isle

Club
Haut,
Circe, are at Camden, the former laid up for

out

of

the

au

winter and the latter undergoing repairs at Dailey's. The Circe will be wintered at Isle au Haut.
the

The October Rudder is the Cup Contest
number, and it is a fine one. The pictures
of the Columbia and Shamrock are very
good, and there are m ny things of interestin this yachtsmans magazine. Rudder Pub.
Co., 9 Murray street. New York.
Palermo. M rs. Caroline Jacksou of South
Montville visited her twin sister, Mrs.
Emeliue Turner, last week-The Ladies’
Union Circle met last Thursday with Mrs.
Cora A. Goodwiu. A baked bean supper
was served-John Black sold a beef cow
and C. E. Carr a yoke of oxen for beef last
Friday. .Tlie ladies of the sewing circle of
the

Baptist church,

with

|

Kattee

is

manufacturing

again

some

of the

gentle-

men. turned out last week and cleaned the
church at Carr’s Corner. ..Watson Nelson is
repairing his barn_About fifteen of the
relatives of Althea Parmenter met recently
at the old homestead on Parmenter hill and
held a reunion. The day was most pleasantly enjoyed-The Waldo Baptist Quarterly
meeting will be held at the church Carr’s
Corner Oct. 14th and 15th.

and

T. I. Huxford has repaired the Capt.
James S. Huxford building, which is rented
residence to Stanley Roberts.

as a

Miss Grace E. Dow of this town was one
of the party that went by boat from Cestine
to Bangor to attend the Musical Festival
last Friday.

Berry Sargent has moved into the tenement near Staples’ carriage shop, owned by
C. E. Lane.
He is preparing to build a
bouse on bis lot near by.
The high school began agaiu Thursday
instruction of L. G. Staples of
North Berwick, a member of the senior class
at Bates College.
He is apparently well
under the

qualified
dicates

a

for the

position,

and

successful term.

everything

in-

The stallion Grey Wilkes was sold at
Sheriff's sale at the office of F. W. Brown,

jr..

last Monday, E. C Boody was the highest bidder, and now has two good ones. The
other is a remarkably stylish carriage horse,
kind and very speedy, lately bought of

Massachusetts parties.

George Gould of Monroe is at work on
the '•Lurch again.
They had another bee to
around the church last week and we
noticed that Joseph Ellis, who lives six
miles away, was the first man to have bis
team on the spot.
Joe does not make much
uoise about his religion, but when you need

grade

a

lift be is

generally

there aud

ready.

The revival meetings under the leadership
of Messrs. Prescott and Pope are progressing finely and several conversions are reOne week ago five ministers were
present and Rev. Nelson Rich, now of Taunton, Mass., but formerly of this town, delivered an able sermon. IIis old townsmen
were glad to meet him and bear him speak

again.
Alice L. Dow, the milliner, returned from
Boston last Saturday night by sheer good
luck. The boat due in Belfast Saturday
morning did not arrive until Saturday evening, as they spent the night in Boston Harbor on account of the storm. But the train
was in waiting for the trip to Burnham to
meet the people from the Bangor festival
and she bad the pleasure of being Jerry’s
only passenger to Brooks. She is now busy
trimming liats in preparation for the autumn

Dudley Clark,

a

Walter Hobbs intends to move to Belfast
and has resigned as tax collector for
this year. He and his wife are among the

most estimable of our young people and we
very sorry to have them leave us. The
selectmen have appointed Charles W. Lord
collector for the current year to fill the va
canby caused by Mr. Hobb’s resignation.
He is a shrewd and successful business;man,
and the appointment is a good one in every
are

respect.
One dark evening last week as W. S.
Jones was driving the fast pacing mare
Susie on the valley road he collided with a
team driven by Frank Stimpson, who had
his wife and child in the carriage.
All
were thrown out,
Mr. Jones sustained
some severe bruises while the others wrere
badly shaken up. The mare ran a short
distance and becoming entangled in the
reins, wrs thrown and bodly cut but not
from

a

serious

accident.

wagon

was con-

a narrow

escape

every economical buyer. Come in and I,
trouble to show goods, that’s what we are here;

Case 10-4 Blankets, all perfect,
50 Pairs 11-4 Blankets, good weight,
1 Case 11-4 Blankets, extra heavy, worth $1.00,
50 Pairs 11-4 Wool

Others

at

his

launury

to

our

village

never

Quality Print Wrappers,
Flannelette Wrappers from

were

nicely

and

happiness

___m_

entertained.

FUR COLLARETTES and SCARFS.
AT LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

NEW WOOL DRESS SKIRTS.
Look at them anyway, it costs nothing to examine them an
will guarantee the price to give perfect satisfaction.

UNDERWEAR.
Ladies' Heavy Jersey Ribbed Fleeced Vest'' and Pants.
worth 33c., at
Children’s Extra Heavy Fleeced Vests and Pants,
Gents’ Buffalo Health Underwear, will rot shrink,

unequalled for warmth and durability, would be
good value at 7sc. Price,

them-Harry
Harris and B. E. Small, assisted by George
of
and
Scott
Jones of
Berry
Sandypoint
attend

Stockton Springs. Mr. Harry Park returned last week, and, by the advice of bis
physician, will remain with bis parents an
indefinite time.... Mrs. Augusta Devereaux
left Oct. 4th, for Boston, where she will enter

a

hospital

for

surgical

treatment.... S. B.

Merrithew returned last Friday from a vac?
trip to Boston aud vicinity-0. S.
Hichborn, after a visit at his old home, left
Saturday, for Augusta, taking his sister,

tion

Miss Harriet L>., with him as far as Baugor,
where she attended the o'os’ug concerts of
the Maine Music Festival, reporting them
“the finest of the fine.” She vis'ted relatives in Brewer, returning the middle of the
present week.Mrs. Sanborn returned
from Kingman, last week and is with her
son, Mr. Bion Sanborn_Miss .Ann Thompson went to Baugor Friday, to buy her winter stock of millinery, which will soon be
offered to her customers-The hotel was
closed last Friday, and it is feared may ri
main so through the winter_Elvin Staples
has increased his stock, by the addition of a

line of millinery, shelf goods, table linen,
etc.Mrs. Win. Carter has been quite
seriously ill for the past week... .Scott JLarrabee and wife are visiting the latter’s parents, Mr. aud Mrs. Heury Stowell-The
family and friends of Capt. John Randell are exceedingly anxious regarding
the fate of his vessel, he having sailed
from New York for Mobile, about sixty
days ago. His daughter, Miss Elva, h?s
given up her school because of her great
anxiety. It is hoped they may yet hear

from the captain aud crew, although the
time has been unusually long-Mr. aud
Mrs. Wilson Randell of Belfast were in
town Sunday, visiting his brother’s fair;ly.
....A telegram was received Monday announcing the death o* Gen. William S.
Mudgett at the Soldiers’ Home in Virginia, where he was buried with Masonicrites_Capt. Melvin Colcord b? a crew of
men at work laying the foundation of the
new hotel stable, which is to by 40x80 feet,
occupying the old site aud extending
further to the side and rear.... Mrs. Everett
Staples and Mrs. Horace Staples returned
the middle of the week from a ten days'
visit in Malden, Mass-Rev. A. A. Smith
delivered an excellent sermon ou Sunday,
which will be his last in our church this
season, as he will be absent the latter part
of the month attending the Umversalist
General Convention in Boston.

This!

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward lor any
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s

ease

41

Values and style that pass all precedent
Have \ >u w
homespun skirt plaids we are showing? We have i full lb
the latest and most popular colors. Your inspection is soli*.
It removes the cause of disfiguring eruptions, loss of
hair, and baby blemishes, viz.: The clogged, irritated,
inflamed, or sluggish condition of the PORES. CUTICURA SOAP combines delicate emollient properties
derived from CUTICURA, the great skin cure, with the

purest

of

flower

cleansing ingredients

odors.

No other

and most

medicated

refreshing

soap

ever

baby

complexion

We

are

agents

things.

for the—-

Genuine Shrunk Tuexdo Dress Lining

of

and nursery. Thus it combines in ONE SOAP at ONE
PRICE —namely, TWENTY-FIVE CENTS —the
best skin and

We get the first of all the good

Always

look for the name on selvaoe.

com-

pounded is to be compared with it for preserving, purifying, and beautifying the skin, scalp, hair, and hands. No
other foreign or domestic soap, however expensive, is to
be compared with it for all the uses of the toilet, bath,

soap, and the best toilet and

Bargains in Muslin Curtains.
We have purchased another big lot of MUSLIN CURTA1
direct from the importer at quite a discount irom the reg
cost, ranging in prices from 69c. to $3.50 per wine
esirAsk to

see

them.

soap in the world.

,rS^»EEIE)Y CUR,|F FOR EVERY HUMOR
Bathe the affected parts vnth HOT water and CUTICUBA SOAP to cleanse
the skin and scalp of crusts and scales, and soften the thickened cuticle. Pry,
without hard rubbiny, and apply CUTICUBA Ointment freely, to allay itrhina,
irritation, and inflammation, and soothe and heal, trad lastly take CI'TICUBA
BESOL VENT to cool and cleanse the blood.
This sweet and wholesome treatment a thirds instant relief, permits rest and
sleep in the severest forms of eczema and other itching, burning;. and scaly
humors of the skin, scalp, and blood, and points to a speedy, permanent, and
economical cure when all other remedies and even tin* best physicians fail.
Price, Tin: Set. ft.25; or. Soap. 25c., Ointment, 50c.., and FJr«oi.vknt (half size),
throughout the world P.»ttek 1>ki:g and Cukm. Cokp.. Sole Pr->ns., Boston, Mass.
Preserve. Purify, and Beautify the Skin, Scalp, Hair, and Hands.” mailed free

50c. Sold
"How to

Outing Flannel Night Robes
From 50c. to

Direct from the

Millinery Opening,

mills, good width and pretty styles.

OCTOBER 17th and 18th.

Mrs. R. P. CHASE.

Outing Flannels.
week

quality Outings,
only 8c. per yard.

only, a sterling silver shoe
spoon given to each purchaser of the

WANTED!

This week

SOROSIS shoe.

For sale at

THE DINSMORE STORE.

Apprentices to learn the stone cutters trade. Foi
further information apply to
MOUNT WALDO GRANITE WORKS,
40tf
Frankfort, fie.

all different

styles,

for tin

given away to any society, either sect
111 UUlll religious. Every cash purchase of
entitles the purchaser to one vote. On Feb. 1st all votes
be called in, the society sending in the largest number of \

Q

IA

]« Pa]/]

will be entitled to $40.00 in

SOROSIS.

AD

CreponsWorsted Dress Patte1

.ON.

-^Tuesday and Wednesdays

$1.75.

39c. and 42c. Dress Goods
New

their firm.
West & Triax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo. OWalding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale Drug

Are quickly relieved by Comfort Powder.
Nothing stops the smart and heals the skin
so quickly.
There should be a box in every

50c

DRESS PLAIDS.

cially able to carry out any obligation made by

Accidental Burns

a

Heavy Fleeced Lined Shirts and Drawers
in all sizes, from 30 to 46, actually worth 62c., now

Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We. the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly
honorable in all business transactions and finan-

gists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the systems. Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
Im38
Druggists. Testimonials free.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.

25c
25c

Gents’ Extra

40 Pieces 10c.

kitchen.

$2.50

Make it a point to examine these. We have just received a :
lot ot WOOL WAISTS in all the newest colors and stvl
sizes from 12 to 44. \ ou are cordially invited to examine I

Swanvillk. J. W. Nickerson and wife
had an old-fashioned paring-bee Sept. oOoh.
An excellent supper was served and music
and social-chat held the company until a late
hour. Percy L. Nickerson from the University of Maine. Ross Nickerson from Bucksport
Seminary, and Katherine J. Nickerson from
Castine Normal school, were all at home
Oct. 1st. ...Mrs. Ellery Nickerson and three
j
children are \isiting friends in Massachu- I
setts-Mr. Lamb from Lowell. Me., lias
moved into Fred Cunningham's house and
will take his place iu the blacksmith shop..
Alice Dainm has returned from Eufieid, accompanied by Miss Preble, who is the guest
of her s.ster, Mrs. Alonzo Darnm-Rev. A.
A. Smith of Belfast will fill tue pulpit here
next Sunday at 2 30 p. m, standard time.
Sunday school an hour earlier-Mr.Jewell
and Mrs. H. E. Dowbug have returned to
their home in Malden, Ma’s_Mrs. Abigail
Nickerson has returned from a visit iu Portland-Mrs. Seweil Hurd, who has been
dangerously ill at Olamou, is better and is

success

59c
79c to

WOOL WAISTS.

in

Association meeting in Liberty last
and

W

undersold.

Standard

..

Thursday

5^00

1.98 to
per pair.

Our Wrappers ’are always sellers and always satisfies.

He will occupy Mrs.
about two weeks.
Holmes house-M. Small and family and
Mrs. Effie Flye are at home from Deeriug.
(>uite a large delegation from Freedom Post
and Corps attended the Waldo County Veterans

75c
89c
S2.25

at

now

S1.15,1.25,1.49,1.75,

furnishings.... Mr. Thurston of Thorndike
move

Blankets, worth $1.00,

48c

FLANNELETTE WRAPPERS.

Thursday, p. m... Dirigo Grange was very
handsomely entertained by Union Harvest
Grange of Montville Centre last Saturday
afternoon... .Mrs. Daniels had her millinery
opening Monday. She has a very nice assortment of millineryand fancy goods and ladies'
will

BLANKETS.

1

...

How's

soon

no

BLANKETS.

fanner about
78 years old, committed suicide Oct. 4th by
taking Paris green. He had been a great
sufferer from a cancerous growth.
This
worried him greatly, and iu a fit of despondency he took his own life. His family were
all away at the time, attending Unity fair...
David Johnson is very low and cannot live
many hours. He has been an invalid for
W. J. Dor uau and wife of
several years.
Belfast are spending a week with Dr. A. J.
Billings and family. ..Mr. and Mrs. Knowles
Bangs have moved into our village and
board with their daughter, Mrs. Frauk
Flye-Lawyer Jones of Monroe will open
an office here in a few days.Reuben Sibley shot two deer at one shot Monday
morning. They were feeding in his orchard.
Mrs. Gustave Bellows entertained Bacon
Light Club Tuesday, Oct. 11th. .The Ladies’
Circle will meet at G. A. R. Hall this,

opening.

permanently injured. The
siderably damaged. It was

around,

it’s

poultry raising.

Freedom.

*

That is of interest to

relatives in

Mrs. Fred Emmons returned last week
from Biddeford, where she spent the summer.
Her husbaud will come later.

STORE NEWS

*

of Greenbush, Me., is visiting her sister,
Mrs. J. R. Mears_Mrs. Helen F. Mears of
Morrill entertained at her home in the village, Oct. 7th and 8th, her oldest and youngest aunts on her mother’s side—Mrs. Job
Clements of Waldo, 81 years old, who is a
She knits
smart and intelligent old lady.
lace as well as a girl of 16. Mrs. Hiram
Kenney of East Knox is 61 years old, and is
also very smart. Her business is dairying

Brooks, furnished music for the dances at
Unity fair last week.Mrs. Mary F. Nic kerson has returned from a \isit in Bradford,
.The sad intelligence was received here
Will Ingersoll has moved to C. E. Lane’s
house C'li the Eimwood farm.
last Saturday of the sudden death of Flora,
wife of Isaac McKeen of Woburn, Mass the
Mrs. L. C. Cilley went to Islesboro last
only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Morrill
Saturday for a few days’ ^ isit.
of this place. She was a charter member of
Dr N. R. C«>ok is very busy, as there is
Comet Grauge and her active interest and
considerable sickness in this vicinity.
James K. Jewell has bought the Sargent ! helpfulness will be greatly missed. Besides j
Evans place and now has a snug home of lbs her parents she leaves a husband, two sons,
j
own.
a daughter and
an adopted
brother, who
John Gibbs has started bis bay press for ! have the sympathy of a large circle of friends.
the fall run.
It is now at the John M. Dow j We hope to be able to give more particulars
farm.
next week.
L. C. Jones is visiting
Vassal boro aud Augusta.
Mrs.

ported.

iicr’H steam
c.

day.
Hiram

JOHNSON’S.

Cynthia Blood returned

expected home before long.... W. H. Nickerson and wife gave a reception Oct. 5th. May

Brooks.

Stover went to Lisbon Kalis Tues-

H. C.
1

ot

Mrs.

Morrill.

last Saturday from a very pleasant visit to j
While visiting
relatives in Massachusetts.
her mother and sister in. Worcester she met
her daughter Minona of Waltham, also her
sister, Mrs. Sarah Smart of Glen wood
Springs, Colorado_Mrs. C, W. Achorn
goes to the Hospital in Providence, R. I.,
this week for treatment-Mrs. Labal lister

_

I

k

■

|

gold.
(Formerly

A. F. Mans/I el'1

Fred fl> Johnsorip MasomHjh 8^

NEWS OF BELFAST.

THE

Sunlight Juvenile Temple resumed its
meetings last Monday afternoon under the

was

pairs,

opened

yesterday

to travel

Street commissioner Walker has

i,mg.
t the draw in

a

very

thorough

is robbed of ils terrors by
the fact that the best medical authorities state that it

manner,

better condition than it has been

is in

repairs

Some minor

irs.

but will not interfere

yet t

be

o

with travel.

is

the Sea Breeze, this week,

the item in

;ard to

are

some

Grady have
partnership in the blaeksmithing

i

building

Grady’s shop in
Washington street

on

list of letters remaining in the
post office Oct. 10: Ladies—Miss
»'.eaves, Mrs. Albert Nichols. GentleMr. M.

Brown,

E.

ise.

Constable

Mears

turned

|iiors

on

tilling the live barrels necessary
the law.
away

etes

1

linger

offering

many remarkable ineconomical buyers. There is
lit but M*v .Johnson believes in the
•.;.mg that ‘'economy itself is a good
ih.
Lead his advt. on page 4.
is

.uson

cuts f*»r

-pedal

f».(X

with

M

State hatchery

the

salmon for

forge, ami 1.'

2) trout for

Pitcher's Pond.

for

Searsport housewife who broke
.st it! striking at a fly with a wire ilyAi».i the 11
escaped. [Keunebeout

are

error

an

week

last

in this

ou

office

Musical

Festival

from start,

ss

to

Portland
and wound

in

finish

gi-.ry Wednesday evening, !
night. The same may be said of j
n Bangor, Thursday, Friday and
Belfast was well represented in

i-ia/.e of
h
val

-..

.tv.

only in

not

vs,

talent, for which

now

Waldo

in

County jai;.
Engineer W. B. Ford opened and
busie d all the hydrants in the city yesterday forenoon.
Non-partisan \V. (\ T. Alliance will

Tie-

with
«

Frye

Miss E. C

Friday

aftei-

loth, at 2 o'clock.

The

--mployes

in

the

lasting

room

ot

«'

E. E. H.smer *.f
Camden is canvassing
Belfast for St- -idard's i. tures. one of the
handsomest sets of books ever on the market
The lectures are well known, and the
illustrations are very tiu.

Sheridan F

Miller Command, i

will meet with

High

rooms on

Col

W.

street

Business of important

dty is justly

fore the session and ir
be

H.

lie

present.

•st-

midnight,, ami owing

unt-i

to

the

here until
•k Saturday evening... .See advt. this
f reduced fares on the B. & B. S. S.
outside did not arrive

se:'s

and neighbors of Mr. ami Mrs.
ailed at their home on
street last Saturday evening to cele-

•ids

Kern aid

twenty-second anniversary of their
The visitors brought with them

he
gi

-miits

handsome

a

glass

rocker, and

■diluents

ware.

were sei

was

etc.

veil.

of the fid g< Vr-rameut, nine hooks
iw-ifast sailor •.-an find pictures of all
tii< 1
i! the I rigautine lie will tind a
topsail. I Bangor Daily News,

bought

That

so.

many

picture has been the
Can the News

seafarer.

a

litary witness who ever saw
brigantines of the maratiiue
••s—nod they are ailed by no other
a

v

s<

Tie

g

.ally or uuoiheially—do not have
topsails." Our fresh water v -ntemmmst t. y again.

■

innual election of oflicers of the BclC
T. T
lest Thursday, resulted as
President, Mrs. a E. Clark Y.ee
large. Mrs. P. S. Staples; Yice
■!
tlie ehurches. Mrs. Eleette
Miss Ellen P. Froth ingham. Mrs.
ttrei
Mrs. Hannah Moore, Mrs. A.
oold Keeording Secretary,Miss El o n

■Jit a:

fr-

pits

ingham: Corresponding Secretary,
via Brier: Treasurer, Mrs. S. G. Bicki he meeting this, Thursday, afternoon,
•’■•lock
■n

will be with Mrs. Eliza Hun-

Park street.

I'iMi Items.
Capt. Alzo M Carter s
'mmand s the four masted schooner
\Y Lawrence of l.dbp tons. built at

iNSd.

She carries 2,200 tons of mal.
Mary L. Crosby sailed from Bangor

n

Brunswick,

h for

(Pa.,

light,

to load

North of Hatteras_Sch. Henry
ley sailed Saturday, lumber laden.
for Onset.... Sell. Lizzie Williams
u
port three days last week, hound
for

r

Bangor for Boston, waiting for a crew,
tiled Saturday..
Sell. T. W. Dunn
Saturday, light, for Brunswick. Ga.
e big three-masted schooner Carrie
tne
lumber laden, Apalachicola for
k. Ct., shifted cargo, sprang aleak, and
*bandoned at sea Oct. 3d. The captain
ew
were taken off by a steamer and
i at Norfolk Oct. Ttli. The Lane was
n Bath and was commanded for some
1

by Capt. F. S. Dyer, who took her
the Horn w ith a cargo of coal, and
gain w ith general cargo. She brought
of coal to this port for the Maine

■

■

few years ago.

a

The wreck of the

reported as right in the track of vesying along the coast and very danger-

■s

na\ igation... .Capt
J. G
Crowley
entiy looked the matter over in r
the naming of the masts of the sixl iiild ’ig in Camden, and hi’t decided
stead of calling the masts by number
planned, t«* retain the names of the
now known, and call
driver.Geo J. Welt
n the Waldoboro News some particf the big liv masted schooner lie is
1 next season. The vessel will he
r Wm.F. Palmer of Boston, by whom
-*:gns were made, and she will he com-

"sts

as

they

are

r!. mast the

■

<1

by Capt. George

-et.

The

bength

V,

Williams

dimensions will he

as

of

fol-

of keel. _’4u

feet; depth of hold,
breadth of beam, 45 feet, with three
ete decks and all modern improvShe will he named Fannie Palmer,
ir of the daughter of the designer.
C.
b-ishee of Camen has the contract for the
which is to he delivered in March,
the keel will be laid. The coustrucwill give employment to
Thing like one hundred and twentyrhanics.The hark Rebecca Crow( |»t. M. G. Dow, has been chartered to
b-als in Montreal for the United King..Sch. Flora Rogers has gone to
“n, Ga., for another load of hard pine
H M. Bean of Camden....
Deputy Colthis vessel

r
,r,

;

B. H. Conant has

made official

meas-

schooner Pendleton
Carter & Co.’s yard, with the
«bng result: length, 184.3 feet; breadth,
depth, 18.2; gross tonnage, 858; net,
She is to hail from New York.

!nent of
biers in

an

i Mrs.

the

new

ner room Hi

drug

McClintu k

s

block

>

ver

Moody’s

store.

J Billiugs of Freedom, president
Clough Veterans Charitable Associat Windermere Park, Unity, has ex-

Hr. A.
of the
ation

tended

ine

:

Isaac H>ds lias the

opens.

Ilany W. Clark have lately
Boston, where they have been
receiving instructions in tl e cutting and
making of ladies' tailor made coats and
skirts. They start in this week in the corMr.

some

The

evening
Mly spent socially with music
and

next season

house he is building in East Northport up
and boarded.
returned from

.oners.

s.

the

to

erans an

the

Maine

invitation

to

Division Sons of Vet
the park on their

visit

annual G. A. K. day next August and take
part in the exercises of the day.
Griffin lias raspberry bushes on bis
from which he picked a quantity of

F. A.
farm

fully ripe

berries

on

Oct

5th,

reut

at

this fall at prices that are very low.

AND

$10

OFFERED.

They

******

William A.Clark,

Special

Manufacturing
“

Belfast,

There

continue.

and the bushes

loaded with green ones
They are of
the All-Seasons variety, and bear early and
late, Mr Griffin also raises the Northern
Muscatel grapes, a large, linely flavored
fruit.
were

The

at

serve us so

well

Johnson’s

Sheriffs

83 Main Street, Belfast.
..

_

building

answer

Wednesday

evening, Oct. 18th, Miss Maude L. Johnson
will give in the Opera House a concert that

would be difficult to equal this side of
Boston. The Mis es Johnson and Burrows always please, and those who attended the
Maine Music Festival in Bangor will tic glad

it

again bear Dr. Oscar E Wasgatt the conSheriffs Sale.
master of the Maine Orchestra, who is
STATE OK MAINE. WA11K) 88.
considered one of the best violinists in New
Taken this 1 1 th clay of October, a. D. 1899, on
England. The other members of the Was- ! execution dated the fc urth day of October, A. 1>.
issued on a judgment rendered by the Su1899,
gatt Quartette are also artists. Belfast pec- Jj
| preme Judicial C »urt for the County of \' aldo, at
pie should encourage the efforts of our young a term thereof begun and ln-bien at Belfast withartists and give Miss Johnson the encourage- in and lor said County ol Waldo, on the third
Tuesday of September,*A. I). 1899, on the ninth
ment her undertaking merits.
Pictures of davof the term, being the 28th day of SeptemA. D. 1899. in favor of Charles H. Sargent of
the quartette and bills of the concert are in ber.
said Belfast, collector of taxes for the city of
the store windows.
Seats will be on sale at Belfast for the year 189s. against the Waldo
a corporation organized
the City Drug Store next Monday, at L’5 and Agrieultmal Society,
under the laws of the State cv Maine and having
cents. Following is the program:
its established place ot business In sain Belfast,
and particularly against the land and buildings
Selection,
Wasgatt Quartette boundedS., E. and W. by Boulter’s land, and V
A Horse Race of Fifty Years Ago,
bv Wallace’s land, in Lots 3;'* and 30 in Div. L,
Miss Georgia T. Burrows situated in said Belfast, containing twenty-two
Moskowski Waltz, Miss Maude L. Johnson acres, for the sum of nine dollars and twenty live
Cello solo.
Mr. Roland Sawyer cents, debt or damage, and ten dollars and tiiirrvRondo Brillante. quartette accompan ment, six cents costs of suit, and will be sold at public
at
office of Geo. E. Johnson in said
Mende.sshon auction to the
the highest bidder, on tlie fifteenth
Belfast,
Miss Johnson.
davof November, A. D. 1899. at nine o’clock in
A Woman’s Devotion.
Will Carleton the fore-noon, the above described real estate,anti
Miss Burrows,
all the r'glit, title and interest wbn li the sa5d
Violin solo.
Dr. Oscar E. Wasgatt corporation has in and to the same, or had on the
of July, A D 1899.at three o’clock and
Selection,
Quartette 2t>th day
thirty minutes in tlit afternoon, the time when

*
I

I

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers.

OF.

...

TRIMMED
I have

bought the remainder of the stock

of the

Hats iiiiil

Bonnets,

ON

to

cert

j

the

Wintf.kport.

same was

attached

on

ANI>

MISS ADA

N E W,

FROM

THE

Bangor_
George A Leavitt picked a fully blown
apple blossom in their orchard Oct. 2nd_

Venison is among the

Mrs.

1

MANUFACTURERS,

Of the Very Latest

at

*®“7he balance of the old stock will be sold

!

main, mizzen, jigger, spanker, driver-mast, (»
WantedSamuel Freeman Jackson, born |
Belfast, deposited some money in San
Francisco, Cal in 1872. His heirs may learn
something about it. Call at the S. B.'
in

This

Sent

SPECIALTIES,

_PRINTERS,

prices

are

entirely

a new

DiNSMORE STORE.
sterling silver shoe spoon
purchaser, this week only.
a

To
j

_j

FOR SALE.
A chamber set, kitchen stove, bookcase. Call at
No. 28 Miller street, Belfast.
F. I. WILSON.

subscrIbeTok^
THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

Tuesday,

the
from 2

to

f*

Get. 17th,

[■ m.

while there would bp jdoused to
«*u any work you miirhr have.

And

.!.;••

timate

semlyour address will cull

at your k.-ui

■.

es-

an

n

wii 1
J

U"

j

stock and the

COLBURN,

McCIintock Block,

BAILEY’S PATENT

high Street.

Francis’ Shoe Store.

Hli. anil Mis. Harry W. Clark

Will open a LADIES’ TAILORING DEPARTMENT
this week in ihe corner room in the McCiintock block,

Moody’s drug store. Ladies’ t ilor made coats and
skirts a specialty. We will also make over your last
year’s coats, in fine style at reasonable prices. Old style
sleeves made over into modern ones, $1.CD;
shortening
coats, 90 cents; pressing coats, 90 cents.
over

Custom coat makers wanted

Hr. and Mrs. H. W. CLARK,
Cor.

High

and Main Sts.

BELFAST III IK.
Established in 1836.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

(up stairs.)

SOROSIS,
The

A sterling silver shoe
spoon given to
each purchaser, this week only.

$33,000

Farm for Sale,

Safe-deposit boxes for rent.at $3, $5 $6.50 and
#8 a year.
vault is unequaled in Eastern Maine
and UNEXCELLED in' security against fire
and

new

burglary in the country.

Those

renting boxes can have! the exclusive
rivilege of taking their boxes to and from the
aults

celebrated alios for Women, *‘SO-

KOSIS, at
THE DINSMORE STORE.

DEPOSITS SOLICITED

Our

|

NEW

l

GOODS

t
J

*■

*

J UndLer
«*
4.

roi;

J

NEW

*

7

7

t

I’.OYS

wear
LADIES.

AND

♦

;

j

'%

WHAPPEKS.

HOSIERY AMI NOTIONS

♦
»

AT I AIR PRICES.

*
*

i

Ilaltic ’M. lilacli,

*

No

.Ti t’lmrcli

S( reel.

Belfast.

>
♦

*.

to work on Ladies' coats.

Plenty of work and good wages for the right parties.

Rent.

A nice tenement to rent, either up stairs or
down at 92 Union street. Enquire of
MRS.G. J. MUDGETT, at house,
Or H. W. CLARK, 83 Maiu Street.
Belfast, October 12,1899.—41

<11.1,IVAN.

way down

A.

SURPLUS,

or

BELFAST, MAINE.

THE

to every

\ Wof your'work!'‘

flail.
by Express, Stage,
10 Main St.
BRACKETT & CO.

The SOROSIS shoe for women is sold
city in the world. Exclusively for Belfast at

Remember

Time,

ALL KINDS.

No. 35 Miller St
at

prices that we have been getting during the
great closing out sale, and the new goods will be sold
at a very SMALL PROFIT. 1 do i t ask anv
fancy
prices, but sell everything VERY CLOSE. Re-

AT

in every

the home of .VU.JKRRY

very low'

member this is almost

Wil >, UK IN.

Styles,

SOROSIS.

Jnt.
the masts areFore,

FURRIER,
•••

menu.

Dietionery,

OUR

GOODS

*

POOR’S DRUG STORE.

Celebrating lor Dewey $20 000,000.
The “kids” are practicing football.
A voting contest, schoolteachers,

soon.
Webster’s
1 hey have decided

H. 8, Barker,

,

■

Millinery openings.
“As Dewey rode by.”
Straw hats are all “in”,

V. .roXES.

Milliner.

FRESH

$

IAY ITED.

ALl. ARE CORDIALLY

J.W. FERGUSON&C0.

.OF.

YOU

FRESH

Oct. 17th and 18th.

ADDED

the original writ in the

A

j Cards,* Booklets,* Programs,*
it Note Heads,*Posters,+&c.,*&e.

HAVE

.i LARGE ASSORTS EAT,.

CASES,

..

S5.00.

—

BOOKS,

II. Treat has sold the Treat homestead iu Hampden, to C. F.
Blanchard, who
will occupy it.. .Thomas Small lies moved
his new house ICO feet nearer to
Bay View
street..
Fogg & Brown cut up Tues lay the
deer they bought Oct. 2d, and about
everybody in town had a piece....Chester E. Perkins lias had his ho..se on Elm street
painted.
Capt. Bartlett Wadlinof Northport did
the work.The autumn
foliage is now at
its best.Allen R. Shaw of the Belfast
water Co. has moved into the Bird house at
Little River, a very convenient location.
Herbert A. Wiley left at this office
Monday
some ripe strawberries,with blossoms on the
same stems, from
plants started this year.
S. G. Norton has harvested over one
hundred bushels of shelled corn of the best
quality. Three large traces contains no
ears less than a foot in
length.

ULHnl\,

NEW STOCK OF

*

WALLETS,

Miss M.

price

CLOTHIER,
..

Sale.

STATE OF MAINE. WALDO SS.
Taken this 11th day of October, A D. 899, on
execution dated the third day of October, A. I).
1899, issued on a judgment rendered hv tin* su
preme Judicial Court, for the County of Waldo,
at a term thereof begun and holden at Belfast,
within pud for said County of Waldo, on the third
Tuesday of September, A 1>. 1899, on the ninth
day of the teini, being the 28th day of September,
A D. 1899. in favor of Charles H. Sargent of said
tor the city of Belfast,
Belfast, collecTor of taxi
for the year 1898, against Thomas knowlton of
said Belfast, and pa. icularlv against the home
stead, first L. of Ournev's corner, on the road to
the Head of Tide, I >t 42 l)iv. 3. containing tiv
s’vi
>nths of an acre and si.aate m said Belfast,
for the sum of nine do’>ais and twen,. -five cents,
debt or damage, and nine dollars and sixty >:x
cents, costs o, suit, and wi’’ be sold at nubile
auction at the cilice of (no. fci Johnson. m said
Belfast, to the highest bidder, on the f r- enth
day of November, A. 1). 1899. at nine o’clock in
the forenoon, the above described real estac;, and
all the right, title and interest which the said
1 nomas Knowlton has in and to the same, or ad
on the 31st day of July, A. D
1899, at eleven
o'clock and ten minutes in the forenoon, the time
when the same we attached on the original writ
in the same suit, to wir the homestead first E. of
(lurnev’s corner, on the road to the Head of Title,
Lot 42, l)iv. 3, containing five sixteenths of an
acre and situate in said Belfast.
Dated this 11 th uav of: October. A. D. 1899.
SAMUEL <i. NORTON, Sheriff.

BREEZE.

possessions, not ours... A Bangor real
broker lies sold for Jes. S. Sanborn,
of Chase it Sanborn,
Boston, ins cottage at
islesboro to CUas. H Sawyer of

MY

1

'lA FEmEKK.!tltlMAy’ {

estal

REGULAR VALUE, $8.00,

next

party of old friends same suit, to wit: The land and buildings boundvisited Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Smith one day ed S.. E and W by Boulter’s land, and much by
Wallace’s land, in Lots 35 and 30 in Div. 1, sitlast week.
Among them were Wm. Smith uated in said Belfast, containing twenty two
acres.
and wife of Stockton. James Killmau and
A ecu.* k nts
renoou as Rev.
Yesterday
Dated this 11th davof October, A. I>. 1899.
Fr. J. E. Ivealy was walking along
SAMUEL G. NO ETON, Sheriff
Court wife of Pruspect. and Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
now
of
Wisconsin-Mr.
street in front of the Universalist church, a
Littlefield,
George
Sheriff’s Sale.
boy -'ii the school common threw a stone, Jones, who lived with his brother, C. E.
which struck him
n
the head. The stone Jones, died Oct. nth, his death resulting STATE OK MAINE WALDO 8$.
Taken tins 11th day of October. A. D. 1899, on
broke through the hat Fr. Kealy had on and from injuries a used by being thrown from
ex •ution dated the third day of October, A. D.
made a scalp wound an .inch long, which
a
carriage about a week previous. The 1899, issued .m a judgment rendered by the Su
hied freely, and lias proved quite painful.
funeral services were conducted by Rev. D. preme Judicial Com. for the county of Waldo, at
a te.ui thereof begun and holden at Belfast withH.
The. ladies should find and read every on
Piper at his late home Saturday after- i in and for said County of Waldo, on tHe third
of September. A. 1>. 1899. on the ninth
Tuesday
noon.
Mr.
was
Jones
about
55
of
years
of the eight auii oncements made by The
age day of the t* on.
being the 28th day of Septemoer,
Dinsmore Store in this issue.
The subject and unmarried. Mis. 0. E. Jones, and a A. D 1899, in favor ot Charles H. Sargent of saul
Belfast, collector ol' taxes for the City of Belfast
sister from Massachusetts who is visiting her, for
of each is ‘'Sorosis.” tbed celebrate shoe f< r
the year 1898, against Hannah Gilmore of
women,
The Dinsmore store lias the exclu- also sustained serious injuries in the same said Belfast and particularly ag.inst her homes' ad on Searspo.
shore r< ad, between Shute’s
sive sale in Belfast for this splendid shoe. i accident.. ..Mrs. F. W. Haley has been spend- and Stanles’ lands, bein lot 18 in Div. l.cor
n• ty acres and situated in said Belfast,
a
week
or
two
in
with
tabling
her
ing
Hampden
Elegant sterling silver shoe horn to every
for the suui of fouw'sn dollars and eighty cents
uncle. Thomas Dillingham, who is very sick.
debt or damage, and nine dollars and seventypurchaser, this week only.
...Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Littlefield of Ply- two cents, costs of suit, and will be sold at public
On the trail boards of the new schooner
auction at the office of Geo. E. Johnson in said
mouth. Wisconsin, visited Mrs. E. M. Little- BeHast, to the highest bidder, on the fifteenth
Pendleton Bro.'s may be read: C. P. Carter
of November, A. I) 1899, at nine o’clock in
& Co.. PJo, Belfast, Me which signifies that field last Thursday-Mrs. C. E. Atwood day
the forenoon, the above described real estate, ami
left Saturday for Connecticut, where she all the right, title and inteiest which the said
this is the 125th vessel built by the Carter’s
Hannah Gilmore has in ? id to the
me, or had
will spend the winter_The Public Library
in this city
The sell. A. Havford, Capt,
on the twenty-first day of July, A. D. 1899, at
has received a gift of 17 volumes from Miss ten o’clock andfifr en minute in the foruoon,
Ryan, is due from Boston with hard pine
Hubbard.... Miss Sadie Eaton of New- the time when the same was attached on the
for the launching ways, and the schooher Mary
original writ in the same suit, to wit: Her homeborn. S. C arrived Saturday night and will stead on Searsport Shore road, between Shiite’s
will no doubt be. launched some time next
and Staples’ lands, being lot 18 in Div. 1, conweek
The exact -late cannot be announced visit her aunt, Mrs. M. A. Snow and Mrs. A. taining fifty acres and situated in said Belfast.
D. Harlow.... Willie Hall is quite ill at his
Dated this 11th dav of October, A. D. 1899.
now.
father’s home at Ellingwood’s Corner.
SAMUEL G. NOKTON, Sheriff
J. S. Randall of Portland, the contractor Whooping cough is very prevalent among
the school children in town.... Mrs. Chadfor the court house extension, began
Commissioners’
Notice.
oper?
wick of Holden is visiting her sister Mrs.
lions Friday morning, and will hasten the E. S. Thompson-Miss Boardman of Calais
The undersigned having been appointed by the
Hon. Judge ot l’robate for the County of Waldo
work with a view to closing it in before is the guest of Miss Hubbard.
on the 12th day of September, A. D. 1899, Comwinter sets in.
missioners to receive and examine the claims of
Monroe. W. E. Mansur of Bangor, with creditors
against the estate of Lewis W. Beact
('lias. E. Johnson lias resigned as ag*-nt at his little
daughter Martha and his brother late of Islesboro, in said county, deceased, repr<
sented
Belfast for the Boston & Bangor S. S. Co., G. I.
insolvent, hereby give notice that six
Mansur, visited their auuts, the Misses months from date of said appointment are allowand Fred W. Pote, steward of the
City of L A. and S. A Mansur, lest Saturday aud ed to said creditors in which to present and prove
their claims and that they will be in session at the
Bangor is appointed l.is successor.
Mr.
office of W. P. Thompson, in Belfast, on the 20th
Sunday.
Pote lias been stewaid of the Bangor six
davof November, A. 1). 1899, at ton o’clock in
day of March, A.
years, and the officers and men of the stewNowhere in the State ol Maine can the the forenoon and on the inlUili
the forenoon tor the
D. 1900, at ten o’clock
ard's and mate's department, as a token of
Keeley Treatment be obtained except in puipose of receiving said claims.
Portland. Maine. Write for Lnformationi.
Belfast. Sept 30, 1899.
their respect, presented him with an
elegant
Iyr39
Commissioners.
base rocker, when they learned that he was
to retire from the boat. Mr. Pote will ascan select from tlie finest display
sume his duties here when the City of BanTHE SEA
of.
gor is withdrawn from the route.
His position on the steamer will he filled
Vol. 21,
No. 41.
by Harry
Nevins. who has been steward on tile PeOct. 12, iSqq.
Me.,
Belfast,
whose
nobscot,
place will tie supplied by
BILL
Mr. Higgins, who lias been
The pen is mightier than the sword—
freight clerk on
So
the City of Bangor this season.
many people think;
[round,
LETTER
But the thing that makes the world go
Is plenty ol' printers’ ink.
Chat.
We are indebted to the
Pany
AND A FULL LINE OF
Manufacturing Co. of Indianapolis, Indc
WE PRINT A YYTIUJilJ.—Leaflets,
for an
excellent
"Our
map of
New
^Envelopes,* Flyers,* Pamphlets.*
LEATHER GOODS
Possessions"—that is to say, Uncle Sam’s
Rill
neu

HANDSOME COATS.

PI ADI/

IJADDY
W
IlHflU I
ff«

favor with the ladies

week ouly, a sterling
be given to the
purchaser of the SOROSIS shoe.

During tin

dumb friends who

Conckkt.

wear—

silver shoe spoon will

this appeal.
Miss

SOROSIS shoe for

high

is in

the best in the city for the money.

THE DINSMORE STORE.

many
movement

Let your presence

Tis made to

are

Our

London, Paris, Rome and Berlin,
as well n the cities of this country.
For sales exclusively in Belfast at

are

Memorial

our

OVERCOATS,

It cannot tear*

in

to support the
encouragement and financial
aid, who yet do not see the importance of
being present, at one meeting a year, at least,
so that the agent may see who and what he
has behind him to strengthen his hands and
heart in what is not always an easy position.
Can we not have a representative meeting

Tuesday evening

Maine.

=

celebrated

women

with words of

next

see our

for this Week.

SOROSIS,

position of agent, so worthily tilled by the
late J. W. Knowlton. and he will accept
temporarily; and it remains for the people of
Belfast who are interested in this great sub
ject to support him so heartily that he will

disposed to
who are ready

Ask to

Men’s end Youths’ Beaver Overcoats,

Clothier,

Belfast Humane Society.
The meeting
of the Humane Society called for Monday
evening, Oct. Oth, was adjourned until Tuesday evening, Oct. 17th, at 7.30 o’clock. Strong
pressure lias been brought to hear upon Mr.
Owen G. White to induce lnm to accept the

leel

SUITS and

$12

and

92

heart the interest of

>;.itt«

i:

tenement for

at his

Two new cottages are now under con.
The first serious delay
Bangor st.-amers t-liis season struetion at Norchport Camp Ground, and
is.-d by the storm which prevailed in i Superintendent Mears has sold four other
Friday The Penobscot remained m lots on whic li cottages will he built before
ii

nice

V. Y

brought berequested that all

will
—

Clifford

Men's Suits and Overcoats

AND

S FECI A L BAR-

assortment

of all who believe in the work and aim of
the Belfast Humane Society, not of the
membership only, but of all who have at

Monday evening.

next

in

numbers but
our

rK.

Critchett. SB.icy
's sin
factory have
presented Mr. and Mrs Eugene Ellis, who
were leeently married, with
:t
nice side
board.

announce

able.

v-

prisoner

OVER-

FALL

FOR

OVERCOATS ARE BEING

Union street.See advt. of ladies’ jacket
lost between Northport ami Camden.

an

would have appeared in
Mr. Libby has
-•rtisaig coiumns.
uration of being one of the best furNew Englaud. and his prices are

..•

town.A

and tailor
business, and

Ins visit

Maim-

one

AND

SUITS

COATS

GAINS IX ULSTERS

special bargains iu overcoats and ulsters’
at Wm. A. Clark’s, Phenix row.Charles
h. Townsend of Belmont is going away ami
offers for sale Ins farm of CO acres iu that

noou,

.ibby.the Gardiner furrier

1

fb ifast

There is but

meet

ily.

tliat

on

Y

EXCLUSIVE STYLES

aud

Chief

a

You

\V

large

a

IN

Many Good Points

The CLOTHING we sell has, is the Patent
Herco Pocket. A pocket that will not tear down.
Thus removing the principal objection heretofore
made to ready made clothing.
| We are showing
an unusually fine line of

SHOWING NEW

NOW

WINTER.

fresh goods of the very latest styles.
His prices are way down_H. A. Starrett
has a few weeks longer in which to close out
the entire stock at No. 5, Main street, aud
mentions this week a few of the many bargains offered.
Buyers should call early_
Sorusis, the new shoe for women, at the
Dinsmore store.... New aud exclusive styles
in suits and overcoats for fall and winter,

Lake

at

Swan Lake,

Unity Pond, 2.i

tlmon for

\

and added

IS

AND

of new,

Thursday

arrived here last

car

from

-.g.

High street,

will heal (he inflammation of the
throat and lungs and nourish and
strengthen the body so that it can
throw off the disease.
We have thousands of testimonials where people claim they
have been permanently cured of
this malady.

Tuesday a quantity of j
recently seized, which nearly

Norton

a

New Advertisements. A. Colburn has
hought the remainder of the stock of the
w. T. Colburn shoe store, McClintock
block,

EMULSION

to

over

great amount of work in the new ideas,
aud many pretty designs will be shown.

S GOST’S

Greeulaw, father. Rock port, S12 ;
Joseph Bisbee, West Rockport.SlO

i. S.

n

is

properly observed,

granted as follows:
McIntyre, Bluehill, SO to

been

Freeman

ise,

Meservey,

B.

Esq.

have

sions

A.

happy things

You know (here arc ail sorts of
secret nostrums advertised to cure
consumption. Some m. ke absurd
claim;.. We only say that if taken
in time end tl e laws of health are

•rtised

Merton,

and

One of

The Herco
Patent Pocket

Millinery Openings. The first of the fall I
openings of trimmed bonnets aud hats will i
occur next Tuesday aud Wednesday at Mrs !
R. P. Chase’s, and on the same days at J.
W. Ferguson & Co. Miss Ada Jones milliner.
The other openings will occur later.
There

about it is, that its victims
rarely ever lose hope.

ss, to continue at Mr.
rkins

disease;

curable
of the

a

one

money.

Davis and Ira W.

W

r\

direction of the Superintendent, Mrs. E. P.
Alexander. Next Monday the Temple will
have an entertainment and supper in the
Good Templars’ lodge room, after the close
of the afternoon session of schools.
I

Consumption

The lower bridge, soPkiihje Open.
,1. which has been closed for some time

As 1

am going away 1 offer
my farm tor sale, one
mile from Belmont eorner, on the road to Searsmont. Ninety acres of laud well
watered, good
lumber lot, house and barn
joining. Cut about
ten tons of hay this year.
Iw41*
( HAB1 lb L. TOWNSEND, Belmont, Me.

Mrs. E.

Lancaster,

/'IllliOi oinsi,
\J
11 ili

>l.\M(
s 11 A Al

Street.

l KINli and
1*001 N(»,

I.cliast,

Announces to tin- people of Belfast, ami
vicinity
is pi act i-iiie; hei speeialrv, ami all w*shlmr treatment will l»e satisLmtorily treated hy disami
iniected implements
with modern method*
2in24*2in
hy an experienced chiropodist.

that she

I---

HOUSE FOR SALE.
two story House. Ell, and Ham. owned t y
Mahoney of Boston, situated on N'orthpo c
only live minutes drive from the ci
It
has jus; been put in thorough repairs inside and
out.
Fine Location. Will be sold cheap. For
further information inquire of
(’HAS. R. COOMBS,

The
E. H.

ave.,

tf29.

70 Main

St.

SOROSIS.
Ladies, don’t fail to see “SOROSIS”
the splendid new shoe for women. A
handsome sterliug silver shoe sp(?on
giveu to each purchaser, this

week

only.
THE OINSMORE STORE.

NEWS OF 1 HE WEEK.
It is reported that
Maine Matters.
more than 1.000 deer have been killed in
the Mousehead lake and West Branch region since- Sept. 1, as a result of the new
law passer, last winter.
deer hunting was never
timated that there are

^

|

EVERY
of

The outlook for
good. It is es-

so

j

Augusta, Me.,and Hyde Park,
Mas>
has accepted a call to the Baptist
chuich in Livermore Falls_Major A. W.
-a

helped by
sound reasoning and an unrivalled record. Multitudes
America’s women to-day bless Mrs. Pinkham for competent

SAFE
COUNSEL
FOR SICK
WOMEN

charge is made for advice. “I suffered
seven years and would surely have died
but for your help," writes Mrs. Geo.
Bainbridge. Morea, Pa., to Mrs. Pinkham.
It is with pleasure I now write to inform
you that I

am

now a

healthy woman, thanks

your kind advice and wonderful mediI was
cine. I can never praise it enough.

to

a constant sufferer from womb trouble, and
bometimes I
leucorrhoea, had a continual pain m abdomen,
could not walk across the floor for three or four weeks at a

time. Since using your medicine, I
ing-down pains, or tired
feelings, and am well and
hearty. I shall recommend
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to all my
suffering friends as the
greatest remedy for all

now

have

no more

tear-

female weakness."
Mrs. Susie J. Weaver,
1821 Callowhill St., Phila-s
delphia. Pa., writes:
“Dear Mrs. Pinkham—I

had inflammation of the
womb and painful menstruation, and by your
advice I began taking
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable

Compound.

^
1

Have

taken four bottles and used

of Sanative
Wash and feel like a new
one

package

woman.

I thank you so

A

much for what your medi- ^
cine has done for me.”
Mrs. M. Baumann, 771 W. 21st bt.,
Chicago, 111., writes: "After two
months' trial of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound I

Koessler of the United .States coips of
erg:ncers at Portland has recommended
can
the acceptance of the bid of Augustus R.
I was a very sick woman
not sa.v enough in praise for it.
Wright of Portland to do the dredging
ami ledge work required m Union river
with womb trouble when I began its use, but now I am well.”
:
$119,‘*90. This sum is ovei $10,000
.ess than the amount appropriated by ConA Magical Life Saver is Dr. Agnew’s
Old Weather Signs.
gress, so that the contract can be made
After years ot pain and
Cure for the Heart
and the improvement executed.Charles
agony with distressing Heart Disease, it
P. stetson, one of the leading lawyers of gives relief in thirty minutes. Thos. Petry
Sayings that Have Been Believed for
Years.
Bangor, and well known professionally of Aylmer, Que writes: “I had suffered
throughout the State, died Sept. 29th at for live years with a severe form of Heart !
is considered by the
Thunder
on
Sunday
He Disease. 1 was unable to attend to business, i
the age of 04 years, of heart failure.
weather-wise the sign of the death of a
The slightest exertion produced fatigue. Dr.
w as a son of the late Hon. Chas. Stetson
Cure for the Heart gave me ingreat man; on Monday, the death of a
He graduated at Yale college Agnew’s
of Bangor.
stant relief, four bottles entirely cured me.'’ : woman; on Tuesday, if in early summer,
in the class of 1855, and from Harvard
Sold bv Kilgore & Wilson and A. A. Howes it foretells an abundance of grain; on
law school in 1858.The. will of Mrs. & Co.—11.
Wednesday, warfare is threatened; on
Nancy p. D. Wyman of Bangor bequeaths
“Do you make special terms to bridal par- Thursday, an abundance of sheep and corn
to the American home missionary society,
asked the innocent-looking bride- the farmers may reckon upon; on Friday,
the American missionary society, the j ties?”
some great man will be murdered; on SatMaine missionary society and the Ameri- j groom.
“Yes.” replied the honest clerk, “we
urday, a general pestilence and great morcan
and foreign Christian union r-l.- always charge ’em double rates.”
[Ohio
j
tality.
to the American Bible society £ »00,
State Journal.
Friday's weather shows what may be exand to the Woman’s board of missions,
ami
are
Turn
Believers
j
on the following Sunday;that is, if
Skeptics
acting with the American board of for- Cured. “When 1 read that Dr. Aguew’s i pected
it rains on Friday noon, then it will rain
eign missions. £20o. The home for Aged Catarrhal Powder could relieve Catarrh in on
Sunday, but if Friday be clear, then SunWomen
u
Bangor receives £:>00, the 10 minutes I was far from being convincedwill be line as well.
(. hilciivu’s home of Bangor receives £21)0, I tried it—a single puff through the blower day
The twelve days immediately following
the V. M. C. A. >200, the First Congre- afforded instant relief, stopped pain over
Christmas denote the weather for the comcleansed the nasal passages.
gational church >:;00, the Kings Ilaugh- the eyesI and
15. L.
am free
from Catarrh.”
ing twelve months, one day for a month.
ters union !'■ Bangor, intrust for the Kings To-day
Egan's (Easton. Pa .) experience has been The day of the month the first snow storm
Daughter-, home, >200, and the New West that of thousands of others and may lie
appears indicates the number ot snoweducath iiitl commission of Chicago, £200.
yours. Sold by Kilgore a: Wilson and A.
Fur examstorms the winter will bring.
In addition to the gifts to the public A. Howes & Co.—-1:1
ple, the first snow storm comes on Noveminstitutions and organizations she made
white
29—look
for
how
ber
getting!”
“Cooper,
you’re
twenty-nine
out, then,
to £o00 each.
bee; tests of from
Cooper passed his fingers through liis hair ; snow storms.
<
ongrtssinan Bouteile announced Sept, anil replied:
The.e
is
an old saying—which originated
•’•"th rhiir he will present to the city of
“At any rat ■. there’s plenty <>f it.”
perhaps, fur the benefit of school children
B
a
.!-••!•/,** cannon which was ciis••Oh,” came the retort, “mine preferred ; —that there is
only one Saturday in the
m
iuind ;it Fort Toro, Guantanamo, by! death to ‘iishonor.”
year without sun during some portion of
■■••:.> mpsim's licet, and which was
j
Skin Pi options Cured for 35c. Eczema,
the day.
re
a11• : ward by Lieut. Com. Frank j Tetter. Sac, IP sell
m, Par her's Itch, all itchA gale, moderating at sunset will inF. Fr
the Fade.
The cannon will ing and burning skin diseases vanish when
crease before midnight, but if it moderates
ir relieve*
be plac
in me of the narks.
I >r Aguew’s Ointment, is used
after midnight the weather will improve.
No case, of Piles
in a day and cures .pimkiy.
an application '-vil, not comfort in a :
No -vfather is ill.
In Bi:i:.j
Admiral Dewey set foot on j which
h,’> cents
Sold by !
few uiiimt. s. Try :t.
If tlir w iml is still.
American > »il foi the fiisr time in 20 i
Kilgore K' Wilson and A A. Howes & j
It the full moon sir.ill rise red, expect
moni l:s when
la* stepped irom the com- j Co.—Id
wind.
mandant's barge Undine n to the dock at
The sharper the blast the sooner it is
she asked j
“Have you Married in 1 last-- ?’
the loot of Main street, Brooklyn navy
yal«i. at:’, o'clock Wednesday afternoon, ! of the young man behind the counter ill the : past.
A light yellow sky at sunset presages
Sept. 27th. llis visit to the navy yard : bookstore.
•‘I have," he replied, “but it’s all right I wind.
was to return the official call
made by
I was divorced at leisure.” [Chicago 1
now.
When \ou see northern lights you may
lleai Admiral John W. Philip.Lev. Post.
expect cold weather.
Charles !'. (iilieu, pastor «»i rst. Joseph’s
Proved Priceless. Ruby coats and ein- j
Hazy weather is thought to prognostiCatiioli
church, Patterson, N. J., has
Dr. Agnew’s Liver Pi 1 is are
cate fiost in winter, snow in spring, fairdenounced from the altar the practice of namon flavor.
the
household lavuiutes. Impurities leave
weather in summer and rain in autumn.
this-wing lice at newly wedded couples
The blood
system. The nerves are toned
Storms that clear in the night will be
or iround the church. Father Gillen referis purified. The complexion is bright and
followed by a rain storm.
red to the subject at all the masses, lie said ruddy.
and
Headaches vanish
perfect
Three foggy mornings will surely be fol40 doses 10 cents.
that it was a disrespect to the s crament | ,.
:th follows their use
of matiimony and that he had determined Sold n Kilgore & Wilson and A. A. Howes lowed by a rain storm.
If the ice on the tree melts and runs off
that it should be stopped_F. K. .'Stanley, a: Co.'—14.
lain will come next; while if the wind
the inventor of the .Stanley automobile,
Jagglea—Marriag is the one union where cracks off the ice snow wili follow.
appeared before the Boston Park Commis- a man should never g * on a strike.
When the leaves of trees show their unsion recently to urge that automobiles
Waggles—That’s so. If he does he will der side there w ill be rain.
be given the same rights in the parks that find himself loekeu out.
When the
of flowers or the
arc accorded to horses and
carriages. Mi. 1 A Resident Pliysciian. That’s what you odor of fruit isperfume
unusually noticed rain may
.Manley said that he believes more acci- could
call Dr. Von Stan’s Pineapple
rightly
be
expected.
dents were caused in the public parks by
Tablets—lor after all how few are the family
When the sky is full of stars expect
erratic horses, driven by incompetent o I,
plaints that cannot he reached and treat- rain.
These
men, than coukl be attributed io an.
ed directly through the, stomach.
If a cat washes herself calmly and
other source,
lie pointed out that auto- wonderful little physicians (16 of them in a
If she
mobiles aie clean and that they do not in box—10 cents)—heal all stomach disorders smoothly the weather will be fair.
washes “against the grain” take your
in oi l or young—incipient cases or chronic
any way injure the streets.
Sold
and
palatable.
mackintosh with you.
If she lies with
cases—they are pure
Kilgore & Wilson and A. A. Howes & her back to the lire there will be a squall.
Wam’ington Wuispekixgs. Friday’s by
Co.—15,
Cats
with
their
tails
up and hair appariiaval ciders detach Admiral Howison
electrified
indicate approaching
from
minand of the South Atlantic staFogg—For heaven’s sake, how much more ently
wind.
^ ou’ve
tion.Oct. 2, and send him home on waiting are you going to eat of that salad ?
If pigs are restless there will be windy
urdeis.
Admiral Farquhar is at once de- put away a half-gallou of it already.
I’ve only eaten a
weather. Pigs can see the wind.
Fenderson—Nonsense.
tached from command of the Norfolk
mouthful.
The direction in which a loon flies in
navy yard,and Admiral Sampson’s detachFogg_Xhat’s what I said. [Harlem Life. the morning will be the direction of the
ment from command of the North Atlantic
wind
the next day.
station is postponed from Oct. 13 to Oct.
At this Season of the year there are alMagpies flying three or four together
14_The cabinet decided, Sept. 21>th, to ways many deaths, particularly among chiland uttering harsh cries predict windy
allow soldiers serving iu the Philippines to dren, from summer complaint, diarrluea.
etc
weather.
transmit packages to members of their dysentery, cholera morbus, cramps,
and every one ought to know that a sure
Flocks of crows signify a cold summer.
families through the mails the same as
and speedy cure can easilv be obtained by
When the owl nests look out for a storm.
other mail matter and without extra
taking Perky Davis’ Pain-Killer in sweetWhen the swallow flies low rain will
charge. The decision is intended to per- eueil water every half hour. It never fails. come
soon; when they fiy high expect fine
mit soldiers to send home small tophies of Avoid substitutes, there is but one Painweather.
their campaign and small specimens of Killer, Perry Davis’. Price 25c. and 50c.
If
the
rooster crows at night he will “get
the art and manufactures of the country
Sillicus: "Why did you never marry?”
up with a wet head.”
without requiring them to pay exorbitant
1
have
conscientious
“Because
Cynicus:
Six weeks from the time the first katyjuices for the privileges.Capt. Carter scruples against divorce.” [Philadelphia did
is heard there will be frost.
is sentenced to five years' imprisonment Record.
and to pay a fine of $5,000. This sentence
Avoid all drying inhalants and use that
wasajjproved t>y the President .'Sept. 30th. which
Brave Men Jbali
cleanses and heals the membrane.
Capt. Carter is now at Governor’s island
Victims to stomach, liver and kidney
Cream Balm is such a remedy and
Ely’s
under arrest and the sentence will begin
Cold troubles as well as womeu, and all feel the
cures Catarrh easily and pleasantly.
immediately.
results in the loss of appetite, poisons in the
in the head vanishes quickly.
Price 50 cents
at druggists or by mail.
blood, backache nervousness, headache and
Catarrh caused difficulty in speaking and
tired, listless, run-down feeling. But there’s
How Children Lose Eyesight.
to a great extent loss of hearing.
By the no need to feel like that. Listen to J. VV.
use of Ely’s Cream Balm dropping of mucus
Gardner, Idaville, Iud. He says: “Electric
Bitters are just the thing lor a man when he
Dr. Seidel man n, of the eye hospital at has ceased, voice and hearing have greatly
is all run down, and don’t care whether he
at
J.
W.
Law,
Davidson,
Att’y
improved.
the University of Breslau, has compiled
lives or dies.
It did more to give me new
from the books of the institution 233 Monmouth, 111.
strength and good appetite than anything I
cases of injury to the eyes in children
Pretty close to the mark. Edith, aged 3: could take. I can now eat anything and have
vVhat are husbands ?” Ethel, aged 5: “Why
that resulted in blindness.
lie finds that
a new lease on life.'’
Only 50 cents at K. H.
husbands are tilings you tie strings on to to
more than twenty per cent, of the acciMoody's Drug Store. Every bottle guaranto
make
them
remember
buy things!” [Phil- teed.
dents were caused by carelessness.
The
Record.
objects with which injuries were in- adelphia
dicted at play were as follows: Knives,
Can’t be perfect health without pure
The experts estimate that $20,000,000
seven eases; forks, three cases;
scissors, blood. Burdock Blood Bitters makes pure was spent in connection with the New
blood.
Tones and invigorates the whole
foui eases; lights, one case; slate pencils,
York Dewey celebration. Spain will rub
two cases; cartridges, seven cases; and system.
her eyes in astonishment when she learns
About twelve
The caller: “I should like to look at some
powder, three cases.
that the American people spent as much
per cent, of the injuries were inflicted on safeties.”lTheshopkeeper: “Yes sir; bicycles
in welcoming home their great admiral as
companions by children during moments or razors?” [Yonkers Statesman.
paid her for Philippines.
they
of anger.
Blows with the fist caused
’Tisn’t safe to he a day without Dr. Thomten cases; stones, two cases; sticks, two as’ Ecleetrie Oil in the house. Never can
For Over Fury tears.
‘‘This tell what moment an accident is going to
cases; and whips, live cases.
.An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
record of injuries,” siys the doctor, ‘‘I happen.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
consider in reality a record of sins.
“The codfish,” said the professor, "lays
fifty years by millions of mothers for
Nearly one hundred cases of blindness considerably more than a million eggs.” "It over
while teething, with perfect
could have been prevented, as they had is exceedingly lucky for the codfish that she their children
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
their origin in playfulness, in thought- doesn’t have to cackle over every egg,” said
all
gums, allays
pain, cures wind colic, and
lessness, in malice, or roughness.” He the student who came from the country. is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleascautions parents to warn their children [Tit-Bits.
to
ant
the taste. Sold by druggists in every
against the serious iesults of such inEverybody’s liable to itching piles. Rich part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
and poor, old and young—terrible the torjuries.
ture th**y suffer.
Only one sure cure. ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
Doan’s Ointment.
Absolutely safe; can’t take no other kind.
fail.
Relief in Six Hours.
“We are,” says the Bucksport Herald,
Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
And Women Can’t. Ida: ‘‘Would you refer
relieved in six hours by “New Great South to the wind as feminine ?'* Gerald : "1 should
“gradually attaining to the dignity of a
American Kidney Cure.”
It is a great think not.” Ida: ‘‘But why not, Gerald?”
fullfledged country paper. We have taken
surprise on account of its exceeding prompt- Gerald: "Because it can whistle.” [Chicago three subscriptions in gopher wood, crabness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys
News.
apples and a coon cat, respectively; have
ami back, in male or female. Relieves reNo such thing as “summer complaint” had two people stop their paper for doing
tention of water almost immediately.
If
to them what they have been urging us to
you want quick relief and cure this is the where Dr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild Straw- !
remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., drug- berry is kept handy. Nature’s remedy for do unto others, and have got a delinquent
i subscriber.”
looseness of the bowels.
gists, Belfast, Me.
Iyl8
«••

>

■
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News and Notes.

Literary

any female trouble can be
This statement is based on

Write to her if you are ill. Her
and common-sense advice.
address is Lvnn, Mass.
Absolutely no

long

foimeily

Pinkham.

j

close time on caribou, as none j
can be killed
legally in Maine for six
years.Henry H. Bliss of New York, a j
native of Waldoboro, was accidently struck
and killed by an automobile iu New York
recently. Mr. Bliss was a brother of
George Bliss of Waldoboro, and Chas. E.
Bliss of Bangor, and of the late Hiram
The deceased had
Bliss of Washington.
lived in New Yo k many years and was
formerly in business there, but had retirHe was about 70 yeais of age...Coned.
gressman Littlefield expects to take the
stump during the comiug campaign iu
Ohio, and may also go into the First
Maine district in behalf of the Republican
Mr. Littlefield is a most effecnominee.
tive campaign speaker, and Ohio and the
1st district are to be congratulated—The
Portland Board of Trade has received assuianee from the authorities at Washingtern that the work of piepaiing plans and
specifications for the new lightship to be
stationed off Cape Elizabeth, as authorized
by the last Congress, will be expedited as
fast as possible_The grand jury of Knox
•
county reported 72 indictments >o of
which were f -i violations of the liquor law..
The mucker* 1 season has been a lailure so
A
far as the Maine coast is concerned.
Portland dealer estimates that less than
«'*UU barrels of regular mackerel were
caught on the entire coast. Tinkers were
caught uite abundantly, however....Rev.
H. W. Tildeu, L>. D., of Jacksonville, Fla.,
a

suffering from

Mrs.

(

over 100,000 deer
wild
in
the
Maine
woods, which
running
is more than in all the other New England
and the Middle States combined. There

is

woman

The

Mackerel

Capt. Sol Jacobs

Rudyatd Kipling and ErSeton-Thompson met last winter and

at

It is said that
nest

evening telling each other animal stories. The interpreter of the Jungle wanted the story of a grizzly bear. Mr.
Thompson had one ready for him. It took
au hour to tell it.
When he had finished,
Mr.
Kipiing exclaimed, “That’s fine,
Thompson; why don’t you write it'?’’ Mr.
Thompson has since written it, under the
title of “The Biography of a Grizzly,”
and its publication will be begun in the
November number of The Century Magazine. It is the first long story by the author of “Wild Animals I Have Known,”
Needless to say he will illustrate it himself.
The decorative arrangment of the
pages will be the work of his wife.

spent

known men. Senator J. C. .lurrows forecasts the Presidential contest of PJOO with
a paper on “This Tear’s Elections:
Their
Bearing on the Presidential Election.”
Charles
of
G.
the
Comptroller
Currency,
Dawes, writes a paper of much importance on “The Present Outlook for Currency Reform.” The Dean of Canterbury,
F. W. Farrar, speaks with no uncertain
sound upon “The Sunday Question.” Oscar P. Austin, Chief of the United S ates
Bureau of Statistics, gives an interesting
account of the rapidly growing “Commercial Japan;” Prof. Sohrn of Leipzig, a
member of the Code Commission, tells
of the true significance of “The Civil
Code of Germany;” and Charles Howard
Shinn considers,in his article on the “Literature of the Pacific Coast,” the prominent part that California writers have taken in the department of fiction.

King.
from the Irish

Coast.

Capt. Solomon Jacobs, who is known
from Maine to Oregon and from Halifax
to Hudson bay as the king of the mackerel fisheries, has arrived home from Liverpool, Eng.,via New York, and to a Boston

an

The articles in the October Forum are of
great interest being written by widely

home

Globe correspondent gave an interesting
story of his experience on the Irish coast,
where he had been cruising since the first
of August.
Early in the season the prospects on the
New

England shore were
good catch of mackerel,
sailed on July 21st in the

a

oA

B. Jacobs for the Irish coast, something
that had never been attempted before by
an American fisherman.
After a record-breaking passage of 14
days he arrived off Skelligs. From there
he went to Bear Haven, and thence to
Castletown, but before going into an Irish
port he had a look for fish and only
caught five barrels of large mackerel.
At the time of his arrival the spring
and early summer fishing was over, so he
i had to wait until the autumn fishing beFor five weeks he did nothing, but
gan.
on working up the west coast of Ireland
fish were struck, and in a week 353 bar
reis were captured. Then on receiving
word that his wife was sick, he immediately sailed for Liverpool, landed and
shipped his fish hv steamer to Boston,
! while mate Cluett was put in charge to
| further prosecute the voyage, and he himj self sailed for home. that the fall school of
('apt. Jacobs says
I mackerel has just commenced to run and
| that they came from the northwest coast,
j for on his way home he saw some large
schools mound the south coast and in St.
Georges channel.
The arrival of the Jacobs oil the Irish
coast was a great surprise to the local
lishermen and for some time they could
not understand what such a clipper-looking craft, resembling a yacht more than a
! fisherman, could he doing in those waters,
But when they learned she was from MasI sachusetts, where many of their countrymen had found a home, they received him
i
! with open arms and did everything to
make his sojourn pleasant and his voyage

j

Whatever
you make—

Bread

Happiness,

Without your

rough

the world is

woes.

sad enough

or

Cake

No path is wholly

;

for

come.

will
dumb.

one

grieve because your lips

are

“Talk Health; the dreary never-changiug
tale
Of fatal maladies is worn and stale.
You cannot charm nor interest nor please
By harping on that minor chord—disease.
Say you are well, or, all is well with you,
And God will hear your words and make
them true.”
[Anon.

Miss Caroline Hazard of Rhode Island
formally inauguarated Oct. 3d as
president of Wellesley college. Following the customary procession Right Rev.
William Lawrence, Episcopal bishop of
Massachusetts as presiding officer, opened
the chapel exercises.
The insignia of
office, charter and keys were presented to
Miss Hazard by Mrs. Durant.
Addresses
were made by Miss Hazard, and President
Angell of the University of Michigan.
was

CASTOniA.
Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the

^^The

M

■
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ALWAYS

The Kind You Have Always
In

THE CENTAUR COMPANY,

of

Register

Bought

Use For Over 30 Years.

Water

Deep

7T MURRAY STREET.

NEW YORK CITY

Vessels,

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, M L Park, sailed from
New York Sept ]."> for Hiogo.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from
New York July 21* for San Francisco;
spoken. Aug 14 lat 21 N. Ion 40 W.
A J Fuller, 0 M Nichols, cleared from
Philadelphia Sept 2«» for Wilmington. Del.
Aryan, A. T. Whittier, arrived at Seattle
Aug 15 from San Francisco.
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, sailed from
New York Aug 24 for Port Elizabeth.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, Philadelphia for
San Francisco, passed Delaware Breakwater

Mnndreds of t'iu dreti and admits hnve
but nr.* treated fur other di-e-is.-s T
are
toms
indiResl'on, vith
"tf'-n-:
r- it',
petit.- foil! ton pit i*
fill! b.-liy wit h M-i .is: urn •;ri|.ii.pit
about the nav. ! 1-. .it m
,r
ni;!Lr
the
vt uni and about the «onv
duil. itehinp of the lies-. -'i r't try
prindinp of the teeth, start n-i; ■ rmt
slow fever; and often in ••luldreu,
onvi

TRUE’S

July 20.
Emily

PIN WORM

F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
Honolulu Sept S for Newcastle, N S \V.
Emily Reed, 1) C Nichols, New York May
20 for lioug Kong, arrived at Singapore
Sept 20, leaking.
Gov Robie, B F Colcord, arrived at Hong
Kong Aug 21 from New York.
Henry B Hyde. T P Colcord, saded from
Norfolk Sept 7 for Honolulu: spoken, Sept
12, lat 20 25 N, Ion 07 1<> W.
II Gilkey, arrived at Hung
j! Josephus,20 Pfrom
New York.
Kong Aug
E
Cushing, FI Pendleton, arrived at
Mary
Hong Kong Get 2 from New Y**rk
May Flint, arrived at Hong Kong Sept 20

ELIXIR

from

the best worm remedy marie.
VWIt has b-i'i: in list 17 ii'ars
pure y vejrefntl*\ harmless and
•'
:n
Where in xvorni' tr pres*
.;.
1 f. 11
and roric -1 s 111 ■
.%v.\
brain* "t the stomach ni.d
ni am'. Itib.iusii. ",
cur** f.ir < 'oust spat
n p
nabl.i remedy m .ii! the common
!r
.fcV.
Ask
children
Price
l»r. J. »'. I HI » A < 6
ii I* urn, >1
w
is

Sne

from New York.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
II 1* llico, r l' Carver, sailed from New
York Aug 20 for Yokohama; spoken, Sept
12, lat 20 N 1 >n 2.2 W.
Reaper, t> C Young, arrived at San Frauciso Sept .2 from Kahului.
i
S D Carleton, Amshury, arrived at New
! York Oct. 2 from
Phiinlelplua.
!
St Paul, F \V Treat, sailed from New York
J line 20 for Yokohama.
St Nicholas, arrived at Karluk May 21 from
Sail Francisco.
j
State of Maine, 11 (1 Curtis, sailed from
New York May 20 fur Hong Kong, sp.-U,-n
June 27. lat 1 S\\ Ion 22 (with loss id fore-

j
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Tillie E Starbuck, Ehen Curtis, cleared
frun Philadelphia Aug 25 for San Fran. is. o.
Wm 11 Macy, Amshury, armed at San
Francisco Sept 11 from Brist. 1 Bay Alask t.
Win 11 Conner, J T Erskiue, sailed from
New York May 7 for Hong Kong: sided
from IIio Janeiro July 11; passed Anj--i
prior to Sept 11.
W J Botch, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
from Baltimore. Aug S for Manila; passed
Cape Henry 11th.
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Corner Druggist,
Sure Cure St.

Mr.

BAKKS

Reed,

Ford, arrived at
Freetown,
July 81 from New
\ ork.
Edward May, sailed from Hilo Aug 11 for
Alice

Alansou
Sierre Leone.

FANCY C0OHS. SMALL W.\
>

Sau Francisco.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Portland Sept 4 for Bahia Blanca.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Montevideo
June 7 for Puerto Burglii.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
Herbert Black, VV U Blanchard, sailed
from Boston Sept 1 for Rosario.
Iolani, McClure, sailed from New York
! June 1 for
Honolulu.
Mabel 1 Meyers, (' N Meyers, cleared
from Portland Sept 15 for Rosario.
Matanzas, sailed from New York Sept 7
for Havana; spoken, Sept 15, lat. 2b 8,s, Ion 7.5
58, all well.
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, sailed from
Havana Sept 27 for Apalachicola.
Penobscot, E G Parker, at Buenos Ayres
Sept 12 for Rosario (to sail the same day in
tow to load bay for Rio Janeiro or Santos.)
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Barbados July 20 from Port Elizabeth, C
G H.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Philadelphia Aug 81 fromNew York.
Sachem, sailed from Hong Kong June »>
for New York; passed St Helena prior to
Sept 15.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, sailed
from Buenos Ayres Sept 18 for Boston.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
Sierra Leone July 20 from Boston.
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SCHOONERS.

Talk Faith; the world is better off without
Your uttered ignorance and morbid doubt.
If you have faith in God or man or self,
Say so; if not,, push back upon the shelf
Of silence all your thoughts till faith shall

No

CASTORIA

GENUINE

Leonora, J

the places that are smooth and
clear,
And speak of those to rest the weary ear
Of earth so hurt by one continuous strain
Of human discontent and grief and pain.
Look

■

What is CASTORIA

What to Talk.
•‘Talk

■

Castoria is a substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Props
and Soothing Syrups. It is Harmless and Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Piarrlnea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The- Children’s Panacea The Mother’s Friend.

1

j

■

^Vf

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over HO years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Substitutes are hut Experiments that triiie with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

unfavorable for
Capt. Jacobs
schooner Ethel

so

A New York correspondent writes: The
rush of periodicals continues, the latest
being the Club Woman’s Magazine, edited
by Mrs. Ada Brown Talbot, whose husband is the publisher and business manThere are a milliou or more club
ager.
women in this country, and hence the Talbots believe that such an organ is required.
It may be mentioned that most ot the
above mentioned clubs are under the
National Federation of Woman’s clubs,
which began nine years ago.
It then had
eighty-two clubs, but at present the mem- Ij
bership includes 2.208, many of which | prosperous.
When the officials learned of his mission
have won distinction for ability and use- I
hoarded his vessel and
fulness.
Under such circumstances the i a revenue officer
within three
Club Woman’s Magazine ought to be a informed him that fishing
shore
was prohibited to
the
miles
from
success.
Apropos of periodicals, Ida M.
Tarbell is now editor of McClure’s Maga- foreigners, but the officials used the utin making these regulations
zine.
Her lift* of Lincoln gave her rank most courtesy
known.
among our best magazine writers and
The report that the Irish fishermen
led to this important position.
Another
new periodical is
the projected Church showed hostility to the newcomers was
denied by Capt. Jacobs, but
Magazine, edited by Rev. Frauk M. emphatically
Clendeniu and devoted to the interests of he learned that some of the merchant
the Prote^taut Episcopal church.
As buyers, fearing that Americans might
interfere with the business of
the editor was earnestly opposed to the seriously
which they have a monopoly, held a meetBriggs ordination one may readily infer its tone, but it will not be limited in ing and petitioned the government to
send war vessels to the scene in order to
its scope.
prevent lisli being taken inside of the
three-mile limit.
Red Hot From The Gun
The fisherineu themselves, ou the conWas the ball that hit G. B. Steadman of trary, manifested an entirely different
Newark, Mich., in the Civil War. It caused spirit, evincing the greatest friendship
horrible Ulcers that no treatment helped for and even
pointing out the best fishing
20 years. Then Bucklen’s Arnica Salve curwith the remark that there was
ed him.
Cures Cuts, Kruses, Burns, Boils, grounds,
for all.
Felons, Corns, Skin Eruptions. Best Pile enough
The hardy and int.epid natives were
cure on earth.
25 cts. a box.
Cure guaranteed.
Sold by K. H. Moody, Druggist,
particularly courteous in this matter. In
their method of fishing with giii nets
('apt. Jacobs says they are far in advance
Stock Raising in Maine.
of our fishermen who resort to the same
means.
Their nets would reach from one
A project of importance which has for to three miles and have an
apparatus
its object tlie making of Maine a beef, operated by steam to haul them in, maThey also work
pork and mutton raising State, has ad- terially lessening labor.
in extremely rough weather, their boats
vanced to such a point that its promoters
being so rigged that they can lower the
already look upon it as assured, lu brief masi when occasion requires it.
it is proposed to establish an immense
The water off that coast is from 100 to
stock farm or ranch which will be stocked | if00 fathoms deep and the great body of
lish school close inshore, while only a few
with cattle, sheep and swine.
For this
The mackmackerel were seen outside.
purpose, 04,0U0 acres of land in Washing- erel are <>l the same species and size now
This being caught by New England fishermen,
ingtou county have been secured.
land lies in the towns of C herry held, I)e(’apt. Jacobs says he would have had
blois, Columbia and Township No. IS, no difficulty in disposing of his lish at
and embraces an extensive plain or high i Liverpool, whei“ he was offered £1J. JO
While at Liverpool he ran
tableland from 000 to 400 feet above the per barrel.
sea level.
There is in the tract one plot | across an old friend of Jif years ago, when
of 20,000 acres on which there is not a lie was on deep sea voyages.
When asked if his undertaking would
rock or a tree and the whole piece can Ikcultivated with a steam gang ploiuih as is he a success he said that, taking last years
used iu the West.
The soil is a mixture j conditions into -onsideration it would he,
of clay and loam.
Where it has been ; hut had he been home lie thinks he could
cultivated, it inis proven very productive, j have stocked £.‘>0,000, where he now has
What first attracted cattlemen to the place only £J000 from lus Irish venture.
as favorable
for cattle raising, was a I
(’apt. Jacobs may return and stay the
species of winter grass which grows in; winter, as mackerel are reported to school
great abundance and which will afford during all that season in the English
grazing for cattle early in April or two j channel, a..d at times, when sold fresh,
months earlier than on the Maine seacoast. j bring from £10 to £1J a hundred weight.
This grass is found in quantities in no Barrels and salt are to he had at reasonother part of Maine.
There is also in the hle figures, the former at eight ce its
tract titty miles of streams, which would apiece, against £1.2J he.eat present, the
furnish an abundance of water for stock. latter at SO cents a hogshead
When asked if he would advise others
The work of stocking the ranch will begin as soon as possible, and within three to engage in this fishery he was noncomyears, say the projectors, there will be mittal, saying that the weather is extreme10,000 head of cattle on this ranch. But ly rough and conditions different from
With a good
what prevail on this coast.
the plan does not stop here.
It is proposed also to redeem the aban- crew of IS men now on the Jocobs he
doned and impoverished farms of Maine expects that during the next six weeks
and from the Washington county ranch she will make a good stock.
stock as many of them as will support
cattle.
When the owner of one of these
My bill for linens and flannels is reduced
farms cannot afford to pay for stock the about one-half since l use Lautz Bros. W
farm will be stocked by the cattlemen and Co’s. Marselles White
Soap.
pay taken in cattle raised.
United States Secretary of Agriculture
Wilson, who has devoted much time to
the study of the abandoned farms of New
England, has given this project his endorsement and will soon send a commissioner to Maine to make an inspection of
some of the farms and report as to the
adaptability of the soil to stock raising
purposes. Some work in this direction
has already been done and the reports
were favorable.
The men interested in
the project are New York and Western
capitalists, now interested in cattle raising in the West. They have an abundance
of capital at their command.
It is not
proposed to establish competition with
Western cattle, but rather to create a
producing station nearer the Eastern
markets.
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IT PAYS TO USE

Rob

Roy
Flour
Sold

everywhere.

Georgia GiiKey, W R Gilkey, cleared
from New York Sept 28 for Fernandina.
Gladys, II B Colson, arrived at Providence
Sept 12 from Sabine Pass.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
Brunswick Sept 27 for Bath.
John C Smith, Kneeland, cleared from
Wilmington, N C, Sept, 20 for Ponce PR
Mary A Hall, Haskell, cleared from Louisburg. u B. Aug 20 for Rockland.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at New
York Get 2 from Bangor.
R
F Pettigrew, Morse, cleared
from
Philadelphia Sept 80 for Portland.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Boston
Sept 27 from Newport News.
Sallie rOu, W II West, sailed from Bancor
Sept lb for Charleston.
Tofa, A S Wilson, Philadelphia for Mobile, arrived at Delaware Breakwater Aug
2b.
Willie L Newton, E
New York Sept 14 from

Tenement to Re
Nine rooms, hot and "Id water, hat
all modern improvements. Wiii in
lowprire. Apply a: I 2 ’hutch sin.
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For Infants and Children

The Kind You Have

House for Sale.

Always Bough! i

OF PARK AND CHAR FI. s

CORNER
Etuptire of
22tr

COLD WATER, MICH.
of Autt-adulteration

BP Miller >1., li

Coombs, arrived at
Bangor.

WM. A. COOMBS MILLING COMPANY,
Members

Fine farm in Northporr, two miles h
Ground, 135 acres land, nice huihlin:
<
orchards, 350 bids, apples last year.
never failing water. Will be sold very
4(>tf
terms.
easy
III!
C
M

Teague.

At

MRS. W.
A. A. Small's, 2‘.»

s

11. Mim
Mi

DMINISTRATOR S NOTICE
The
hereby {jives notice that he ha- t"
pointed administrator of the estati t
MARTHA J. CHASE, late of Seai-i
in the County of Waldo, deceased, a
bonds as the law directs. All persons
mauds against the estate of said dec, i-,
sired to present the same for -ettlemen
indebted thereto are requested to make
FOREN/O D. .ION I"'
immediately.
4

$100.

Belfast

Savings Bank,

Notice is hereby given that Savings Hook No.
8748, issued by this Hank, has been lost and application has been made for a duplicate book according to laws regulating issuinir new books.
JOHN H. QU1MBY, Treas.
Belfast Oct. 5,1899.—3w40

Dr.

E.

Detchon’s

>■

Anti

Diuretic

May be worth to you more thanJSlOO if you
e a child who soils bedding from incontendence of water during sleep. Cures old
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
once.
$1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Druggists, Belfast. Me.
Iyl7

ha

Brooks, Sept. 12,1899.—3w39

NEWS

Morgan line
,1.

,.

An Editor’s

NOTES.

One
Girl
Who
Was
Saved

El Cid will be
on Oc-

steamer

Newport News. Va.,

ted at
th.

.ireds of people were killed by an
,ake in the valley of the Meuderes,
Minor.
irah Terry celebrated her lOiStli
at Philadelphia by riding in an
bite.

N

m

authorities recently eontributtowards exterminating a plague

coppers.

clergy in Mexico has
that civil marriages must
religious rites.

atholic
witnen

City of Seattle and Cothave arrived at Seattle with
in Klondike gold.
imers

Northern Forestry Association is
to secure a national reserve in the
ike region in Minnesota.
ucumber crop of

stroyed by

Michigan

foreign red bug.
£100, (XX).

a

amount to

has
The

Miss Frankie Hathaway, of 16th
Si.. Holland. Mich says: "I am 21
cars old, ut 16 1 was pale and weak.
l?y the time 1 was nineteen years
weak 1 could not walk
old I was
I was terrildy
across the floor.
emaciated and my skin had lost
all color
The doctor pronounced
t he disease amemia. Being advised
to try l>r
Williams’ I’ink Pills for
I bought a box, and
before l had taken all of the pills
found that they were doing me
good. Appetite increased and the
healthy color began to show in my
continued to
cheeks and lips’.
use
the pills until I found myself
permanently cured. Mnce then 1
have had no return of my old
trouble
1 know t hat i »r. W ilHams’
Pink Pills for
tie People saved
my life and 1 t>eii*'\e that no other
medicine con'd have done it.”—
Mid
Wr

over

plead ofpobtical exiles have returnii Domingo from Porto liieoo. They
veil an ovation by the populace.
pie golf contest occurred recent"Ston, when a six-ball match was
on the Concord links by moon

Pale'People,

Pearson of Perry. Okla., has insystem of wireless telegraphy
lias been operated successfully at
files.
a

of a Norwegian cutter
a
anchor marked ‘‘Audree Polar
iotf on the north coast of King
Island.
caster

Dr Williams' Pink Pills ‘or Pale People
sold t\ the dozen or hundred,
but always in packages. At all druggists,
or direct from the Dr. Wiliiams Medicine
Co.. Schenectady. N Y.. 60 cents per box,
6 bones 52.50

Lutheran Conference at St.
adopted resolutions declaring
insurance is a violation of the

are never

man

i.'

mail'

i iueut

s.

bam a newspaper says that onei;e pardons issued in that State
1
"ii the plea that the convict is

i

\

ii'-im

.lemey

hat

a

ami Kmpress of Germany
anted sifUOO to the Led ( loss
; ti c relief of the sufferers by
foods in Havana.

am !"r

:
a;

Lite ot

Steel

a

Bridge.

consumption.

Court of Chancery has
non-resident defendant in
suit need pay no alimony if he
iy from the State.

w

v

The

.a ifS|M.!,(ient
A
sc
Amen, a; lion:

Kughtiul lowns.
improvement in
steel briilgt is
i'l'oill

t<
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the Scientific
.smaller New
say 111;11 a proposed
wnn-
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shape

merlin:
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nu-

many
a\
gi* mn 1 that t la
sliiii'tuic is b• 11 >>:'
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a

*.‘>0,000

It opposition
on
the
ticens,
nfe of such a
wit

<•

'went;.-live

years,

n-m-iils
ami
I:eivf<*; •.
derived
He
dun :eer regiments now being would not justify r. expenditure.
wishes to know wi.» ilicr the stated term
servlet* in the 1’hiiippiueK are
•••
is c-urcc t.
ol
Without pausing to
piled with chaplains. Congress
commeiii
on the admirable and all too
in. appr 'priation.
11-«* nieio'.s ol posterity
rari-u-ga' d toi
utr.ni West is threatened with a
shown by the obstructionists iu question,
t!as winter in consequence of we hasten to assure tincorrespondent
*■ leiited amount of other
«.
eomthat tlieii
stimate of tl:e a-ngth of life
1". a
carried by the railroads.
ol steel bridges is alo-get.hei too limited.
'l ie- }>ermaaence oi .i steel bridge will
Pasmore pensioners in proporTire
upon three .conditions:
'paditi.'U ttiaii any State in the depend the
i-n.img, and the mainteif they act more money on the design,
If it he properly designed for
nance
a the pensioners of any othei
a
speeilied maximum loading, it oversight be i'.xi I. ;seii ih. it this loading is
Inmlieui'\s will leaves her entire nevei exeeeded; and if the steel work
is
estimated at several million
thoroughly accessible and painted
‘o .Miss Anna
Khunj-ke, an Ameri- at regular intervals, there is no reason
was a favorite pupil of the great
why a bridge should not last for
cent in ies.
As a matter of tact, however, these
.<• Federation of Chicago is takconditions are too often ignored oi im1 a uationa
perfectly luihile ! In tile tirst place,
mmittee of twenty-live will be
although bridge designing should always
» look after the work of oigauiza*
he intrusted to a specialist, even if the
structure is to cost no more than the sum
peaceful steers were brought iu named above, many of the county bridges,
i'Cv'he (Mexico) bull range, the ami those constructed in the smaller,
s
attempted to kill the perfoim- towns, are built from the designs ( o1 the mummer was arrested for called) of tlie local survcvoi, who may
have the vaguest ideas of the strains
iting a fraud.
to which the various parts are to be
i.ig.mese stcamei Koun .Maru was subjected, and the best
way to pronring a typhoon oil the Japanese ;
portion the different members and connect
( >t low Hft\ passengers twelve :
them into a finished structure.
The con.' w ood
and two fatally injured,
struction also should be carried out by
f the crew also perished.
recognized bridge firm, for the local
blacksmith oi machinist's shop is usu1 F Dougherty, alias Big Doc, the
as American hank robber and mm
ally no mote fitted for building good
as been released from prison
at
bridges than it is for building laths and
>‘er.
England, and is believed to loo .motives. It is questionable whether
amateur
'■*';i\ to the United states.
bridge building can produce
a
structure with a useful life
of
Fmpt ror of Germany recently pur- years.
-1 --"..000 a villa at Bonn as a
To secure the best results the county
he crown priuee, and afierofficers, boaid *1 aldein.en, ot whoever
hr you tiger princes when they
(hat has the matter in
it is
hand,
"'udents at the university.
tirst
should
determine exactly what
i
y.sinetter, who was a member uses tin bridge is t,» be put to and the
Dreyfus comt-martial of 1894, greatest possible loading to which it.
will ever be si hie.ted.
I bis information,
otiiird in the prisoner’s tavoi
at trial,
has been appointed togethir with the location and other data,
should then n* published for tin* benefit
of Marine Infantry at Koclieof the compeung bridge companies, who
should be given a tree hand as to the sty le
*: h i’aeilic is now under the abot strucUue best adapt.e i to the case.
In
mtrol of the Huntington faction.
this way a better bridge, anil a cheaper,
ker biddings, valued at about will bt
even
in
tiecase
of
seemed,
iusig"do.
have been purchased by a nilii ant
structures, whose construction it
1‘. Huntington at the might be
tie, with
supposed the bndge companies
would not be at the trouble to undertake.
iin journalist has unearthed a h<>c- When such a bridge is completed, the
will be one of care and
sliowmg that brandy was first pub- question of its life
If every inch of the steel
awed in Berlin exactly 800 years maintenance.
work
a periodical coat of the best
receives
consequence of a pestilence which
inished the population of the city non-corrosive paint, and care is taken that
the bridge is not strained beyond the
-.000 to 9,000.,
limit agreed upon when it was designed,
old university town of Upsala, it will probably outlast its usefulness.
a special institution has been
The popular belief that a subtile profor educating young women as cess of crystallization is
slowly weaken•Id helps, lessons being given in ing the metal of all steel bridges is a
and other domestic duties, as fiction, pure and simple.
The metal can
nursing and sanitary science.
only lose its life when it is strained beyond its elastic limit, and, so long as the
designed loading is not exceeded, this
THAT JOYFt I. FEELING

Vacation.

A Dumbfounded Editor.

takes great pleasure in
greeting again his old friends, the readers
of the Echo.
He returned on Monday
night last, after an absence of nearly
twelve weeks. He first visited an aged
uncle in Belfast, Me., in his native county, in the city where he served his apprenticeship, and where he had the pleasure of
seeing the old hand press on which
he used to print all sorts of jobs from a
visiting card to a full sheet poster. While
there he drove out half a dozen miles to
the old homestead where he was born,
and found the old house hardly changed
in appearance.
Inquiry, however, elicited tlie information that, as Charles Lamb
pathetically says, “All, all were gone,
tlie old, familiar faces.”
From Belfast, on the shore of the surpassingly lovely Penobscot Bay, be went
to the hardly less beautiful valley of the
Kennebec.
Portions of this valley remind one of some of the beautiful prairies
of Ohio and Illinois.
On the farm which
he visited is one mowing field of about a
hundred acres of about as good grass
land as is to be found on this continent,
and there is only a small spot upon which
the grass cannot be cut and raked by
horse power.
A drive of about twenty
miles up this valley was a pleasure long
to be remembered.
From this region he
went to Oxford county, the early home of
his better half.
Here he spent several
•delightful days riding over the picturesque hills and valleys and boating and
fishing on the quiet lakes, in the company of old and valued friends. Portland,
Longfellow’s “beautiful city by the sea,”
was his next
stopping place, and here he
had the pleasure of seeing again a goodly
number of his old army comrades, as lie
attended the anniversary of the muster-in
of his old legiment, the gallant Seventeenth Maine.
He had not been present
at a regimental reunion previously for
more than twenty-live years.
And he
had not met with some of the comrades
whom he met on that occasion for several
it seemed a little
years more than that,
odd that ali the other “boys” had grown
gray and old looking, and a good many of
them carried stout canes which they
seemed to tind useful.
His visits in New Bedford, Taunton
and Edgartown, Mass., and in Canaan and
Kockviile, ( onu., among old friends and
relatives, were very enjoyable. At Edgartown lie was
presented with aswTord which
originally adorned the snout of a fish, and
with a couple of bones, one of which is :
from ten to twelve feet
long. At Canaan he !
saw

cross-walks, horse-blocks, building- !

Inundations and even stone fences made of
white marble.
There are marble quarries j
mar the town.
While at Kockviile lie j
visited the envelope factory or the White A
( orbin
and saw the wonderEnvelope <
ful machines that turn out« nveloju s faster than one could count them.
Theca- j
pacity ol the factory is three million per !
<■

day.
He returned somewhat improved in j
health, and quite convinced that, howkind

friends may be and however
much any one may enjoy a vacation,
“There’s no place like home.” There are ;
some things to which he will refer in the !
future which may be of interest to the
leaders of the Echo. [_K.ev. «J. O. Thompj
son in
the Mountain Echo of Keyser,
West Virginia.
ever
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Bn’t cur laundry loveLYes, my dear,
it is washed with Lautz Bros. A Co’s.
Miiiseilles Wliite Soap!
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die

of renewed
sense
strength and internal cleanliness,

exhilarating

and

lows the
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of

Syrup
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the few
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well-informed. Buy
pted by
nine.
Manufactured by the CaliforSyrup Co.
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Cost ot Beef

and

Milk.
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1

•■*iinstruct

as

large

a

quantity of
produced in

solids as tin* cow
and three-fourths months.
Im ease is even worse than this,
solids are wholly edible, whereas
per cent, of the dry matter of
-■is' bodies was found to be so.
accomplished as much in one day
supplying the human family with
the growing steer does in eight
a
ssuming that it cost half as much
he steer from calfhood to the age
e
years as did the cow for the same
of time, the food cost of beef as
food, in the cases cited, was four
1 at.
of milk.
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Question Answered.
August Flower still has the largest
any medicine in the civilized world,
mothers
and grandmothers
never
of using anything else for Indiges-

Biliousness. Doctors were scarce,
seldom heard of Appendicitis, Nerst rati on or Heart failure, etc.
They
ugust Flower to clean out the system
I- fermentation of undigested food,
'e the action of the
liver, stimulate
y

raous

and

organic

action of the sys-

that is all they took when feeling
had with headaches and other
You only need a few doses of Green’s
'"t Flower, in
liquid form, to make you
there is nothing serious the matter
^
you- Sample bottles at Poor & Son’s.
Ivr
Is48t« and A. B. Sparrow’s, Freedom.
’"1
*nd

Mead,

gist,

was

last

night.

About

happen.
(jinseng.

Delaware county drugat tbe Broadway Central Hotel
“I've been disposing of a lot
a

of ginseng root to an exporter in Cedar
street,” said he. “Nearly all of it goes
to China.
The Japs don't use it. hut tlie
Chinese think there's nothing like gin-

It is a slender slow-growing shrub,
found all through the north, uud there is
a good deal of it in Delawa e and Sullivan counties.
The root, diied, tilings sit
a pound here in Manhattan.
The Chinese
ascribe all sorts of virtues to it, and the
value of each individual root depends on
its size and shape. A big root luings enormous prices in ( Irina.
It lias been analyzed more than mice, and the absolute
absence of healing qualities in the herb is
perfectly well known to the druggists of
1 his country.
That makes no difference
to the ( liinaman, however,
lie believes
it is the great cure-all, and the root
charm in his eyes.
possesses a
The
possession of a big root will make the
lirst habv boy in a native Chinese
family
exceedingly wise and valiant, lu fact, it
is believed that after a big root is secured
the first male child will turn out to be a
mandarin or something of that sort.
If
tlie root, besides being
huge, possesses
any peculiarities suggesting a resemblance
in miniature to the human
form, then
that root is indeed a jewel, and worth
more
than gold.
Just how long the
Chinese will keep on
believing in ginseng
root is a problem.
It is a good thing for
the backwoodsmen of Delaware and Sulvan counties.
\\ lien the women and children have nothing else to do
they stroll
out in the forests and dig
ginseng. They
frequently accumulate $100 worth in a
single year. It is a shrub of slow growth,
however, taking five years to become of
merchantable size.
It is cultivated successfully, though, on a small scale by
some of
our farmers.
The cultivated
root brings $7 and $8 a
pound. The ginseng found in tbe southern States is rather
inferior, while Canada grows the best of
all.”
[New York Tribune.

seng.

the Maine experiment station
1 lie; entire*
bodies of two steers,
aiive 1,300 pounds and 1,’_,S(J
Their bodies contained an averp"auds of solids. Prof. .lord's
in the “Rural New Yorker’'
>k the steer two and three-fourths

can never

More

is

who have not progressold time medicines and the
institutes sometimes offered, hut

n

contingency

GENERAL JOE WHEELER

editor

Adva nces in College Requirements.
Lor more than twenty years after the
establiKliment in numerous Ameiican cities
and towns ol high schools with classical
courses, says President Lliot in the October Allan!;<*, the requirements for admission t*> college remained what they had
been for generations,--Latin, Greek, and
elementary mathematics, with ancient
history and geography. Harvard College
has certainly been as ready for experiments and changes as any other American
college: yet down to 1809 the requirements
for admission to Harvard College were the
subjects just named, with the addition of
the elements of physical geography and
modern geography.
Although hundreds
of high schools for hoys had been established betwren 184'.> and 1809, and had made for
themselves t large place in American edu<
ation, the requirements lot admission to
tin; American colleges were practically unchange*! lor the twenty years between
1849 and 1809.
The sclentilie schools
throughout this period had hut little inil'ienec on see*>ndary schools whether public or private; because their requirements
for admission were set very low.
Thus, the
requirements for admission to tin* Lawrence .scientific School were, in the chemi
al department, the elements ol‘chemistry,
aiithmetic, algebra,geometry, and trigom*metiy; in the deparlnn ui of engineering,
algebra, geometry, and trigonometry.
The chemical department might he said to
have encouraged the study of chemistry
iir secondary schools, and both departments encouraged the study of trigonometry. Such were the limits of the influence
of the La reuce Scientific School on secondary schools previous to 1809.
By a gradual process, extending over
thirty years, Harvard College has come to
recognize for admission the following additional subjects: English, French, German, English and American history, the
history of Europe, physics, chemistry,
physiography, anatomy, physiology and
hygiene, trigonometry, astronomy, and
meteorology,—that is, all these new subjects may count toward admission to
Harvard College; so that the modern language, including English, the natural sciences, history, have obtained from that
college, at least., full recognition as suitable
elements of secondary education.
For the
Lawrence Scientific School, all the subjects just mentioned may now be counted
for admission, and, in addition, botany
and zoology, shopwork, and drawing.
The shopwork may embrace one or some
of the following: woodworking, blac'tsmithing, chipping, filing and fitting,
machine-tool work.
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In an article by the late James Payn,
the novelist and magazine editor, published in The Youth’s Companion, occurs
the following diverting story:
“Ou several occasions I had had some
very bright sketches of country life from
a young sportsman who,
although lie was
mostly on horseback, seemed to have
eyes about him for other things than
horses and hounds; then he sent me a
short story of military life, a little erring,
as was to be
expected in a youngster,
upon the side of fastness,—too much
cigar-smoking and too many brandy-andsodas,—but very graphic and entertaining. As my people were mostly military,
it interested me more, perhaps, than it
would have done, and it interested them.
—which it was rather difficult for auy
story teller to do,—and thereby proved
its genuine character.
“1 was rather pleased when the young
fellow wrote that he was coming up to
town to see me, and 1 made him an
appointment for that purpose. At the hour
for
I
was
arranged
annoyed by my confidential clerk bringing in a card with ‘Miss
Norman’ on it.
I said, ‘I do not know'
this lady, and you are well aware that 1
do not see people who have not an introduction.’
‘She is very ladylike, sir,’ he answered,1 and pretty.’
“Jt was a wrong remark for him to
make, of course, since it almost suggested
that good looks were a passport which
should be reserved for true merit, but I
said 1 could give her two minutes.
“Accordingly she was ushered into the
hall of audience, an apartment, by the by,
ou the third floor, and always in a state
of litter.
She whs comely enough, but 1
at once explained to her that my time
was precious, and that 1 had made an
ap‘You will
pointment for that very hour.
show Mr. Marchmont up, when lie comes,
at once,’ i added, to the clerk, with significance.
Tint 1 am Mr. Marchmont,’ said the

gently on the
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By

whirl) was attended from the beginning by
violent roughing.
Jit- says: “After resorting to h mini ner <*f so-called ‘speeifirs,’ usually kept in the house, to no purpose, I pur■'based a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy, which acted like a charm I most
cheerfully recommend it to the public." For
sale by A. A. Howes & Co.
Iui40.

Maine

ana ”

United States Senator Roach.
“Persuaded by a friend I have used
Pe-ru-na as a tonic, and am glad to testify that it has greatly helped me in
strength, vigor and appetite. 1 have
been advised by friends that it is remarkably efficacious as a cure for the
almost universal complaint of catarrh.
—W. N. Itoach, Larimore, North Dakota.”
A free book oil catarrh sent to any
address by The Pe-ru-na Drug M’f'g Co..
Columbus, Ohio.

The microbes that cause chills and fever and malaria cuter the system through
membranes made porous by catarrh. Pe-ru-na heals th. mucous membranes
and prevents the entrance of malarial germs, thus preventing and curing these
affections.
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\\ o h limped like monkeys hoc ml for war,
And ev’ry man had a raw, red paw.

j

And

The lumber cut iu the Dead River region this year will be about 40,000,000
feet. This will be about a third more than
was cut last year.
Hon. 1. C.

Libby, Wacerville,

partner, C. II. Merrill,

are

and his

reported

as

million pounds of wrool,
holding
taken from the 50,000 sheep on their
great ranch in the west. They are now
feeding 30,000 lambs at St. Paul for the
market.
over
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CHARCOT’S TONIC TABLETS
only positively guaranteed remedy tor in.-
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GROCERIES
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to dll o any <\i -<• v.n na po-dtiv. « rii « n uuarantce or refund tiie n,, ....y, and
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appetite for intoxicating liquors.

Importers oi
ilealer* in rh*- finest

THE TABLETS LAN BE GIVEN WITHOUT
KNOWLEDGE OF THE PATIENT.
of ?10 "0 we will mail you four j I boxes and
p-.sitivo written guarantee to cure or
refund
four money. Single boxes *3.1.11,.
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we

beached the tub—and then

we

saw—

The Nancv P. she’d grown that old
The butts had rotted all away ;
Our load of [hanks somehow clung hold,
But we’d left her bottom in Sheepseot.
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THE McCALL CO.,
14t* W.. •!««• T«xA.

138-141 W*«1

'^The Republican Journal and .McCall’s
zine .one year each lor $2.10 In advance.

Maga-

To Cure
To
To
To

Constipation in One Week
Purify the Biood in One Week
Strengthen Nerves in One Week
Cure Sick Headache in One Day

Take Cleveland’s

Celery Compound

trial size free.

your money will be
Howes & Co.

If it fails to
refunded.

PORTLAND, AUGUSTA.

Tea

Abbott, II. H. Flint and Dr. H. B. Eaton.
M r. Allen and Mr. Wiley of Warier, each
shot a deer while Leonard Jackson
brought down one near the powerhouse.
Oc t. ;>d Mr. Mahoney of Ash Point brought
iu a big buck.
The season has cartainly

BANGOR

cure

COPrp.cv

opened auspiciously.

[Courier*Gazette.

Millions Given Away
It is certainly gratifying to the public to
know of one concern in the, land who are not
afraid to be generous to the needy and suffering. The proprietors of Dr. King s New
Discovery for Consumption, Coughs and
Colds, have given away over ten million
trial bottle? of this great medicine; and have
the satisfaction of knowing it has absolutely
cured thousands of hopeless cases. Asthma.
Bronchitis,Hoarseness and all diseases if the
Throat, Oust ami Lungs are surely cured
by it. ('all m, K H. Moody. Druggist, and
get a free trial bottle. Regular size 50c. and
*1 Every bottle guaranteed, or price ref tud
ed.
s ure

0 >o on
Scott!
oe

thing.

“Hustings has realized *50,-

investment of 50 cents."
“G.eat
What did he buy‘A marriage
rtiticate.”
North
Ameri[Philadelphia
an

All H&nil

Work,

no

bleach, acid,

Tast t—“What execrable taste she showed
buy ing ancestors!” “Yes indeed! Such
a lot
of frights as she selected.” [Detroit
Journal.
in

Dissolve a small quantity of Snow Boy
washing powder in your tub before starting to wash, it will lighten your task of

Hof LTON. MAINE

at

FOR SALE.

One undivided half of a lot >i 'npu situated in
t
31. STKVEN'S I Stockton
Springs known as tin* So-wers Meadow,
o
Will
containing one hundred and iifl> me.
•>S Church St., lielfast, Me.
he sold at a bargain t.o close the settlement of the
Please
estate of Margaret A. Stowers, dec.eaE. F. WHITCOMli.Searsport Agent.
call ou or address.
SAMI El. FRENCH.
tf35
Samlypoinr. Maine.
J rated August 24. is *.'.

C. A. S1KYEXS,

.1.

j

u

GEO, F, EAMES, M, D„ D. D. ,S,
The Nose and Throat,
rsio.

Li*
N--.tr

Honk-keeping, Short hand. Typewrit imr. <\.mmercial Law, Penmanship, Hanking, etc.
Elegantly t-quipped moms and hank. Terms
very low. ke-opens first Tuesday in September.
3 m.'30

Fur prospectus, aodre.-"'
II. \. HOW A Ii I),
Koekland < onmiereial College,

ltoeklaiul, .Maine.
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CATALOGUE.

Address frank l. gray. Portland,

er>

English Dlauuad

Pennyroyal

is

run

it.

pills

Original and Onlj (genuine.
alwa.va reliable. la^.es ask
Druggist for Chichester s English Dia
\mond Brand in Red and (fold metallic
Safe,

sealed with blue
Jboxes.
other. Refuse

ribbon. Take
dangerous mhstitu•
imitations. At Druggists, or send 4«.
stamps for particulars, testimonials and
Relief for Ladles,” tn letter, by return
Mall. 10.000 Testimonials, itmext Paper.
Chlche*t«rdhcmlcal Co.. Mndlioa Hqiarat
bj all Local Druggist*.
P111LADA., PA*
■no

"fiotu and

tiehi
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St ret. t

MASS.

Hours. 12

other liours

by

only.

to 2
appointment

October, inns.

PILES!

iy4.‘

PILLS!

PILES!

poultice, gives

instant

relief.

Dr. Wil

is

prepared only for
Itching of the private parts, and nothelse.
box
is
ing
Every
guaranteed. Sold by drug
gists, sent by mail, for ode. and si.00 per box
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
For sale by R. H Moody.
ly
Piles

and

me.

3m3(3

Ch cheat

Ka;

liams’ Indian Pile Ointment

and School of Shorthand and Typewriting.
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING.
DRY THEORY DISCARDED.

A

-d

BOSTON.

acts as a

'(>( ■//a’,/

SEND FOR FREE

Ncwbiirv

P.c'mi-j

l)r. Williams’ Indian l’ile Ointment will cure
Blind. Bleeding. Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tun. »rs. allays the itching at once,

GRAY’S B U°SR|TNAEsS COLLEGE

washing.

A Slow Process. Nodd: “Has your boy
got over his college course yet?” Todd:
“Not yet. I imagine it will be some years
before he learns to treat me as an equal.”
[Brooklyn Life.

chemicals

THE HAND LAUNDRY.

ca u.

You assume no risk when you buy Chain
berlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrbcea Remedy a. A. Howes’ drug store will return!
.veur money if you are not satisfied after using it. It is every where admitted to be the
most successful remedy in use for bowel
complaints and the only one that never fails.
i It is pleasant, safe and reliable.

or

AND

Actual business by mail and railroau. Ii. 'traction by mail a specialty. Department of telegraphy.
Bookkeepers, clerks and stenographers
furnished to business men. Free catalogue.
3m3G
F. L. SHAW, Pres.. Portland. Mo.

A. A.

Among the Rockland gunners who
brought iu deer Oct. 2nd were W. O.

always

wish to express my thauks to the manufacturers of Chamberlain’s Colie, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy, for having put on
the market such a wonderful medicine,”
says W. W. Massiugill of Beaumont, Texas.
There are many thousands of mothers
w^bose childreu have been saved from attacks of dysentery and cholera infantum who
must also feel thankful. It is for sale
by A.
A. Howes & Co.
lm 40.

It:

A FREE PATTERN
'roar

ine,

The Lake house, at the head of Damariscotta pond, owned by Frank Best of Augusta, was burned late Tuesday afternoon,
Oct. 3d, with the most of its contents,stable and buildings attached, as well as the
store of Chandler Kennedy.

rumor says that a huge
dock is to be built at
some place
along the water front in Lubec by the Washington county railroad
and that there is to be a steam lighter put
on the route between Eastport and Lubec
to transport
freight, arrangements being
made with the Passamaquoddy ferry company for the carrying of passengers by
the latter line.

Belfast, Me

Pennyroyal Treatment

So there we had made a terrible try
To pump old ’Laritic ocean dry.
Over our rail ’twixt you and
We’d histed a good square mile of sea.
Blame me. But we
Was a darn sick crowd on the Nancy P.
[Holman F. Day in Lewiston Journal.

The corn canning factories are closing
after a most successful season, some of
them having broken all previous records.
The crop was large and of excellent quality, neither the drought nor the frosts succeeding in harming it greatly.

Uncontradicted

fLLKI)

TELEPHONED.

is the original and only FRENCH
Haft- and reliable care on the market. Price. $1.00; sent by mail.
(
nine sold only by
naine
MUDDY, Sole Agent, tleifast,
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Blacksmith

Belfast. Me.
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quality <.t

Anthracite and

STRONG DRINK SlSrffiKEWKSS

1

I

Ker-daw, ker-daw!

25c.

“I

FEED.

bay.

warehouse and

BUFFALO 1, Y.

1

I desire to say that I have been tak*
some time for catarrh,
and have found it an exoellent medicine,
giving me more relief than anything I
have ever taken.—W Y. Sullivan, Oxford, Miss.”

ing Po-ru-na for

|

J

Items.

('apt. M. J. Moriarty and a detail of
eight men from Co. I, Lewiston, Joseph
My rand, Michael II. Brogan, Henry 1\
Moriarty, Frank Davis, George Sears,
James A. Finn, Joseph Willett and Tlios.
F. McCarthy, tired a salute of 17 guns in
honor of Admiral Dewey at noon, Oct. 3d,
on the State House grounds,
Augusta.

Bane by LADTZ BROS, k t)0.
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lion. S. D. McEnery, United States
Senator from Louisiana, says the following in regard to Pe-ru-na:
“Pe-ru-na is an excellent tonic.
I
have used it sufficiently to 9ay that I
believe it to be all that you claim for it.
—S. D. McEnery, New Orleans, Louisi-

United States Senator Sullivan.

j

Those who know all the “signs” have
said that an abundant crop of
roundwood berries is indicative of a cold
winter with very much snow’.
If this is
The original crusaders of 1873 and 1874 i
so, the corning one will be more than seof Pittsburg and Allegheny, Pa., have
vere, as every tree of this species is literreorganized and inaugurated a movement ally loaded with berries.
to secure the national convention of the
At present there are 234 “guests” at
W. C. T. U., for Pit sburg in 1900.
The
invitation, which will be presented to the the Stale prison, and the prospects are
that the number will be increased to 250.
Seattle convention,Oct. 20, has been signLast year 239 were on the book, which
ed by all the temperance societies, ministeral associations, Young People’s Chris- was the largest number since the prison
Warden Smith says he has got
tian Associations, and the mayors of the opened.
all he can accommodate now, but Lie
two cities.
never turns anybody away.

A LAUNDRY SOAP—Containing all the Qualitie®
of the Finest Toilet and Bath Soaps.

those who have used it as an excellent
tonic and particularly effective as a cure
for catarrh.”

DRUGGISTS PGitt 50c PtRKJTTlL

—

Will Not Shrink Your
Flannels and Woolens.

JOE WHEELER’S CHARCE AT SAN JUAN HILL.
Major General Joseph Wheeler, com-1
manding the cavalry forces In front of |
Santiago and the author of “The San-1
tiago Campaign,” in speaking of the I
great catarrh remedy, Pe-ru-na, says: I
“I join with Senators Sullivan, Roach
and McEnery in their good opinion of
Pe-ru-na. It is recommended to me by

lady.

“You might have knocked me down
wiili a feather.
Nothing she had written
had given me the least hint of her being
Death of Capt. S. h. Shepherd.
of the fair sex: na\h what would to my
mind have done away with all suspicion,
Capt. Samuel E. Sheplieul, one of had 1 entertained
any, was that she had
Koekporths most prominent and esteemed j
taken my alterations in
her
citizens, died from the effects of a para- j always
sketches with the greatest good nature,
lytic shock, Oct. 1st. He was born, I As a
if
venture
to
hint
that
this
rule,
you
March "S.\, 1SJS, the son of Jotliam and
or that falls short of excellence in a
lady’s
Margaret Shepherd, residents of Rock- ;
she is surprised and by no
contribution,
port. He began going to sea at the age of means
other fault she
pleased.
Any
fourteen, gradually working upward, uu- !
til at the age of eighteen lie commanded j could have imagiued in her composition,
must excuse her remarking—
the sohoonei A. S. Eells.
He was mar- ; but—you
the paragraph in question was written
rieo in Huston to Miss Ellen 11.
Andrews, | with particular care,
and if excised the
daughter of Joseph Andrews of Rock- 1 vhole article
would be spoiled.
Miss
He followed the
port, in the year 1804.
Norman had acquiesced it. every suggessea
until about 1871, being master of j
several vessels during flu intervening tion, and never remonstrated, even tit. a
deletion.”
period, lu Es7_, the co-partnership of I
Shepherd, Jones A Co. was formed, of
Cruise of The Nancy I\
which lie was one of the partners, succeeding Merriam A Shepherd. The firm
We was jest outside with tlie Nancy P.
<• msisted of
Jot.ham Shepherd, Capt. R.
From Sheepscot bound lor Boston way;
E. Jones and the deceased, the former
We was one day out in a rollickin' sea
having established the business in 1S4.7.
With an orful leak seme we left the hay.
hi 1S70, Capt. Jones retired from the firm.
One day out w ith a terrible leak!
In 1880 Jotham Shepherd retired and 11.
(iau, we made that old pump squeak,
E. Shepherd was admitted, and the firm
Gad. we made her groan and hump,
Two at a turn on a stuldy lump.
name was changed to that of S. E. A 11.
Ker-ehonk. ker-chu:np
E. Shepherd, they continuing the busiWith and up yo-ho, and a down ker-bump.
ness under that name
until iS'Jg, when
Hie corporation »f S. E. A 11. L Shep- But the orful leak kept on the gain,
And tlie water came in like a mill race
hen.l company was formed and Samuel E.
fume;
Shepherd was elected President, which
We washed we staid on shore in Maine,
he
position
ably held until the time of Iris
For we reelly thought we was bound for
death.
He was depuly sheriff, having
doom
been appointed b\ A. T. Lowe in 1877, j
Bound for doom in a topsail tub,
and was appointed sheriff in 187S to till
F’ r we never thought we’d see the Huh,
out tire unexpired term of A. T. Lowe.
Braunl for doom with a load of plank,
Am! none know where the < Id tub sank.
He was nominated at the Republican
Ker-chink, ker-ehank!
county convention and elected sheriff by
But. still we danced that old pump crank.
a very handsome
majority the same fall,
holding the position during the term, de- Now the more we pumped, the worse she
poured,
clining to receive second nomination, but
And we gave our souls to the hand of God ;
was finally
prevailed upon to accept the For
spite that the scuppers belched and roarappointment of deputy sheriff under Ed.
ed,
<
Spaulding, Jan. 1881. He was a memShe was plumb, bang full by the soundin’
ber of the St. Raul Lodge, F. A A. M.. at
rod.
Roc-kport, the Key Stone Royal Arch
—Plumb, jam fail to the soaked old deck,
Full
to her doll-diirned, tarred old neck
Chapter, Rockland, and the Claremont
Couldn’t guess how she kept afloat.
Commandery. also of Rockland. The deWith the seaa-gozzlin' in her throat.
ceased is survived by a wife, one son,
Ker-dote, ker-dote'
.Joseph Shepherd, and a daughter, Mrs. J.
—The thug of the pump was a funeral
Fred Norwood of Kockport.
He was the
note.
brother of Hon. II. L. Shepherd, (.’apt.
O. 1'. Shepherd, and Mrs Julia Thorn- But we woggled on like a hale of hay,
And we set our teeth and we pumped with
dike of Kockport, and Capt. Frank Shepgroans;
herd of Camden.
And when we got to Boston bay
Our arms were stretched to our ankle
bon es.
On the 10Ml of I)ec» mber, lst'7. Rev. S A. j
Hands were the size of Lincoln hams.
Doiiahoe. pastor M. K. ehurrh, South Ft. I
Eyes bulged out like the horns of rams
Pleasant, \V. Ya., eontraeled a severe cold ;
LI

PRAISES PE-RU-NA FOR CATARRH.

Office for Rent
In Johnson Block. High street. City water and
modern improvements. Good location for a physician or dressmaker Apply to
POOR & SON.
Belfast. August 24. 1899,—tf34
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LOCALS.

SEARSPORT

Miss Georgia Ford has returned from
chester, Coun.

Williston Griunell

of

Camden

Royal &

Man-

was

in

y

Saturday.

town

Miss L. W. Edwards returned from Bos-

Wednesday.
Mrs. L. M. Sargent and

Mrs.

delicious and wholesome

Camden. Permission has been granted
by the board of selectmen to J. B. C. Adams
and H. M. Bean to extend their wharves
into tide waters twenty-two feet, which will
carry them to the channel as dug by the
government. Williston Grinnell is also intending to get authority to extend his
wharves.Albert Dean shot two deer
Thursday afternoon on the road from Lin-

Mrs. A. J. Parsons of Farmington is visiting her father, Nahum Webber.

Joseph E. Harding of Rochester, N. H..arrived by train Saturday evening.
Will Gabagau and F. Crosby secured tbe
deer in this vicinity Saturday.

Mrs. James G. Pendleton is visiting ber
sister, Mrs. Blanchard, iu Portland.

colnville Beach to the Centre.

J. B. Ames returned from a business trip
to Portland and Boston Wednesday.

Mrs. Benj. Tibbetts
Centre Montville.
of East Palermo is visiting her son, John
Tibbetts.James Woodbury of Morrill
threshed out 110 bushels of mixed grain in
three hours and ten minutes at F. A. Cushman’s last, Saturday-Loren Blake and
family have moved from the W. N. Foye
farm to the C. B. Hustus place.Robt. K.

Mrs. Cecil Paine of Bath is visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Sargent.
Mrs. D. S. Beals will have a millinery
opening Friday and Saturday of this week.
Amos Dow, 1st officer of ship A. J. Fuller,
arrived by steamer City of Bangor Tuesday.

James of Boston visited E. A.

Sargent, wlio is employed at Swift &
Paul's, Belfas.. is spending bis vacation in
Loo

town.
Miss Margaret
Sargent
liuery opening Thursday and Friday of this
week.
will have

a

Sprowl

last

of Middleboro,
Mass., is at F. L. Waterhouse’s-Mr. and
Mrs. Voluey Thompson recently visit .1 G.
week.J.

mil-

Hannum

W.

F. Morse, in Unity.... Freedom Grange was
the guest of Union Harvest Grange last Sat-

urday

Hollis Webber, who is employed in Norwich, Ct.. is spending a two weeks’ vacation

afternoon.

(Freedom.)

Smithton

James

Veva is

building an addition to his house. Ephraim Bragdon has been making repairs on
on
the
Sylvester place.
Frank Smart and Frank Gross, who have the buildings
Otis Harvey has built an L to his house and
been employed at Mt. Waldo, returned home
M. E. Pusher has been clapboarding and
Saturday.
his house. Fred L>avis is building a
painting
The foliowing letters are advertised at the
new shed.
Wilbur Penney has built a new
post office: K. W. Clark, A. H. Holms, Mrs. barn this summer and is now
repairing his
I M. King.
house. John Deane has clapboarded and
The Searsport Public Library has received
painted his house, making a great improve
an increase of books from the State Circulatment in the looks of the pla-'e.Quite a
ing Library.
number of our young people attended the
fair in Unity and report a good time.It
Mrs. Catherine E. Park will spend the
has been quite a common sight to see a deer
winter with her daughter, M-s. Amy Black,
around here during the sumuler. but none
m Maiden, Mass.
have been reported killed so far, though the
Mrs. J. B. Morse accompanied her daughhunters are many-Ephraim Bragdon has
ter. Mrs. E. Lappin, to Jersey City, where
gone to Massachusetts on business_Miss
she will spend the w’inter.
Bertha Oliver of Rockland, who has been
Mrs. Helen Crary, wrho spent the summer
visiting at Orison Pennev's, returned home
months at the old homestead, returned to
Monday. Her sister Ella accompanied her.
Koslindale, Mass., Monday.
-A little stranger lately came to the home
Schooner Caroline Kreischer,Capt. Charles of Mr. and Mrs. Wright Thompson, it is a
Ciusson, sailed for Bangor Tuesday with a girl... .James Sylvester has bought asteamto use in his mill and will soon be
cargo of brick from Mark's brick yard.
I engine
in town.

Jessie Nickerson’s advertisement of
jacket lost between Northport and Camden Oct. Gth will be noticed in
another column.
M.ss

a

dark silk lined

and a large delegation
from here attended the Waldo conference of
Congrega;:onal churches at Sandypoiut Tuesday afternoon.
Rev. l:. G. Harbutt

P. Whittier and son
Thomas, who have been the guests of Capt.
A. T. Whittier and wife, left by steamer
Penobscot Monday

Capt. and

Harry

Mrs. Frank

01

Francisco
R»
his

ami

Seattle.

last

sermon

Sunday evening

the recent

International Conference of Congregational
churches n Boston, and gave a very able
and
iteres iug discourse.
For

a

few weeks the

only Sunday evening

meeting of the Congregational church will
he the Christian Endeavor meeting from 7
t > .S o'clock.
All are invited, whether members of the Eudeavor society or not.
S. A. Prescott gave a farewell party
to
the young friends of her niece, Miss
Georgia Hammons, iast Friday evening.
Mrs.

Cake and km

cream were

served aud

a

very

pleasant evening enjoyed by those present.
The drama entitled the
Moonshiners’
daughter” is to be given at Union jtUdl
Friday evening, and will no doubt be fully
attended

the cast is

strong one and the
There
parts have been carefully assigned.
will be no stage waits, as between the acts
there will be vocal and instrumental music
and a whistling solo.
Tim

as

a

Searsport post office recently began

the sale uf the

money orders issued by
the government, and the records show that
Dr. E Hopkins bought the first one sold.
The records also snow that his daughter
Elia !>< ught tin* first order sold upon which
a war tax was

Was it

a

new

charged.

shipwreck

ready

or

excursion

party?

all kinds of

saw

is building an
extension on bis mill... J. L. Lewis of China
was in town last week in the interest of The
Homestead.... Mrs. V. A. Simmons has returned from Poston with a tine line of millinery. ..Mrs. W. L. Wilder and Mrs. Eliza
Weatherbee are visiting friends in New
Harbor-Eddie Darby of New York was
tlie guest of Mrs. Thayer last week_
Messrs. George aud Ellis Crane of Camden
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Frohock
Saturday and Sunday-Ivory Moore has
returned home from Rockland....
Wesley
Bowler end son of Rockland were in town
J.

Saturday.... L.

L.

Beau

C. Poor has

bought the

W. S. Cox house-Mr. and Mrs. B. B.
Toothaker of Belfast wen in town last Sun-

day-R.

F.

Dunton, Esq.

Belfast shot a
week....C. F.
Knight and wife aud Miss Mary Knight of
Roekport were guests of J. E. McFarland
lust Sunday-Rally Day at the M. E. Sunday school was a success. Every teacher
was present, tifty-six scholars answered to
the roll call, and greetings were sent from
Rev. E. H. Boynton of Bangor, Rev. M. F.
Bridgham of Militown, Rev. Wesley Wiggin of Roekport, Mass aud Mrs. A. T. Muzzy of Somerville. Mass-A humming bird
deer

riew

iu

«

f

the Wilson farm last

on

through

an

open window at

Mrs. S.

Bean’s and is apparently happy Hitting
about among the blossoming plants. Mrs.
Beanihung a cage in a sunny window for him.
and he alights aud eats of the syrup which
she has prepared for him.
S-

Islesboro. S G. Dixon of Philadelphia has
bought three lots of land of the Islesboro Land
& Improvement Co. at Dark Harbor. ..Morrison

&

McDonald of Belfast received two

cargoes of lumber aud material by sell. Senator the past week, for Dark Harbor cottages.

Geo. Boynton aud Miss Farnsworth
of Massachusetts, assisted by Miss Alice
Pendleton of Islesboro, gave a concert Tuesday and Wednesday evenings for the benefit
of the Baptist church-Miss Jane Pendleton, an aged lady wTho has a habit of smoking* get her clothes on fire from a lighted
match Tuesday aud was badly burned_
Mrs. J. F. Grindle, Mrs. Inez Pendleton,
Miss Brina C. Pendleton, Mrs. Helen E.
-Mrs.

Eaton. In Little Deer Isle, September 25,
Elzetta Eaton, aged 8 years, 3 months, 7 days.
Johnson. In Belfast, October 5, Andrew'W.
Johnson, aged 50 years, 5 months and 23 days.
Johnson. In Brownville, October 2, Frank C.
Johnson Of Atkinson, aged about 35 years.
Jordan. In Searsmont, October 5, Mrs. Harriet Jordan, aged 75 years.
Jonathan
In Belfast, Oct. 8,
Knowles.
Knowles, aged 66 years, 8 months ami 2 days.
P’Chards. In Frankfort, Septemner 28, Mrs.
Susanna (Ginn) Richards, a native of Vinalhaven.
Shepherd.
In Roekport, October 1, Samuel
Edwin Shepherd, a native of West Roekport,
aged 61 years. 6 months. 5 days.
Sargent. In Brooklin, September 20. Mrs.
Anna C. Sargent, aged 67 years, 11 months, 17

Darien. Ga, Oct. 6. Ar, sch Flora Rogers,
Fraucis, Camden.
Savannah, Oct 7. Ar, sch Wm E Downes,
Boston ; Jose Olaverri, New York.

days.

In Bluehill, October 2, Joseph
Stover.
Stover, aged 77 years,
Weed. In Rockland, October 2. Riley Weed, a
native of Roekport, aged 31 years
Warren. In Islesboro, Oct. 6. Josie A. Warren. aged 26 years, lo months and 17 davs.
Waterhoi’se. In Searsport, Oct. 8th, Margaret Waterhouse, aged 84 years.

PORTS.

Digbv, NS,

Oct 2
Passed in, schr Hattie
Me G Buck, New York for Bridgeton.
Shanghai, Oct 3
Sailed, ship M nuel
Llaguno, Small, Hong Kong and New' York.
Arrived bark Alice
Barbados, Oct 4.

Fuller, New* York.
Vera Cruz, Sept 24. Sailed, bark Doris,
Punta Gorda.
Honolulu, Sept 26 Arrived, bark Iolaui
(Haw). McClure New York.

York

•

What

Ship E B Sutton. Carver, New
Philadelphia for San Francisco,

via

and

of people all anxious to tell about the benefits received from the use of Doan’s Kidney Tills, the

of her sails.
Schr Winslow Morse, Newfrom
ton,
Bangor for New York, lumber
laden, put in here leaking at the rate of 1.8C0 strokes per hour. She hauled out on the
blocks aud repaired the leak, aud is ready
to proceed.
some

Boston, Oct 5,

Chatham, Oct. 5,

Wreckers

are

Gentleman Says only CorStory of Thousands.

the

If the particulars related by this tiller of the
soil indirectly were not similar to hundreds of
resident’s of Belfast, the reader might have some
cause to doubt them, but when there are scores

Sept 12. lat 9 S, Ion 44 VV.
Nassau, NP. Oct. 2.
Brig Havillah, Richardson, from Bahia for Philadelphia* before
reported here iu distress, has lost maintoprnast

This

robates

MISCELLANY.

greatest skeptic in Belfast

must

be convinced.

Bead this:
C. L. Allen, who lives in Somerset

Mr.

Co.,

Canaan T. O., between Skowhegan and Titts
field, says: “My kidneys had troubled me a great
deal for a long time. At night I could not lie in
bed on account of pain through the small of my
near

lightering

the deckload of schr Delaware, which went
ashore this morning on Sliovellul Shoal.
There is a possibility of floating the vessel,
il the weather continues favorable.
Boston, Oct. 4. The agents of sch Henry
Crosby, trorn Philidelpliia July 30 for Sail
Juan, PR, have received word from Capt
Bennett that he was claiming demurrage at
San Juan for delay iu discharging his
cargo
of coal.
It was feared the vessel had been
lost iu the September gales.
The mammoth steel
Bat.li, Oct. 3.
ship
Edward Sewall was launched from the yard
of her builders, Arthur Sewall & Co., at
eleven o’clock to-day.
She was christened
by Miss Blauche Sewafl.
The vessel is the
98th one of the staunch rleet built on the
Kennebec by the Sewalls, and is the fourth
steel vessel constructs 1 by the firm.
Norfolk, Oct 5, Capt. Skoltield wife aud
crew of schr Cariie a Lane of
Bath, were
brought iu here to-day y fir steamer Rhofrom New Orleans for
Hamburg,
f he Carrie A. Lane sailed from
Carrabelle,
Fla. Sept 14 with a cargo for Noank, Ct, aud
was abandoned Oct 3d, in a
sinking condition. She was owned by Arthur Sewall and
others of Bath.

back.

It was difficult for me to stoop or do any
lifting. I found great relief in the use of Doan’s
Kidney Tills. 1 am not annoyed at night since
using them and I sleep well. My wife was
troubled with backache and other symptoms of
kidney complaint. After using Doan’s Kidney
Tills she agrees with me in believing them to be a
re iable kidney medicine.”
.lust such emphatic endorsement can be had
right here in Belfast. Call at Kilgore A: Wilson’s
drug store and ask what customers report.
Doan’s Kidney Tills are sold tor fifty cents per
box by all dealers or will be mailed on receipt of
price by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, X. Y., sole
agents lor the T. S.
Remember the name—DOAVS—and
substitute.

take

no

GREAT REDUCTION IN FARES.
to

Boston to

$2.25.

navigation.
Mass., Oct. 5.
The Maine
schooner Delaware, bound from Bangor to
Yiueyard Haven for orders with a cargo of
lumber, struck on Shovelful early this mornace to

Chatham

ing. The vessel was hoarded by the crew of
the Mouomoy life saving station and
by
their assistance she was Moated.
Her hull
evidently had been badly damaged, for she
was no more than clear of the shoal when
the bow suddenly plunged dowuward and
the Delaware sank iu deep water. The
captain aud sailors escaped iu the life-savers’
boat, and were lauded at
Mouomoy.
1 Harters.
Ship Iroquois, New York to
San Francisco, general cargo,
pt. Nov, Dec.
Ship Ed. Sewall, (new) 5CJ0 tons, d w, Baltimore to San
Francisco, coal $7 50. Ship
Luzon, New York to Honolulu, general
cargo, p t
Ship Paul Revere, Singapore to New York, general cargo, at or
about $15,043
Sch Mabel Jordan. Philadelphia to Rio Janeiro, ice, etc.,
Sch

Waldo

October tirst,

Commencing Monday,

tween

$2.25.

Oct. 10, 3 899, fare beBelfast and Boston reduced from $3.00 to

Fare between Searsport and Boston reduced
from $3.10 to $2.30 and a proportionate reduc
tion made in the price of through tickets between
Boston and all landings on the Penobscot River.
The prices of rooms accommodating two persons
each, is reduced from $2.00 and $1.50 to $1.50
and $1 00 each.
Steamers Penobscot and City of Bangor will
leave Belfast, alternately, for Boston via Camden
and Rocklaud, Mondays, Wednesday,
Thursdays
and Saturdays at (about) 2.30 p. m.
For Bangor via way-landings, Tuesdavs, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays, at about 8 00 a.
m., or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.
RETURNING

From Boston via way-landings, Mondays, Tues
days. Thursdays and Fridays at 5 00 p m.
From Bangor via way-landings, Momlavs, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 11.00 a. m.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l. Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL. Gen’l Manager, Boston

|

Waldo

BAILEY’S PATENT

...AT...
!

Francis’ Shoe Store.
Sheriff’s Sale.
STATE OF MAINE. WALDO 88.
In accordance with a decree of the Supreme Judicial Court within and for the County of Waldo
and State of Maine, sitting in equity, made and
entered on the twenty-eighth day of September,
A. D. 1899, in the case of Belfast Machine &
Foundry Company in equity against Aaron B.
Snow, I shall sell at public auction on the lot
hereinafter described, to the highest bidder, on
the thirty first day of October, A. D. 1899, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, the saw mill situated on
the homestead farm of said Aaron B. Snow, in
Jackson, in said County of Waldo, and about
eight rods easterly of his stable, and the lot of
land on which said saw mill stands, not exceeding
two acres in extent, to be set otr by me at the
time of said sale.
Dated this tenth dav of October, A. D. 1899.
SAMUEL Gr, NORTON, Sheriff.

at

Sterling silver shoe spoon
purchaser this week only.

given

each

WANTED
38tf

80 Main

Street,

Probably

3.25 to 1.OS

•.

2.25 to

sold.

.OS

did

LORD,
Belfast.

half of

goods

left.

stock !

ouv

But there

still

are

sonn

There are

WOOLEN GOODS,

$2.75

SHAWLS,
They

Paisli y Shawls

COTTON GOODS and
COTTON and WOOL GOOh

can’t be beaten at j4.( J.

in all colors,

Blues, Browns,
Dreys, Blacks, Cardinal, Whin

$1.75

only

Tans and Yellow at

VELVETS

U 1-2c,9 12 1 -2c., 17c,

Marked down from 00c. and 70c. and
si.00, all in one heap at only

(i‘ifc.,[75c.,
and
our

Jackets!
Jackets!!

some

Come and see them.
They are last year's
styles, hut the prices are about li.l Li'
vvhat it costs to produce the <>oods.

at 98c.

Children's Corset Waists reduced
from 50c. to
from ooc. to

We

5Sc
2*>e
15c

to

our r,;

Examine

the--

•

They
esting

spe> : t.
dress mai
Moreens, best quality, only.
:r>
Castings. .O' -! rs
ire

to

■

One 1"? "l

Made from line French coutil, longwaist, drab and white. Retails regularly at $2.00.

s!

we

lots and hasten

JVTLrV^r'
I

at

Ladies’ Corset Waists reduced from
$1.00 and >1.2.'* to only

a very few better ones,
windows next FRIDAY a,

URDAY, on these days
some special offerings

Jackets!!!

CORSE I S

lUc.

25c., .25c., 57c., 42c.,

Others at (>5c. and 75c.

One
One

>ib

.onl IV

>i.i-

mi.

1 or.. inly..
lot 2f»e. Fmvulines o ay.
lot 2.“":. • «»rton Sarahs "ii >
..

...

n
Hump ilook< aii'l Kyes always
Spring H-m k> a ml L><-> .•«::>.

Linen Thread.
Coarse Thread

t

heavy

<-r

w

u

v.

Best l'ins..
Common Fins.
...

Safety Fins, ail >i/.r-.
Rubber Corset C.o ms only.
Linen

4

••
..

close out our entire stock, and when am
is gone we shall ha\e no more of it, and as we have only a
time in which to clean up the stock, purchasers must com.
are to

H. A. STAHRETT,
of Maine.

Waldo ss.
| Taken this 12 th day of October, A. 1). 1899. on
| execution dated the 3d day of October, A. I). 1899,
issued on a judgment rendered bv the Suprt me
Judicial Court tor the County of Waldo, at the
term thereof begun and held on the 3d Tuesday of
i September, A. I). 1899, on the 9th dav ot 'the
term, being the 28th day ol September. A. I).
1899, in favor ol Elijah t. Bessey of Brooks, in
the County of Waldo, collector of taxes for the
town of Brooks for the years 1897 and
1898,
j against Olive A. Huberts of
Searsport, in the
County of Waldo, for the sum of twenty-one dollars and thirty cents, debt or damage and ten dollars and seventy-tlm e cents costs of suit, and will
be sold at public auction at the law office of K. W.
Brown, Jr., in brooks, in said County, to the highest bidder, on Saturday, the 18th
day of November, A. D. 1899, at 1<> o’clock and 35 minutes in
the forenoon, the following described real estate
and all the right, title and interest which the said

:

Olive A. Robei.s has and had in and to the same
on
the 25th day of August. A. D. 1899, at 3
o’clock in the afternoon, the time when the same
was attached on the writ in the same suit, to wit
two certain lots or parcels of real estate situated
in the town of Brooks and County of Waldo and
bounded and described as follows, viz: the first
parcel being known as the Seth Roberts'farm;
bounded on the north by the south line of the town
ol Monr« e and lands of Horace Robeits and C. F.
Bessey; on the east by the Waterville lot, (socalled); on the south by land of C. F. Bessey, and
on the west by land of S. Hall, and
being a part
of Lot No. 10, 1st division, according to tin* | lan
of S lid town of Brooks
The s econd parcel being
known as the Watei ville lot and the Joseph Evans
lot; bounded on the north by the Belfast and
Moosehead Lake Railroad; on the east by lands -d
R. 1L Clifford and A. E. Dow; on the south by
land of N. A. Cilley; on the west by land of the
estate of C. H. Reynolds and the road leading
over (lould Hill and tlie Seth Roberts’ farm.
Dated this 12th of October. A. I> 1899.
ISAAC LEATHERS, Deputy Sheriff.

SHERIFFS SALE.
State of Maine. Waldo as.
Taken this 12th day of October, A. ]>. 1809. on
execution dated the 3d day of October, A I>. 1899,
issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial Com t for tlie County of Waldo, at the term
of said Court begun and held at Belfast, in said
County.on the 3d Tuesday of September. A. 1). 1890,
on the 9th day of the term, being the 28th dav of
September, A. 1). 1899, in favor of A. J. Webb of
Jackson, in said County of Waldo, collector of
taxes for the town of Jackson, in said Countv, for
the year 1898, against A. B. Snow of said Jackson, particularly ihe S. C. Snow farm, it being Lot
No. 78 of Range 1, and Lot No. 79 ol Range 2, ac
cording to the plan of the town of Jackson, in said
County, containing 91 acres, situated in said town
of Jackson, for the sum of thirty nine dollars and
ninety cents, debt or damage, and ten dollars and
seventy nine cents costs of suit, and will be sold
at public auctioi at the law office of F. W. Brown,
Jr., in Brooks, in said County, to the highest bidder, on Saturday, the 18th day of November. A.
1). 1899, at 10 o’clock and f> minutes in the forenoon, the above described real estate situated in
Jackson, in the County ot Waldo, to wit the 9.
C. Snow farm, it being Lot No. 78 of Range 1,
and Lot No. 79 of Range 2, according to tne plan
of the town of Jackson, containing 91 acres.
Dated this 12th day of October, A. I). 1899.
ISAAC LEATHERS, Deputy Sheriff.

SOROSIS.

Custom coat and pant makers by
H. L.

DRESS GOODS

•• •

ill Street. Bel!

SHERIFFS SALE.

Sale.

women

“

“

State

THE DINSMORE STORE.

LOST
Between Northport and Camden, Wednesday,
Oct. 5th, a ladies’ dark jacket lined with silk.
The finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving
at the post office, Searsport. or corresponding
with the subscriber.
JESSIE NICKERSON,
Iw41*
Searsport, Oct. 12,1899.

shoe for

in economical

harves

a

SPECIAL OPEElilX(1 IX

SOROSIS,
new

reaped

Marked down from $ 7.50 to $4 05
•*
5.50 to 2.OS

ss.

ss.

stock

our

move

as

MACKINTOSHES

STATE OF MAINE. WALDO 88
In accordance with a decree of the Supreme Judicial Court within and for the County ot Waldo
and State of Maine, sitting in
equity, made and
entered on the twenty eighth day of September,
A. 1>. 1899, in the ease of Albert C. B irgess in
equity against Edgar F. Hanson, I shall sell at
public auction on the lot hereinafter described, to
the highest bidder, on the twenty-first day ol < )ctober, A. I). 1899. at ten o'clock* in the forenoon,
the dwelling house and stable of the said Edgar
F. Hanson, situated in Belfast, iu said County of
Waldo, on a lot of land bounded and described as
follows, to wit: Beginning on the westerly side of
Northport avenue at the southeasterly corner of
land formerly of one Banks, and the northeasterly corner of land of said Edgar F. Hanson ; thence
on said Banks’ line north eiglity-four
degrees ami
twenty five minutes west, four hundred and forty
feet to an iron bolt in the ground; thence south
six degrees and forty five minutes east, parallel
with Northport avenue, three hundred and thirtysix teet to an iron bolt at Wight street; thence
south eighty four degrees and t wenty live minutes
east on said Wight street four hundred and
forty
feet to an iron bolt at Northport avenue; thence
northerly by said Northport avenue three hundred
and thirty six feet to the place of
beginning.
Dated this tenth day of October, A. D. 1899.
SAMUEL G. NORTON, Sheriif.

The

to

purchases, and
lines
are
others
are
gone,
many
completely
badly broken, v,
still
are
intact.
Wherever
we
have
a badly h;
a
few
only
line there you wall find a chance to buy cheaper than ever !
And throughout cur entire store you will find bargains of
description. Below we mention a few of our many bargau

ss

Taken this 12th day of October A. I). 1 S'.>9, on
execution dated the 3 1 day of October. A. D. 1899.
issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme
Judicial Comt for ilie County of Waldo, at. the
term of said Court begun and held at Belfast, in
said County, on the 3d Tuesday of September A.
1). 1899, on the 9tli day of the term,
being the
28th day of September. A. I). 1899, in favor of A.
J. Webb of Jackson, in said County of Waldo,
collector of taxes for the town of Jackson, in the
County of Waldo, for the year 1 898, against, A. B.
Snow of said Jackson, and particularly the homestead farm of A. B. Snow, it being Lot No 1 1 2 of
Range 4. and Lot No. 138 of Range 4, and Lot No.
137 of Range 6, according to the plan of said town
ot Jackson, containing one hundred and
ninety
acres, situated in said town of Jackson, for the
sum of twenty nine dollars and forty cents, debt
or
damage, and ten dollars and seventy nine cents
costs of suit, and will be sold at public auction at
the law office of F. W. Brown, Jr., in Brooks, in
said County, to the highest bidder, on Saturday,
tie 18ili day of November, A. I). 1899, at l‘o
o’clock and 10 minutes in the forenoon, the above
described real estate situated in Jackson, in the
County of Waldo, to wit: the homestead farm of
said A. B. Snow, it being Lot 112 of Range 4 and
Lot No. 138 of Range 4, and Lot No. 137 ot Range
6, according to the plan of said town ot Jackson,
containing one hundred and ninety acres.
Dated this 12th day of October.*A. D. 1899.
ISAAC LEATHERS, Deputy Sheriif.

Sheriff’s

obliged

now

tomers have

SHERIFF'S SALE.
State of Maine.

be

to

other parties were negotiating
Bat
bv gracious consent of our la
occupy.
we are permitted to remain for a few weeks more to do.In order to do this as quickly as posse
our entire stock.
has been necessary to make great sacrifices in price. Our

store we

Taken this 12rh la\ ol October, A. 1). 1899, on
execution Hated the 3d day of October. A. I). I 899,
u
issued
a
judgment lendered bv the Supreme
Judicial Court lor the County of'Waluo. at the
term of said Court begun ami held at Belfast., in
said County, on tl e 3d Tuesday of September. A.
D. 1899, on the ‘nil day of the te in.
being the
28th day of September, A
I>. 1X99. in lavor of
Elijah T. Bessey of Brooks, in said County, collector of taxes for the town of Brooks, iii said
County, for the year 1898, against Webber It
Stimpson of said Blocks, and pariicukuly thereat
estate oyvned or .n possession of said V'ebhei It.
Stimp on on the first day of April. A. I>. 1898,
situated in said Brooks and no mled as follows, to
wit: on the north by lands of J. B. MeTaggart and
W. C. Howe; on the east by the road leading by
the house of !).<». Stimpson,and on the south and
'vest by land of C. F. Bessey, for the sum of one
dollar and se\ei ty-five cents, debt or damage, and
ten dollars and seven cents, costs of suit, and will
be sold at public auction at the
w office of F. W.
brown, Jr in slid Brooks, to the highest bidder,
on
Saturday, the 18th day of November. A. 1).
1899, at 10 o’clock and 30 minutes in the forenoon, the above described real estate situated in
said Brooks, and being the same owned by or in
possession of said Webber K. Stimpson outlie first
day of April, A. 1). 1898, bounded on the north by
lands of J. B MeTaggart and W- C. Rowe; on the
east by the road leading by the bouse of I) (J.
Stimpson, and on the south and west bv land of
C. F. Bessey.
Dated this 12th day of October, A. I). 1899.
ISAAC LEATHERS, Deputy Sheriff.

WINTER RATES.

Belfast

Waldo

expected

had

y^ytE

SHERIFFS SALE.
State of 31 aiue..

desia,^

The Boston schooner Newton, which was
abandoned Sept 12. while on a passage from
Ship Island, Miss, to San Juan, Porto Rico,
anil whose crew arrrived home a few davs
ago. was passed last Thursday in lat 27° 40
N, Ion 09° W, by the steamer Caracas, at
New York from Curacua and Porto Rico.
She was burned to the eater’s edge, with
her donkey pump and water tank standing.
Her cargo of lumber was
keeping the wreck
atioat, and she constituted a dangerous men-

WHAT WE ARE DOING1

Taken this 12th day of October, A. D. 1899. on
execution dated the 3d day >f October, A. I). 1899,
issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme
Judicial Court tor the County of'Waldo, at the
term of said Court begun and'held at Belfast, in
said County, ou the 3d Tuesday of September, A.
D. 1899,on the 9th day of the term, being the
28ih day of September, A D. 1899, in favor <.f
Elijah T Bessey of Brooks, in said County, col
lector of taxes for the t< wn of Brooks, in said
County, for the year 1898, against Amrenia Lenfest of >ai<l Brooks, and particularly the real estate owned by or in possession of said Amrenia
Lenfest on tile first day of Ap-il, A. I). 1898, situated in said Brooks, and bounded as follows, to
wit: on the nortn by land of P. B. Clifford and
the Monroe town line; on the east
by land of V. G.
White and the Monroe town line ; on the south by
lands of W. N. Crosby, ILL. Elwell and A. E Dow;
on the west
by the Belfast road ami land of a. E.
Dow, for the sum of fifteen dollars and seventyfive cents, debt or damage, and ien dollars and
thirty one cents, costs of suit, am! will be sold at
public auction at the law office of F. W. Brown,
Jr., in Brooks, in said County, to the highest bidder, on Saturday, the 18tli 'day of November. A.
D. 1899, at 10 o’clock ami 25 minutes in the forenoon, the above described real estate, situated in
said Brooks, and described as follows, to wit: it
being tlie same real estate owned by or in possession of said Amrenia Lenfe-r on the first day of
April. A. D. 1898, bounded on the north by land
of B. P. ClifToid and the Monroe town line; on the
east by land of F. G. White and the Monroe town
line; on the south by lands of W. N Crostiy. H L.
Elwell and A E I>ov ; on the west by tin* Belfast
road and land of A. E. Dow.
Dated this 12th day of October, A. D. 1899
ISAAC I EATHERS, Deputy Sheri If.

bark Herbert

MARINE

g

SHERIFF’S SALE.
State of Maine.

ar,

olive bottle found in uncle Sam’s
reef near steamboat wharf, contained five
pieces of pasteboard on which were written
with a lead pencil that scarcelv more than
scratched the following names: R. C. Hig-. Ryder and daughter Gaylie went to Bangor
Friday for a short visit and to attend the
gins. Alma Higgins, Alice Hodgkins, Mrs.
Musical Festival-Maurice and Arthur
Libbart.
If living will some one of those
Dec.^
Decker returned home Tuesday after a six
named communicate with the Searsport
days hunt in the woods, with three deer and
postmaster ?
fox.Mr. Folwell is having a log cabin
£1,500.
The history of the 2<>th Me. Regt., which
Herald, Crandon, Florida, to Port Spain,
built on what is known as Warren’s Islumber, $9 50. Sch Celia F, Jacksonville to
was delayed for the engravers in Boston to
which he bought a short time ago.... i New York, kiln dried lumber $7.25
Sch
add a few more pictures, will be in the land,
Willie L NewtoD, Brunswick to New York
and Mrs. Geo. A. Warren were called
hands of the committee for delivery in a few Capt.
lumber $6 87 1-2, 40 M per day.
Sell
home this week to the death bed of their
Florence Leland, same. Sch Mary L Crosby,
The edition is to be equally divided
days.
daughter Josie, who died Friday morning. , same, p t. Sch F C Pendleton, New York
among the committee,and those who wish to
to Savannah, oats $1.35 per ton.
She
had
Sch Magbeen
an invalid for a number of
receive a copy are requested to send one dolgie Mulvey, Bangor to New York, lumber
years. The funeral took place Sunday at
lar to J. W. Black, Searsport, Me., and the
$2.i5. Sch R W Hopkins, Sabine Pass to
10 a. m., with prayer and remarks by Dea. J.
Philadelphia, lumber $8. Sch R Bowers,
book will be mailed to them, free of cost, as
Crandon to New York, lumber $7 and river
F. Grindle.Mrs. Eva Mansfield returned
per vote of the association The book contains
Sch Helen G Moseley, Dariau to
towage.
to her home in Lynn, Mass., last Monday_
more than 300 pages.
New York, lumber $7.
Coal freights: Sch
Mrs. S. D. Sprague aud Miss Flossie Adams charlotte T Sibley, Baltimore to
New York,
C. F. Hill went up to the Gilkey pasture
75 cents.
Sch Carrie E Pickering, Weehawwent to Lynn, Mass last Monday to spend
Sunday to show his brother some young
ken to Salem, 75 cents.
Sch Mark Pendlethe winter.
stock that he had pastured there.
ton, Edgewater to Bangor, 90 cents.
He was
Sch
Post Boy, Perth Amboy to Bangor, $1.
Sch
surprised to find a tine Jersey heifer dead,
Kate Walker, same.
Sch Florence Leland,
SHIP
NKJWS.
and an examination found she had been hit
Perth Amboy to Portland, 75 cents. Sch E J
with nine buck shot,
Pendleton, Pt Johnson to Salem, 65 cents.
evidently by some
Sch
Levi Hart,Newburgh to Belfast,75 cents.
gunner who mistook her for a deer—as quite
PORT OF BELFAST.
Sch Georgia. V.’eehawkeu to Boston. 70
a number of deer nave been seen in that
ARRIVED.
cents.
Sch Hau.ie H Barbour, Philadellocality. Mr. Hill is very positive his susOct 5. Schs P M Bonney, Burgess, Vinal- phia to Baugor, $1.15
t heights.
1 lie h reight Circular of Brown
of
who
did
the
picions
shooting are correct, haven; Henry Whitney, Welch, Bangor; &
Co., New York, reports for the week endand as soon as he can secure enough testi- Senator, Rich, Islesboro.
ing Oct. 7th ; There has been no increase in
SAILED.
the offerings of large tonnage for long voymony the party is likely to hear from him.
age trades, owners being yet opposed to
It is suggested by some of our
Oct 5. Schs Abbie C Stubbs, Whitney,
citizens,
the acceptance of business based upon recent
and those of Swanville who know that Bangor.
fixtures for case oil to the far East, aud
Oct 7.
Schs T W Dunn, Bond, Brunsthere are a few discrepancies in the article
general cargo to the Colonies.
Barrel
wick; Lizzie Williams, Caudage, Boston;
petroleum
tonnage continues in very limited
written by the correspondent of the New Ilenry Whitney, Welch, Onset; P M Bonbut as the supply of suitable vesrequest,
Vinalhaven.
York Sun and published in The Journal last ney, Burgess.
sels does not increase to any appreciable exweek, to say that evidently the
tent, previous rates are sustained.
For
AMERICAN PORTS.
correspondlumber tonnage to the River Plate there
ent got beyond the Swanville line before
New York, Oct. 3. Ar, schs Celia F, An- continues a steady moderate inquiry, with
the article was written, as no liquids are dis- drew
Nebinger, George Nebinger, and Men- rates quoted about as before, sav $i3 from
Gulf ports to Buenos Ay re 1, $9 from Boston,
pensed in that town. Then, Clark Marden awa, Bangor; Anna Pendleton, Patterson,
Mt. Desert; sld, sch Levi Hart, Newburg for
$9 50 from Portland, and $10 50 from outside
don’t live very near the lake; never
kept Belfast; 4, ar,
brig Telos, Bangor; schs Flora Provincial ports Tonnage for lumber and
any ducks, and is too good to ever avenge
Condon and Kit Carson, do; John Shay,
general cargo to Brazil and other South
the loss of anything. The probabilities are
American countries is in moderate demand,
Belfast for Newark; 5, ar, schs MVB Chase,
but
the rates bid are somewhat below ownthat the writer got the old Maddock’s story Charleston; Wm Slater, Bangor; G, ar, schs
ers’ limits, therefore little business is comPenobscot, Mary Ann McCann and Laurel,
a little mixed.
It seems that about ten
Bangor; Herald, Lowell, Turk’s Island via pleted. During the week a vessel of 320
years ago Mr. Maddocks had a large flock New
Haven; 7, passed Hell Gate, schs tons, secured 87 1 2 cents per bbl. hence to
Maceio.
Port Reading for Bangor; Hannah
Numerous orders for the West
Rabboni,
of geese chased up Goose river
by a sea ser- F
Carlton, Hoboken for Belfast; 8, ar, schs Indies are in market, and as tonnage offers
pent, which had several times before ap- Helen
G Moseley, New Bedford for Phila- sparingly for coal, lumber and general
peared in the stream, but had never annithere has been no change in current
hilated the whole flock until this occasion. delphia; Odell, McDonough, Bangor; passed cargo,
Hell Gate, sch Eliza J Pendleton, Amboy
rates.
Coasting lumber tonnage continues
By the way the same sea serpent, or some- for
in
Hell
sch
A
9,
Portsmouth;
Gate,
demand, and the market yet retains a
passed
thing that looked very much like him, has W Ellis,
New York for Rockland.
We quote Brunsfairly
steady
appearance,
been seen recently in the bay between
wick to New York $6 87 1 2, and Fernandiua
Boston, Oct. 3. Ar, sch A Hayford, Ryan,
Moose Point and the Bluff, again heading
sch Sarah W Lawrence, Alzo $7,12 1-2. Colliers to the East are meeting
Belfast;
4,
cld,
for Goose river stream, and we hope to give
M Carter, Norfolk; 6, ar sch Susan N Pick- with fair attention, and previous rates are
a full account of his travels soon.
ering, Brunswick; Winslow Morse, Bangor sustained with a good show of steadiness.
A srnail

days.

age.

Aiar/cet

>

Converse. In Newton, Kansas, Sept. 5, Wm.
Hubbard Converse, aged 62 years, 5 months. 28

fears were entertained by her agent,
arrived here safely to-day, 17 days from
Turk’s Island for Portland. Reports heavy
weather on passage, but sustained no dam-

Retail

Price.

bounded and described as follows, viz: bounded
on the north by lands of C. E. Lane, J. B. McTaggart, Webber R. Stimpson and by Marsh stream ;
on the east
by lands of Webber R. Stimpson and
J. (1. Stimpson ; on the south by land of E.T. Page
and the town road; on the west by lands of J. it.
McTaggart and W. P Sinclair, and being a part
of Lot No. f>0, 1st division, according to the plan
of said town, for the sum of twenty-nine dollars
and seventy cents, debt or damage, and ten dollars
and forty-five cents, costs of suit, and will be sold
at public auction at. the law office of F. W. Brown,
Jr in said Brooks, to the highe-t bidder,on Saturday, tlie 18til day of November, A. I). 1899, at 10
o’clock and 15 minutes in the forenoon, the above
described real estate, situated in Brooks, in the
County of Waldo, to wit; the real estate owned
by the said ('. F. Bessey on the first day of April,
A. I>. 1898, bounded and described as follows,
viz: bounded ou the nonli by lands of C. E Lane.
J. B. MeTaggart, Webber R. Stimpson and by
Marsh stream on the east by lands of Webber It.
Stimpson and ,1. G. Stimpson; on the south by
lands of E. T. Page and the town road; on the
west by lands of J. B. McTaggart and W. P. Sinclair. and being a part of Lot No. 50, 1st division,
according to the plan of said town.
Dated this 12th day of October, A. D. 1899.
ISAAC LEATHERS, Deputy Sheri IT.

DIED.

vessel

Spoken.

Searsmont.

Hope.

Vineyard Haven. Oct. G. Sch Henry
Crosby of Bangor, for the safety of which

0(27
Veal, #> lb,
17
Wool, unwashed,
3 50(25 00
Wood, hard,
3
09
50(tt4
soft,
Wood,

State of Maine. Waldo ss
Taken this 12th day of October, A. D. 1899, on
execution dated the 3d day <>f October, A. D. 1899,
issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme
Judicial Court for the County of Waldo, at the
term of said Court begun and held at Belfast, in*
saiil County, on the 3d Tuesday of September, A.
D. 1899,00 the 9th day of the term, being the
28th day of September, A. D. 1899, in favor of
Elijah T. Bessey (d Brooks, in the County of Waldo. collector oi taxes for the town of Brooks, in
said County, for the year 1898, against C. F.
Bessey of Brooks, in said County, and particularly the real estate wned by him on the first (lay of
April, A. D. 1898, situated in said Brooks, and

Pa yson-Tolm an. in Camden, September IS,
Everett H. Payson and Ada A. Tolman, both of
Camden.
Towlk-Pa'I fEitsoN. In East Boston, Sept. 25,
Frederick J. Towle, and Miss Allie L. Patterson,
both of East Boston.
Youno-Gilkey. In Haverhill, Mass., October
4, at the First Baptist parsonage, by Rev. Charles
T. Morgan, Ezra Young and Mrs Jennie Gilkey,
both of Camden, Me.

land.

POWDER.

SHERIFFS SALE.

Nevells-Hctchinson. In Stonington, September 21, Mr. Harry Nevells and Miss Emma
Hutchinson, both of Stonington.
Payson-Hobbs. In Camden, September 20,
Geo. B. Payson ami Sarah A. Hobbs, both of

Port Reading, Oct. 3. Cld, sch Rabboni,
Lord, Baugor.
Jacksonville, Oct. 4. Ar, brig Jenn e
Hulbert, New York;
Perth Amboy, Oct. 5. Sld, sch Post Boy,
Bangor; 8, sld, sch Florence Lelaud, Port-

Reed, Sierra Leone (captain sick); 5,

lietail

WASHING

Woman's Best Friend
Dirts Worst Enemy

Paid Producers
6 00(210 00
6^t6 1-2
12
25(235
Lamb Skins.
6
lb,
Mutton,
Oats,
l>u, 32 lb, 25(230
30to35
Potatoes,
5
Round Hog,
6 00(a.7 00
ton,
Straw,
10(217
It),
p
Turkey,
1 1-223
Tallow,
Prices

50(360 Hay, £> ton,
ft, 4&5 Hides, P lb,
l 30(31 40 Lamb, p lb,

1 30(314 0
1 60(%l 60
16,320
(xo.9
40(34d
10
18
50(375
14315
20
10(311
13® 15

DL'ST

90(2:1 00
Beef, corned, p lb, 7@8 Lime, P bbl,
Butter salt, 14 lb, 18@20 Oat Meal, P lb,
4@5
3
48 Onions, p lb,
Corn,pim,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 48 Oil, kerosene, gal, 12(2)13
Corn Meal, p bu,
4g}4 1-2
48 Pollock, p lb,
7(5)8
Cheese, p lb,
14@ls> Pork, P lb
1 12
Cotton Seed, p cwt, T30 Plaster, p.bbl,
3
Coil fish, dry, p tb
5(0)8 Rye Meal, p lb
Carnberries, p qt, 8(g8 Shorts, p cwt, 95(2100
6 l-2(ciG
Clover seed.
10@11 Sugar, p lb,
35
Flour, p bbl,
4 ROfa.4 75 Salt, T. I., P bu,
2 1-2
G. H. Seed, bu. 1 50(a2 00 Sweet Potatoes,
3
Wheat
Meal,
Lard, p p,
8^.9

ren.

Boston.

FOREIGN

Apples,
bu,
dried,
Beans, pea,
medium,
yel*weyes,
Butter, p ft,
Beef,
ft,,
Barley,
bu,
Cheese, ^ ft,
Chicken,
ft,,
Calf Skins,
Duck, £> ft,
Eggs, doz,
Fowl, |> ft,
Geese, p 1b,

Bachelder-Trevf.tt. In Searsport, October
1, at the M. E. parsonage, by Rev. H. W. Norton,
Mr. Burton Baclielrler and Miss Emma L. Trevett,
both of Prospect, Me.
Cunningha.m-I’uay. In Belfast, Oct. 4. by the
Rev. G. E. Edgett, James Cunningham and Miss
Sarah S. Pray, both of Searsport.
Danforth-Jackson. In this city, October 0,
by Rev. J. M. Leighton, John E. Danforth and
Blanche M. Jackson, both of Belfast.
MFRITHKW-M erith ew. 1n Warren, Me.. Octo
ber 6th, by Rev. Geo. S. Chase, Mr. Jeremiah
Merritliew, Executive Officer on U. S. Transport
McClellan, and Mr3. Maud F. Merritliew of War

Charlotte T Sibley, New York.
Portland. Oct. 5.
Ar, sch R F Pettigrew,
Philadelphia; 7, sld, sch D H Rivers, Colcord, New York and Havana.
Bangor, Oct. 4. Sld, schs Mary L Crosby,
Trim, Brunswick; Annie R Lewis, Hodgdon,
New York; 5, sld, schs Maud Briggs, New
York; Nightengale, New Bedford; G, sld,
schs Maud Snare, New York; Willard
Saulsbury, Salem for orders; Lizzie Lane,
New York; Nightingale, Newport; 7, sld,
schs Mary E Palmer, Newport News; iEtna,
New York.
Newport News, Oct. 2. Sld, sch Wm B
Palmer, Boston; 3, sld, sch W Wallace
Ward, Vera Cruz.
Washington, D. C., Oct 3. Cld, sch Daylight, Nickerson, Newport News.
Brunswick, Ga., Oct. 3. Ar, sch Lyman
M Law, Blake, New York ; G, ar sch Alelissa
A Willey, Portland; 7, ar. sch Carrie E
Look, Veazie, Rockland; 9, cld, sch Lyman
M Law, Philadelphia.
Charleston, Oct. 2. Ar, sch J Manchester
Haynes, Matthews, Boston: 7, ar, sch Sallie
I’On, Bangor; sld, sell Hattie C Luce, New
York; 8, ar, sch J Manchester Haynes,

WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.

Produce Market.

MARRIED.

Bangor.
Philadelphia, Oct. 3. Ar, sch Lucy E
Friend, Thomas, Gloucester; 4, ar, sch Almeda Willey, Hillsboro, N. B.
Baltimore, Oct. 3. Ar, sch A B Sherman,
Jacksonville; 5, ar, sch W H Oler, Kennebec; 7, sld, schs Young Brothers, Boston;

lumber at short

notice.

last

G. Harbutt. chose for the theme of

U.

v.

Cliff Randall will leave next
Pacific coast, where they have
a
steamer plying between San

and

week for the

|

to

York; 6, cld, sch Laura M Lunt,
Brunswick ; 7, ar, sch Levi Hart, New York
for Belfast; 9, ar, sch SS Smith, Bullock,

for New

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.

Nebemiah Young died suddenly Wednesdey morning of heart disease.

B.

more

W. M. Parse

arrived home Saturday.

hrst

Absolutely Pure

Makes the food

ton

CORRECTED

Atwood. In Bucksport, Sept 27, to Mr. and
Mrs. George Atwood, a son.
Brama.x. In Camden, September 24, to Mr.
and Mrs. F. E. Braman, a son.
Dodge. In lslesboro, Oct. 4, to Capt. aud Mrs.
J. S. Dodge, a son.
Gross. In Sunset (Deer Isle), September 27, to
Mr. and Mrs. Edmond II. Gross, a son.
Meservey. in Rockport, October 2, to Mr.
and Mrs.William Meservey, a son.
Pendleton, in Camden, September 25, to Mr.
aud .Mrs. Frazier Pendleton, a son.
Scott. In Swan’s Island, September 27, to Mr.
and Mrs. John Scott, a daughter.
Sheehan, in Bucksport, October 2, to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Sheehan, a son.

business trip to Ban-

gor Tuesday.

GOLD

Belfast Price Current.

Elegant
The

and

new

durable ia ‘•SOROSIS.”
for sale exclusively at

shoe

THE DINSMORE STORE.

SHERIFF S SALE.
Maine. W aldo ss.
Taken this 12tli day f »>
her, A. 1
execution dated the .'id la v *t >• nd,*issued on a judgment
.-n-ier.-.i by th*
Judicial Court tor tin- County ot'Wa;
term of said Court begun and held at h
said County, .n the 3d Tuesday
t Soph
D. 1 HIM), on the bill day
the tern;
2Sth day of September, A. h.
11
J. Webb ut Jaeksou, in said (.’minty of w
lector >1 taxes for the ti wn <•{ JackCounty, tor rhe year lH'JS, against A. H
said Jackson, and particularly tin ha
farm, it be ig 1. it No, 13 «•! Range ft,
114 a* res :he southeast coiner ot Lot N
l’ange ft. containing 2ft acre- and Cm
i.t
pal of Lot No. S2 ot Rain.- ft.
acres, according to the plan .d said
son, situated in said town id Jackson
of eight dollars and fooy cents, debt
and ten dollars and sixty b nr rents,
and will be sold at public auet ion at t1
of F. W. Brow a, Jr., in Brook.-, n said <
the highest bidder, on Saturday, the
November, A. D. 18UB, at 10 o’clock in
noon, the at. ive described real estate
Jackson, in the County of Waldo.
David Hasty farm, i being Lot No. 1 1 :
ft. containing 114 acres, the southra-'
Lot No I
of Range ft, «‘oiitaining 2ft
the northeast part of Lot No.,S2<d R o
taining 2b acres, according to the ph
town of Jackson.
Dated this 12th dav of October. A. In
ISAAC LEATHERS Deputy s
State of

<

■

••

■

1

SOROSIS.
Ladies, if

you

want

comfortable,

and
shoe.

A

yourf>'

wear

tin* 8'

sterling silver

given away

with

si

this she-

week only.

THE DINSMORE STOR

SHERIFF’S SALE.
State of >1aine

Waldo

ss.

Taken this 12th day of October. V i>
execution dated ihe 3d day ol Oetobc
iSMied on a judgment rendered by ;i
Judicial Court for the County ot’W'i
term of said Court begun ami held at I'
said C mnty, on the 3d Tuesday of s«-j
1*. 1899,011 the 9th day <>f the tenu.
28th day of September,* A. I>. lKim. c
Elijah T. Bessev of Brooks, in said «
tor ol taxes for the said town of Bro.4
year 1898, against Ira B. Dean of s.if
and particularly the real estate wu.
possession ot said Ira B. Dean on the n
April. \. D. 1898, situated in said town
and described as follows, viz: it bein_
of Lot No. 10, 1st div ision, according fo
of the said town of Brooks, for the
dollarsand ninety three cents, debt ordau
ten dollars and fifty five cents costs
will be sold at public auction at the l.n>
E. W. Brown, JrM in Brooks, iu sai (
the highest bidder, >n Saturday, the 1 st
November, A. I>. 1899, at ten o'ebu K
minutes in the forenoon, the above doestate situated in said Brooks and de-<
follows, to wit: it being the whole ot
of 1 st division, according to the plan <d *•"
Dated this 12tli day of October. A. 1* !'
ISAAC LEATHERS, Deputy >

